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When the lield of Boston Journalism in the

years IbiJO-ldfaO was preempted for the purpose of this

study it was practically virgin soil. A few had surveyed

it in spots but its intensive cultivation had never been

attempted. It has yielded a crop gratifying to the

author, and promises equally abundant harvests in the

future.

Host of the material was at

Library, the Boston Athenaeum, the American Antiquarian

Society and Boston Public Library. Some of it at the

Massachusetts Historical Society, Yale Library, the

Library or Congress, and Hew York Public Library.

Six difierent kinas of material were used for

the study itselr. Pundamental, of course, were the

newspapers. Second, were contemporary works, such as

guide books, censuses .published writings of prominent
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men, and manuscript a auoki as the Schooler and the

Winthrop papers at the Llaaaachuaett a Hiitorical Society.

There were, t bird, reminiacenoea like those ot Charles

Conedon and J.T. Buckingham, and biographies ol men

prominent in newspaper work. In civic, or political

liie. Further, there were interviews and correspondence

with such veterans in the newspaper business as -^•'^^eralV^

Taylor or the Globe , and with relatives of the editors of

these days. Technical works on the mechanical aide of

newspaper production were also used, and lastly, histories

of Boston, or the United States, and the two on American

Journalism, one by Mr. Frederic Hudson, the other by

Professor James M. Lee, who through correspondence and

interview has also given me many valuable suggestions.

Much helpful advice was also received through correspondence

with Professor Taloott Williams of Columbia University, and

on newspapers in the period

01 IbSO-lo&O was divided into six parts.

A brief survey of the city in these years

showed that its area was considerably increased through

the improvement of waste lands; that its population was
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more than douoled through the Inflow of large numbera

irom other parts of the Unit el States and abroad, until

in ld4b they v/ere more than tv«ioe as numerous as those

Dorn of Boston parents in Boston; that its chief business

interests were commerce and manufacturers, and its parti-

cular religious and intellectual development in these

years was along the lines of Unit arianism. Transcendentalism,

and social reform; and that by means of railroads, steam-

ships and telegraph lines, which replaced stagecoaches

and packets, the city was linlced more closely than ever

beiore with other parts of this country and of the world.

The second part was the study of the mechanical

equipment of a newspaper establishment and its methods of

newsgathering and distribution. The growth of daily

papers with the frequency of their populat ion^and their*

increasingly large circulation made necessary larger

offices and staffs, and very much faster presses. The

earliest power press was the Treadwell flat bed steam

press, probably Introduced first by the Advertiser in the

twenties. The next one was the llapier cylinder machine,

run by man power, used first by the Evening Gazette in

1 B;jO. The Times had probably the first double cylinder

machine in Boston in lb36, and applied steam to it in

-S-
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lt)40. In lti4b this firm Introduced into the city the

first Hoe Type Revolving Uachine. Paper, still mostly

Of rags, was secured chiefly in New England, the center
\

01 this industry, and type from Boston foundries.

Manuscript material concerning the Atlas showed that the

income of a paper came almost equally from advertisements

and circulation, and that its largest expenditures were

for salaries and paper. Por newsgathering there were

four principal agencies: newsrooms, of which Topliff’s

was the most prominent, the mails, the swifter express,

companies, of which Hamden's was the first, "both bring-

ing papers from other cities, and the telegraph lines,

expensive and imperfect as they were at first. Carriers,

newsmen, in the forties, newsboys, and malls were the
'

I

principal methods of circulating the papers.

The contents of the newspapers were found

to be of four kinds. First there was news, which included

not only local items, most of them of little importance

today, but reports of events recognized then and now as

of great historical importance, such as the Texas question,

and Oregon and Maine boundaries, the extension of slavery,

French Revolutions, all of which in their presentation

showed Boston's liberty-loving , but generally conservative
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»Vliig opinions. There were, too, editorials and corres-

pondence which discussed these subjects from a similar

point Of view. These all present a view oi the complex

and changing body of public opinion in Boston which

cannot be ootained from contemporaneous speeches, and

correspondence oi political leaders, and v/hich gives a

sense of reality not found in secondary accounts. Third

was a literary section, which, with much that was

ephemeral, furnished also the early publication of some

of the writings of the greatest American and European

authors. Lastly, there were advertisements, showing in

the larger papers a preponderance of mercantile Interests,

in the penny dailies an epidemic of patent medicines,

and in all a varying number of cuts which exhibited slight

progress in the fine arts.

The fourth part sicetched the history of some

of the subscription daily papers. These were in their

political Interests mostly flfhig, and mirrored extremely

well the type of people among which they circulated, the

substantial, well-educated, cultured, conservative part of

the population. dith the Ad v e rt i a e

r

originated the regular

daily editorial. In the Courier were published the

Bigelow Papers, The Atlas was above all political. The

-b-
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Poat waa witty and the one strong Democrat lo paper, The

Tranaoript had the first v^oraan editor of a daily paper

in this country. The Journal v/aa decidedly a moral

and religious daily. And the enterprising Traveller

originated the custom of window bulletin boards. Brief

sicetches were also given of the lives of the editors,

some of whom lilte Uathan Hale of the Advert iser . Joseph

T. Buckingham of the Courier , and Charles Gordon Greene

of the pos t were outstanding figures in civic as well as

newspaper activities. A few correspondents, like Ben.

Perley Poore on the Atlas . also gained fame through their

journalistic work.

Filth was the study of the penny dailies,

which in their’ rash"^ their appeal to the masses, their

sensationalism, their rad icalisc^ represent ed the spirit

of the age of Jacksonian Democracy, the people with less

property and less exalted social standing. Influenced

however, by the conservative spirit of Boston they were

never as extreme as in other places, never as rabid, and

when inclined toward any political party were chiefly

kVhig. I have discovered that the first oi them, and the

lirst in the United States, not counting the Cent of

Pniladelphia which seems to have perished as soon as

-6
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Deetin,wa3 the tforld in a Nutshell . ‘begun on AURuat

It, ItiZZ, juat two weexa betore the Sun In Hew York,

the first penny paper in another oity. The moat important

of them in Boston were the Times
,
Mail , Bee

,
Ghronot ype

and Herald.

‘ The weekly papers were almost legion, and

were of two kinds: first, the Reneral papers, which in-

cluded the weekly editions of the dailies and others

of Reneral interest; second the class newspapers^ of

which the reltRious, aRricult ural , commercial, lalor and

anti-slavery were prominent examples.
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INTRODUCTION

No sort of hl 3tortcal material ia more

faaoinating, more absorbing, or yields more of human

interest to the diligent aearoher than do the dusty

files 01 old newspapers. They have sometimes been

rejected as historical sources on the basts that

they were inaccurate and biased, that they misrepre-

sented the laots, that they emphasized the trivial

to the exclusion oi the Important. To a certain ex-

tent these accusations are true, yet there ia much

to be said in their favor. Because they are in the

strictest sense of the word contemporary they are

exceptionally reliable for the verifying of dates.

They are, moreover, mirrors of their time in which are

reflected passing events, changing opinions, the linea-

ments Of prominent ’men and women, and if some of the

pictures are elongated or broadened by any of them it

is usually patent at once to the observer, or easily

discernable through a glance at other papers. Further,

a general knowledge of the hisiory of the time is suffi-

cient to safeguard one against the danger of following





JL...

ll.

the newspapers when they stress what Is trivial and

pass over matters ol Importance. Moreover, the very

laot that they do this gives to the student a new

point of view on the relative value of things then

and now. Their Intense Interest In every thing that

happens. In the latest news of every kind from this

country or abroad, enables them to picture with rare

skill the spirit and temper of the times.

Boston has always been in one way or another

unique, and its peculiar qualities were faithfully

portrayed in its newspapers. It is the purpose of the

present study to picture the environment in which the

papers existed, in the period 1830-1850, to narrate

the lire history of a few of them, and to point out,

particularly in the dally papers, and very 'briefly

amonR the weekly papers, the particular characteristics

which resulted from the influence of the community 'upon

them.

Most of the material was secured at iJidener

Library, the Boston Athenaeum, the American Antiquarian

Society, and the Boston Public Library, some of it at

the Massachusetts Historical Society, Yale Library, the

Library of Congress, and the flew York Public Library.

Six different kinds of material were used for
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the study itseli. Fundamental, or oourae, were the

nevjapapers. Second, there were contemporary worica,

such as guide Dooks, censuses, puolished writings of

prominent men, and manuscripts such as the Schouler

and the A'inthrop papers at the Llassachusett a Historical

Society. There were, third, reminiscences like those

or Charles Gongdon and J.T. Buckingham, and biographies

or men prominent in newspaper work, in civic, or poli-

tical lire. Further, there were interviews and corres-

pondence with such veterans in the newspaper business

as ’’General" laylor or the Globe , and with relatives

or the editors in these days. Technical works on the

mechanical side of newspaper production were also used,

and lastly, histories of Boston, of the United States,

and the two on American Journalism, one by Frederic

Hudson, the other by Professor James M. Lee^ who through

correspondence and an interview has also given me

valuable suggestions. Much helpful advice has also been

received through correspondence with Professor Talcott

i7illiams of Columbia University, and with Professor

Willard Bleyer of Wisconsin University.

The author wishes above all to acknowledge

her Indebtedness to Professor Frederick Jackson Turner

of Harvard University, under whose guidance this study
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CHAPTiH I

Boston and its People, 1630 • 185Q,

Hesrspapers, like people, are to a ooneiderable extent

the produot of the environment in «hioh they exist, for al-

though the inheritance of certain precedents influences them

in part, their development follows as well local lines. 1

study of Journalism, therefore, with no account of the en-

vironment in which it existed would he like a biography

which pictured only its subject, what he was, ahd what he

did. A general knowledge of Boston, its people and their

interests is especially essential to an understanding of

the history of its Journalism in the period 1830 - 1850,

for it was at once the capital of the state and the most

important city, commercially, in Bcw England, and was the

only one which was a double center of this sort*

American Journalism originated in Boston on Sep-

tember 25th, 1690 when Benjamin Harris started a little paper

called publick Occurrences, Both gorreign and Domestiok.

He planned to publish the paper at least once a month, but it

never came to a second issue for ho had been so bold in his

first number as to touch upon military and local matters

which brought upon his little sheet the disapproval of the
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autboritlas and killed it within twenty-four hours. They

then stated that it was a pamphlet sent out contrary to

law, and forbade the printing of anything without a license

from the government. fourteen years later the first suo-

oeseful paper was started by John Campbell, the postmaster

of Boston, and created quite a sensation in the town, which

then numbered only eight thousand. It was a weekly called

the Boston Bews-Letter and lived to the good old age of

seventy-two yearsJ^

In the century that followed the founding of

this paper American newspapers grew rapidly in numbers.

In 1630 it was estimated that there were about 1000 in

the United States, in 1640 they numbered approximately

1403, and in 1650, 2526.^ With a population of 30,000,000

franco was in 1832 publishing only 210 papers, while our

country with but 12,000,000 had over 1000.® In Boston

there were listed 34 papers in 1629, of which 6 were dallies,

16 weeklies, 6 semi-weeklies,and 4 tri-weeklies.^ In 1850

there were said to be 12 dallias, 58 weeklies and 7 semi-

weeklies, making a total of 77.^ During this period there

were in all about 300 newspapers published in this city,

some of them very ephemeral, others lasting throughout

the two decades and for years longer. The population,

meanwhile, increased from 61,392 in 1630 to 136,881 in

1850.^

.y, I .
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For the study of Boston in this period several

kinds of material are available. The newspapers themselves

are an important and interesting source of information, but

to use them alone would be to look at the oity from only

one point of view. A second sort of material is that fur*

nished by contemporary guide books such as Abel H. Bowen's

Picture of Boston, or oitisen's and stranger's guide
, pub-

lished in 1833, and Bathaniel Dearborn's Reminiscences of

Boston and guide through the city and environs
, published

in 1851. !Ihese give much that is of value and interest.

Like the newspapers they are contemporary, but unlike them

their object is neither news nor propaganda, rather the

picturing of the oity as it is. There are, thirdly,

reminiscences of Boston people of the time, written often

much later and not to be relied upon for accurate dates

nor exact details, but valuaole as giving memories of the

spirit and temper of the times. Finally come the books

of recent students who have made a specialty of Boston

history in all its branches.

All of these sources have been used in gather-

ing the material for the picture of Boston which is roughly

sketched in the following pages. It is intended to serve

simply as a background or setting for the more detailed

history of Journalism which follows.

Much of the territory which today forms a part

m
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of Boston was in the period 1830 - 1860 sparsely pop-

ulated suburbs, unused marshes or a part of the harbor and

bay. The oity proper oooupied a little peninsula less than

three miles long and only a little over a mile in width.

Its main streets and many of the smaller ones wound about

in apparent disregard of anything so mundane as system.

From South Boston Bridge to Charles River Bridge, about

half the shore line, stretched a oompaot line of wharves

of all sises and varieties. Bridges extended to the neigh-

boring shore like the fine filaments of a spider *8 web, oon

necting Boston with the towns about it. Two led to South

Boston, two to Charlestown, two to Canhridge, and the long

Mill Dam stretched cut to the narrow road leading to Brook-

7
line. Until after the end of this period tolls were

collected on all but two or three of these routes out of

the city.®

During the two decades from 1630 to 1850 many

far-reaching changes were taking place in the manner of

living in this country and to a certain extent each was

represented in Boston. In 1630 the chief mode of local

travel was by private conveyance or stagecoach. In the

twenty years following, omnibus lines were established,

cabs introduced and seven railroads built out of Boston.®

Express conpanies sprang up in arswor to a great need for

a service which cared for the transportation of valuable
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papers and bundles of all kinds. Telegraph lines were

put up and places geographically far away were, brought within

easy talking distance of Boston.^® The principal streets

were paved, and lighted almost entirely with oil lamps.

The first gas street light was put in Dock Square in 1829.

By 1850 there were 782 in the city, and 1,243 oil lights,

all cared for by 28 lamp-lighters . Howsboys did not

appear until the middle forties. The police force was

organized in 1838 and twelve years later numbered 30, tut

the chief force for guard duty was the "yatch**, anv old

establishment which in 1850 numbered 225 and was merged

in 1653 with the police department. The fire depart-

ment, meanwhile, was made up of volunteers, but by 1650

there were twenty commissioned companies each rivalling

the others in efficiency.^® Commerce was flourishing but

much capital was in these years being put into the new

manufacturing conoems^^neari * by which were concentrating

in the towns that grew up about them an ever-increasing

population. Labor was becoming self-conscious and begin-

ning to organize. With the big influx city life was

completely changed. The question of slavery was forcing

itself to the front with Boston as the center of Abolition-

ist agitation.^® Under the influence of Jacksonian Democ-

racy with its emphasis on the people themselves tather than

on a few prominent leaders American political life was under-
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going a profound change very' plainly visible in Bostont

Just before this period the Massachusetts General Hospital

was opened}^ in 1832 the Institution for the Blind began

its work^® and in 1839 the Lowell Institute Fund was es-

tablished?^ There was no publio library until the ’fif-

ties, but private libraries, of which the Boston Athenaeum

and the Massachusetts Historical Society Library were the

most prominent, were used by many of the oitizens?^ ^9

Charitable Mechanic Association was in existence but had

no Mechanics Building?® the Handel and Haydn Society gave

concerts occasionally^^ but there was no Symphony. There

were museums of a sort?® yet no one great publio collection;

there were theatres^^ but no opera house; military exhibi-

tions on the Common^’^ bat no baseball games at Braves Field;

excursions down the harbor^® but no paragon park; panoramas

and dioramas^® but no moving pictures.

Of the chief physical changes which took place

in Boston before 1860 Bpes Sargent, who came from New York

in the autumn of 1847 to occupy the editorial chair of the

Transcript , gives an interesting summary in that pqper for

September 2, 1847. He had been away from Boston "more than

a score of years."

"What changes during all that time; On a spot
where we buffeted the salt water, and swam with a troop of
schoolfellows - but yesterday as it seems to us - a cap-
acious hotel now stands, and the oars that circulate
along the iron veins that run from Boston to the great lakes
come thundering in. The marks of a rapid advance in pros-
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parity and of a greatly increased population meet us on
all sides. Suburban towns have grown into cities, and
land within their limits has attained a price which was
not dreamed of in the visions of the wildest speculators
of the day of bubbles and fancy stocks. gast Boston has
risen like an exhalation. In streets lately occupied
by dwelling houses, long lines of massive granite stores
now meet the eye. Old public buildings here been torn
down, and their places supplied by stately edifices,
combining architectural grace with solidity. A new
custom house, a new court house, and a new exchange, not
tc speak of new churches and hotels unnumbered, adorn
the city. Even the old Latin School has been razed to
its foundations The Horticultural Society have
erected a building on the site, and now instead of the
'shoots' of 'young ideas' we have material fruits and
flowers in perfection There have been more
marvellous changes still. In these bygone days there
was no magnetic telegraph - there were no cabs - very
few transcendentalists and no Oak Hall.'^^ Theatres
were called theatres^^- French novels were unknown -

mustaohios ware considered profane - and Gaorge Sand
looked upon as no saint. It is astonishing what prog-
ress we have made,"^^

At this time Hoxbury had Just resolved to he-

oome a city, and five years before, whan it had neither

post office, hotel, lawyer, clergyman nor doctor, Somer-

ville had been made separate from Charlestown?^ Mach

of the Back Bay was still open water or marshes but the

work of reclaiming these had been begun, and dry land was

slowly taking the place of the marshes?® In 1048 the

Boston Republican contained a paragraph which revealed

one method used by the city to accomplish this reclamation.

It read:

"The city has purchased in Weston a two acre
hill, to be removed to the Back Bay flats. One thousand
dollars is paid for the hill, the land to revert to the
original owner, after the city is done with it."®6

The improvement of waste land to increase
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the size of the oity in this period, 1630-1850, was a

natural oonsequenoe of the growth of the population by

8

a total of 75,489 for the twenty years. The largest r

part of this came in the 'forties. Prom 61,392 in 1830

the number grew to 85,000 in 1840, to 114,366 in 1845,^"^

and to 136,881 in 1850.^® Boston was in 1830 very sim-

ilar in the charaoter and habits of its population to the

Boston of the early 18th oentury. Its people ware al*«

most entirely of English ancestry with a small strain of

Prenoh -Huguenot and Sootoh-Irish blood. There were a

few foreigners, it is true, ohiefly Irish, doing rough,

labor, and living on Broad and Sea Streets, but they

formed an inoonspiouous fraction of the total populations^

The great change which came about during the twenty years

of the period under discussion was due to an influx of

people from abroad and from other parts of the United

States. The building of railroads with its accompany-

ing demand for labor doubtless brought some to the city.

Others were attracted by the growing manufacturing inter-

ests of Boston and the surrounding towns. The expansion

of commerce which the railroads and steamship lines stim-

ulated was most probably another cause of their coming.

The census of the city for 1645 showed the result. This

stated that out of the population of 114,366 that year,

73,290 wore not born in Boston, 46,186 of these coming
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from other parts of the United States and 27,104 from

foreign countries. Of the 41,076 born in Boston^ 10,186

were of foreign parentage, so that altogether there were

37,269 foreigners and their children in the oity, and just

30,891 native born Bostonians of native parentage^^ The

colored population of the oity was throughout the period

not more than 2,000 at any one time?*’

Two events in Boston during these years serve

to indicate the decided antagonism which existed between

the native born and the foreigners and which occasionally

manifested itself in actions as well as in words. The

first was the burning of the Ursuline Convent in Charles-

town, August 11, 1834. The immediate cause for this out-

rage seems to have been an imprudent sermon preached by

Lyman Beecher about a little book published as the work

of a girl who had lived in the Convent. Roman Catholicism

was not at this time very familiar to th3 natives of Bostcn

and the idea of a nunnery filled them with a vague appre-

hension. The real cause probably lay in tne inflow between

1630 and 1835 of seme 10,000 Irish and the consequent dis-

placement of some native workmen who for this reason bore

the new-comers a grudge and were ready at any time to pay

them back. The only guilt of the nuns was apparently that

they were furnishing particularly good educational facil-

ities to the girls of the vicinity. Though the workmen gave
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public notice of their intentions no measures jrere taken

to prevent their performance, and when it was too late,

five thousand of the best citizens met in paneuil Hall to

denounce such proceedings. Ho one was ever brought to

justice, however, and no indemnity given the nuns,’*' Hie

other quarrel flared up all of a sudden on a Sunday after-

noon three years later when a fire engine company and an

Irish funeral procession became mixed up on Broad Street.

Just how the trouble began is a subject upon which no two

newtpapers agree, but the riot which immediately ensued was

disgraceful«and so serious that it was necessary to call the

militia to put it down, and to guard the streets all the fol-

lowing night.

During this period the community was led by a

group of exceedingly able men, who, though small in numbers,

were largo in influence, and guided by a wholesome feeling

of moral obligation to maintain the best principles in the

personal and public conduct of the whole population and

to do everything in their power for its welfare. They

composed the gentility, the wealthy classes. The. most )

perfect description of them possible^ is given by the genial

"Autocrat" who know them well and who showed his attitude

toward them so clearly when he wrote,

-

"I go politically for equality and
socially for the quality."

"What do I mean by a man of family?
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"Pour or five ganaratione of gentloman and
gentlewomen; among them a metrioer of His Majesty's Council
for the Frovince, a Governor or so, one or two Doctors of
Divinity, a member of Congress, not later than the time
of long boots with tassels."

"Family portraits. The member of the Council,
by Smibart. The great marohant-unole

,
by Copley, full

length, sitting in hie arm-chair, in a velvet cap and
flowered robe, with a globe by him, to show the range
of his commercial transactions, and letters with large
red seals lying round, one directed conspicuously to
The Honorable, etc., etc. Great-grandmother, by the
same artist; brown satin, lace vary fine, band super-
lative; grand old lady, stiffish, but Imposing. Her
mother, artist unknown; flat, angular, hanging sleeves;
parrot on fist. A pair of Stuarts, viz., 1. A superb,
full-blown, mediaeval gentleman, with a fiery dash of
Tory blood in his veins, tenqjered down with that of a
fine old rebel grandmother, and warmed up with the best
of old India Madeira; hie face is one flams of ruddy
sunshine; his ruffled shirt rushes out of his bosom with
an impetuous generosity, as if it would drag his heart
after it; and his smile is good for twenty thousand
dollars to the Hospital, besides ample bequests to all
relatives and dependants. 2. Lady of the same; remark-
able cap; high waist; as in time of Empire; bust a la
J osephine ; wisps of curls, like celery tips, at sides
of forehead; complexion clear and warm, like rose cordial.
AS for the miniatures by Malbone, we don't count them in
the gallery.

"Books, toe, with the names of old oollego-
students in them,- family names,- you will find them at
the head of their respective classes in the days when
students took rank on the catalogue from their parents*
condition. Elzevirs with the Latinized appellations of
youthful progenitors, and Hie liber est mens on the title-
page. A sot of Hogarth's original plates, pope, original
edition, 15 volumes, London 1717. Barrow on the lower
shelves, in folio. Tillotson on the upper, in a little
dark platoon of octo-decimos.

"Some family silver; a string of wedding and
funeral rings; the arms of the family curiously blazoned;
the same in worsted, by a maiden aunt.

"If the man of the family has an old place to
keep these things in, furnished with claw-footed chairs
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and blaok mahogany tables, and tall bevel-edged mirrors
and stately upright oabinets, his outfit is ocmpleta."

The fortunes of this period, most of vhich

had been built up sinee the Revolution, though they seam

small in these days of multimillionaires, ^are very large

in the money value of the period. There vrere comparative-

ly few of them, however. They are quaintly described in

a very human little pamphlet published in Boston in 1846

under the title of Our First Men and purporting to be a

"Calendar of health. Fashion and Gentility." In this there

were listed but seventeen millionaires out of a population

of some 115,000. Of these the wealthiest, peter C. Brooks,

had ^6,000,000, three were worth |2, 000,000 each, four,

,500,000, and the rest approximately an even ^1,000,000.

They had won their money chiefly in commerce and manufactures.

Prominent among the merchants were the Bryants, Cushings,

Perkinses and Sturgises, all of whom were or had been in the

China trade. Conspicuous among the manufacturers were the

Appletons, and Lawrences who were building up the textile

46mills of eastern Massachusetts.

Aside from the millionaires there ware in Boston

according to this same pamphlet, 381 whose fortunes ware

each ^100,000 or over. Many had inherited part or all of

their money, 75 ware merchants, 14 physicians, 35 lawyers,

10 distillers and 2 ware truckman. The largest number had

fortunes of from ^100,000 to ^150,000 and only seven possessed

f
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more than ;^500,000 and lees than $1,000,000.

The homes of '’ the quality" were mostly on or

near Beaoon Hill and Port Hill. Beaeon Street was during

the whole period "the sunny streot that holds the sifted

few", as Holmes termed it. On Chestnut, Pinokney and

Mount Vernon Streets, too, and nearer the shore on Tremont,

Pranklin and Summer Streets were also the residenoes of

the "first men". north of pinokney Street on the slope

of Beaoon Hill was the free negro settlement, a center of

anti-slavery agitation. It was a sharp line truly which

separated these two sections®^

The community center of Boston then, as it is

to a certain extent now, was the common, a gathering

place for old and young alike. Its original use as a

common grazing ground continued until 1830, but before

this public spirited citizens had begun the planting of

shade trees about the area which earlier had been merely

gently rolling grassy slopes with a muddy frog pend in the

hollow and for trees boasted only of its well-known great

elm and a willow near the pond. Beginning in the 18th

century with the Tremont Street side oroad walls were

constructed all around the edge of the Common, the last

one being that on Boylston Street which was completed in

1636, and the whole surrounded by an iron fence, partly

paid for by the owners of neighboring estates.
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In tha 'thirties and 'forties the most con-

stant and Joyous usirs of the Common were the children.

One of them, Edward Everett Hale, wrote years later:

"Practically the Common was ours to work our
own sweat will upon. On musters, and on the two election
days and Independence Day, we shared it with the rest of
the town."

In winter children coasted down its various

slopes or skated on the little pond. In other seasons

they played marbles, rolled hoops, flew their kites or

fished in the frog pond for the few horned pout it con-

53
tained, pretending meanwhile that it was fathoms deep

64
and great ships could float upon it. They had even

more fun on holidays for than the whole town turned out,

many and varied "attractions", such as punch and Judy

shows, refreshment tents and booths ware sot up Just out-

side the fence, and all was celebration and Jollity.

In the Boston newspapers of this period there

was mirrored a pageant of sharply contrasting events with

the Common as their setting. On the Blst of June 1833

crowds gathered here to welcome presidjnt Jackson, Vice-

President Van Buren and their suite who had coma to Boston

for the celeoration attending the docking of the frigate

Constitution at the Cnariestown Davy Yard, where after

much discussion the government had decided to station it

permanently^^ One of the big events of this visit was the

review of the Boston brigade on the Common the next day
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the President. It was a gala time and the vrhole

town was theref^ though as the Transcript remarked a

few days hefore, probably not one fifth of the people
C Q

were the president's political friends.

One afternoon four years later the Common

was the setting for a series of thrilling war dances

by representatives of the Sacs and Poxes who ware on a

friendly visit to Boston. Great crowds gathered to watch

it, then in the evening a select few ware invited to

Governor Sverett's to entertain these dark skinned aristo-

crats^^ of the forest, hardly surpassed even in the puritan

city for dignity and reserve of bearing.

On the Common in 1648 was held the celebration

of the introduction of pure water into the city at public

expanse. One of the leaders of this movement, which had

bean discussed at intervals for fifteen years by the public,

the newspapers, and the legislature^® was Bathan Hale®^

editor of the Advertiser . A long and elaborate parade in

which nearly every Boston interest was represented ended

at the Common where Ur. Halo made a report. Mayor Quincy

spoke, and the school children sang Lowell’s ode written

for the occasion, "My flame is Water". In the illumination

which followed in the evening the newspaper, offices vied

62
with one another in the brilliancy of their display.

Another center of civic life was Paneuil Hall,
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rTV "itihM'r

familiarly called the Cradle of Liberty beoause of its

association with the great events of Revolutionary days.

In a fairly central place, not far from the water front,

it was the scene of many an interesting and significant

meeting daring the twenty years 1830 - 1850. In the

first story oi the building were a number of stores.

Above was the hall than which ”Lin] the annals of the

American continent, there is no one place more distinguished

63
for powerful eloi^uenoo, " The building was used by

men of widely differing beliefs, but' was not always sacred

to free speech for in March 1847 a temperance meeting was

broken up, and Movember 1850 a Free Soil gathering^ It

was the scene of many Whig ralliee^^ of meetings opposing

the Anti-slavery people^^ and of meetings they held them-

selves. Here Wendell Phillips and Charles Francis Adams

i

made their maiden speeches, the one a brave declaration

in favor of the Abolitionists, the other a Fourth of July

67
oration. Hera in 1844 the mechanics and laborers held

a convention's and in 1848 a grand soiree took place in

connection with the fourteenth Triennial Celebration of

the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanics Association^^ When

the city entertained distinguished guests, as for example

Presidents Jackson*^^ and PolkJ^ or the Sacs and Foxes^^

appropriate meetings were held in Faneuil Hall, and it was

in this irailding that funeral ceremonies wars held in 1850

I

I

!
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in honor of presidant Taylor^vrith mueia by tha Handel and

Haydn society and an oration by Josiah Quincy, of

such events the newspapers gave brief notices, and on some

occasions reports of considarabla detail.

por the use of its own citizens and of outsiders

who came here there ware in Boston hotels of various sorts,

Bowen listed fifteen in ISSSJ^ tha Boston directory in 1850

gave tha names of eighty-eight public housas?^ jha Bromfield

House, in Bromfield Street, originally a famous stage tavern

and known as the Indian Queen, was at this time tha dinner

center of old-fashioned Jacksonian Democracy. The Marl-

borough House, which stood on Washington Street between

Bromfield and Winter Street, was famous as a temperance hotel

which allowed on its premises no liquor, tobacco, nor other

products of slave labor, and consequently was a popular place

with anti-slavery people?^

Tha Copley plaza of these years was tha Tramont

House on tha. corner of Tremont and Beacon Streets, next to

the Old Granary Burying Ground. It was built in 1829 through

public subscription led by tha most prominent business man

who felt that Boston needed a better hotel than then existed

77
for the entertainment of guests.

,
president Jackson and

his party made this tneir headquarters issm in 183378 Tjorre

years later whan tha celebration of tha completion of Bunker

Hill Monument brought President Tyler and members of his
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oabinet to Boston they stayed at the Tremont HouseZ^

Charles Dickens made it his home while in Boston in

1642,^^ and iSdwin Forrest, the aetor, stayed there while

playing in Boston at different times during these years?^

In 1847, however, this hotel was somewhat super-

seded by the Revere House whieh was built by a oompany of

gentlemen oonnected with the Charitable Lleehanie Assoeiation

and was named by them for their first
•
president, Paul Revere

It was regarded as the largest and finest hotel in all new

England ax;d many famous people were entertained in it. pres

ident polk, who visited the oity the last of June 1847, was

one of the first of its guests. In 1650 Jenny Lind had a

beautiful suite at this hotel during her stay in Boston?®

She had bean heralded for months previous to her arrival by

aoeounts of her sueaessas elsewhere, and by cleverly worded

advertisements®'^ all part of an extensive campaign carried

on by her manager, p. T. Barnum, to arouse the greatest pop-

ular enthusiasm and secure the financial success of her

trip?® The plan was successful in Boston at least. AS the

day of her coming approached all arrangements for her recep-

tion were carefully recorded in the daily papers, and her

luxurious apartments in the hotel, as well as on the Kew

^ork boat, described with great detail. Sven a downpour

of rain could not dampen the curiosity of all Boston to see

her, and her passage from the train to the hotel was lined
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vrit/i ohearing orov»d8. A hoars later the mayor and

other prominent citizens oaUedi to welcome har*^ Her

arrival vva's .reported and her concerts were described

in the newspapers in a style far more lively and interesting

than was produced by many events in Boston’s history during

this period.

Theatrical performances were furnished for those

who desired them principally by the Tremont and national

Theatres in the ’thirties and in the next decade by the

Howard Athenaeum, at one time a Millerite Tabernacle, and

the Boston Museum, both of these coming into prominence

after the Tremont was sold to the Baptists and remodelled

for a church, then as now known as Tremont Temple?*^ near-

ly all of the daily newspapers contained regularly theatre

notices of current attractions, and some of them short state-

ments or criticisms of the performances?® Most of the

famous actors of the time, both Americans and foreigners

who made tours here, appeared at one or another of these

theatres, Junius Brutus Booth®'^ and Hdwin ^orrest^^played

in Boston frequently throughout the period. The Kembles

came first in April 1833?^ Mr. and Mrs. Wood in the English

version of Rossini’s opera '’Cinderella'’ in December of that

year^^ J, Sheridan Knowles the following year played in soma

of his own dramas?^ and eleven-year-old Jean Margaret Daven-

port performed Richard III before wondering audiences in
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1838?^ Tto years later Fanny Elssler, already a danseuse

of considerable fame, appeared in Boston and created in its

citizens conflicting emotions of approval and disapproval of

her dances. Her engagement here came at the same time as

a big drive to raise money for the completion of Bunker

Hill Monument and it created no small sensation when she

presented to the cause her share of a benefit performance,

amounting to about ^569?® In 1648 the newspapers were

printing detailed announcements concerning Tom Thumb who

was holding levees every day at the Museum and appearing

in various historic roles?^ Bttrr*8 Seven Mila Mirror of

the Lakes and Rivers, a panorama predecessor of moving

pictures, was exhibited in Boston in 1650 and the newspaper

advertisements sent all about with the news of excursion

rates on the railroads brought thousands of interested

97spectators to the city from places as far away as Montreal.

The intellectual and spiritual life of Boston

during the period 1830-1850 expressed itself in three dis-

tinct yet closely related phases. The first, which began

soon after the Revolution, was preeminently religious, and

resulted in the split of the old orthodox churches and the

formation of a new sect called Unitarians. Their belief,

in direct opposition to the dogma of traditional Christian-

ity. which for centuries had been based on the natural wicked-

ness of mankind, was based on the principle that man is
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naturally good, that he 1b made in the image of God, and

that his duty is to follow the light God has given him,

of which the greatest source is Jesus Christ. It was

a religion of hope in the place of an old doctrine of

98
dread. This movement was fortunate in having for its

leaders men who were at the same time winning and repre-

sentatives of old and Influential families. Owing to

their personality and to the attractiveness of their

theology they were not long in hringingabout a social

as well as a spiritual conquest of Boston and the sur-

rounding towns because for two centuries the social system

had been unchangeably based on the church. Harvard Col-

lege and King's Chapel, which were among the first to go

over to the Unitarians, were soon followed by most of the

other Old Puritan churches. To combat this new move-

ment and to bring about a revival of Trinitar ianism, park

Street Church was built in 1809 - 10, and soon won for that

sits the nickname "Brimstone Corner" because its preachers

upheld the old Calvinism with such forvori^®

Although so many had given up the stern doc-

trines in which they had formerly believed, their observance

of Sunday changed little in its strictness before 1850. To

Sunday newspapers or traini^^Jhere was a fairly general and

very determined resistance. A8 late as 1840 people were

brought up in the police court because they had been found
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playing nine-pins or dnnoing and fiddling on Saturday even-

ing, for there was still in existence a laji which ruled

that no person should engage in, or he present at, any

game or amusemant, except concerts of sacred music, on

Saturday evening, and provided the penalty of a fine or

103
imprisonment for its infringement.

The second phase took the form of a philo- -

sophical movement which came to ha known as Transcendantal-

104
ism. Its leaders were such people as Bronson Aloott,

Jamas ?. Clarke, Ralph ffaldo Emerson, Margaret Fuller,

Lydia Maria Child, and George Ripley, and their favorite

meeting place in Boston was the bookshop and library of

foreign works kept by Miss Elizabeth fsabody, on Seat

Street. Its double attraction of a central location

and stimulating books ware the particular reasons for its

popularity with this circle. To the man on the street

this movement seamed shear useless folly, and he was apt

to characterize their literary productions satirically

as did the editor of the Transcript who said of one

article that it was merely "words; words, words", and

concluded; that the ideas were omitted either accidentally

or because of lack of room^®^

Die tnird phase of the spiritual and intellectu-

al life of Boston in this period manifested itself chiefly

in the 'forties in an epidemic of reform of various kinds?’^’^

Endeavors at social reform found expression in the unsuccess-
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108
ful comoiunistio experiment at Broox Farm and in the

anti-slavery movement of which William Lloyd Garrison

109
was the most prominent and unrelenting leader. Another

prominent leader was Theodore Parker, an extremist both

in religion and philosophy. Of all reforms he felt the

abolition of slavery to be the most importantr Regarded

by many as a heretio, he held independent Sunday services

at the Melodeon, and his sermons were reported at length,

sometimes entire, in the Chronotype
. a penny paper of the

timsl’^^ The Latter Day Saints ware trying in these years

112
to win converts in Boston and the Millerites were busy

informing everyone that the end of the world would surely

come in 1643, a conclusion to which they had coma through

mathematical calculations based on figures they found in

113
Daniel and Revelation. For those who needed help of

a particular kind institutions and societies for reform

of every sort had bean or ware being founded at this tima.^^

The- prinoip^!«^ business section of Boston in
t

1830 was bounded by Winter, Tremont, Hanover and Creek

Streets and the Jiarbor. By 1650 its location had shifted

southward a very little but not enough to make a great dif-

ference noticeable. Hers along the waterfront ware the

largest wharves, almost every bank and insurance office,

Panauil Hall, the markets, the wholesale merchants’ stores,

the newspaper offices, some of tna hotels and reading rooms.
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all a part of tha business life of the

During these twenty years Boston was enjoying

great material prosperity and rapid development. Tnis

state of affairs was indioatad, for example, by an edito-

rial in the Columbian Centinel in May 1831, whieh read in

part:

"A’e have rarely seen Boston so aetiva and busy
as daring the present season. All kinds of business
has been 'locking up'. A shipwright was in our offiee a
few days ago, complaining that he had more work on hand,
than he could periorm in his yard, and that ha had to pay
journeymen three Dollars a day. Many new buildings are
going up in all quarters of the City, and mechanics gen-
erally find ready employment. Rents have risen 25 par
cent, and real estate generally has risen and is still
on the rise. Such a state of things is exceedingly
cheering, and has put to flight the ideas which ware not
uncommon last year, tnet the grass was about to spring
up in our s treats.

This prosperity was interrupted only partially

by the troubles of the later 'thirties and returned with

117
even greater Intensity in the succeeding decadet

The financial center of the city at this time

was State Street, where ware located in 1837 twenty-two

116
out of the tnirty-five banks of Boston, Between 1830

and 1637 the number of banks in the city had doubled and

their total capital had increased from $12,350,000 to

$21,350,000. The causa of this expansion was the abun-

dance of money in 1630 and its .accompanying low rata of

interest on loans. Speculation was rife and spent itself

partly in a bad attack of bank fever vdi ich brought into

existence estabii^ments with very little resarvai'^^
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The Adver tl eer publishes in 1637 lists of banks #h 08 a

bills are not received at the Suffolk Bank which was

120
than noted for its soundness. The failures of 1837

and the two or three years following were mostly among

121
the new and more speculative banks, and the more level-

headed of the newspapers did what they could to allay fear

1 22.

and encourage a calm view of tne situationr

One of the foremost business interests of the

time was commerce, and for this reason property t, along

the water front was a good investment. Much money was

123
spent in filling in and in building docks and piers.

Boston's shipping was large, and varied, and brought her

into business relations with many and far-distant countries

Ships with fruit from Southern Europe anchored at Rowe's

;Sharf. The Bast India business hnd its headquarters in

India Wharf, which was incorporated about 1806. Central

Wharf and Wet Dock Company, which dated from 1815 and had

the largest continuous block of warehouses, was the center

a.

of a vrled trade of which the most prominent part was that

from the Mediterranean. Perkins & Company and Bryant and

Sturgis had their counting rooms hero, also. To Long ’Wharf

came the Eichmond and Eew York packets and many excursion

boats. T Wharf, the fishing headquarters, was also the

first wharf in Boston proper from which ocean steamers left

Along Commercial Street were companies interested in the
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grain trade. The -^hole waterfront was lined with wharves,

all of them live points of ocntaot with world oommeraa.

The counting rooms of the merchants were on the

wharves in their warehouses and here they personally super-

intended the various parts of their business. Their head-

quarters for business transactions were aloag State Street

where 'Ohange was held every day from one to two, and drew

a crowd of them together. After this they all went home

for the mid-day dinner, a general custom in these days, and

the street was deserted. The merchants’ favorite place

of resort was Topliff’s Hews Room, which with the Post Of-

fice and Merchants' Exchange was until 1642 located in

the Old State House. Hare, from the books and many news-

papers kept by this energetic nows collector, they learned

more of present day happenings in the mercantile world as

well as in other spheres of life than they could from all

the newspapers of the, city put together, for these were

partially made up from the same source. Here, too, they

read their mail and discussed affairs of common interest, •

125weaving in many a good joke. One has only to visit this

old building, today, and' to realize that in spite of its

comparatively small size it housed until 1841 not only

the Post Office, the Hews-P.oom and the Merchants 'Exchange

on the first floor, but upstairs the city offices and be-

low some stores}^^ to appreciate how simple was Boston's
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govarnmont and its life and hojv small its size in spite

of the oity charter even into the 'forties. Gradaally

then they began to move out and after 1844 the building

127
was for some time given up to business establishments.

Another luorative field for oapital was in

manufacture, in which during this period the leaders were

the Lowells, Appletons, Lawrences and Jacksons, man who

in youth tnrough fearlessness and foresight, had made

their fortunes in foreign commerce, and who, turning to

manufacture, were the most influential in its growth from

about 1616 to 185o}^® The products of this form- of in-

dustry in llaseachusetts in 1845 were valued at |91,000,000*

Of this 121,000,000 were manufactured in or near Boston,

129and much of the rest came here for shipmantt

Of vital importance to the growth of the city and

of its business interests, and themselves a field for the

investment of coital, were the changing modes of trans-

portation by land and by water during these years. iDuring

the first of them the stage coach was still the chief meth-

of of public travel on land. Thera were many different

companies and in 1832 nihety-three stage lines with routes

varying greatly in length radiating from Boston. They

controlled as well allied businesses such as blacksmith

and coachjpaking shops, and the wayside taverns}^^ but the

coming of the railroads sounded their doom, and they
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remained chiefly ae local carriers, j»ith cabs, j»hich

131
appeared first in October 1840, to suppleQ4nt th«m.

'yith the beginning of the railroad enter-

prise in Boston the newspaper world was closely con-

nected through Eathan Hale, editor of the Advertiser ,

who was very active in the securing of the charter for

the Boston and Worcester road, and was its president

132
for the first nineteen years of its existence. This

road, on which the first locomotive steam engine ever

133
used in Eew Sngland was tried out in ISarch 1634, was

opened for travel as far as fiewton on April 8th of that v

.

year, when a train of eight passenger oars with a special

party abi ..id made a trial trip the length of the route

and back. The oars were about twice as long as stage

coaches and built on much the same model, and the loco-

motive was about the size of a fire engine of the time.

The trip out was rather tedious duo to the breaking of

the bolts which held the cars together, but the trip back

was a great success in spite of the fact that the engine

steamed off with only two oars and went a mile before the

mistake was discovered and remedied]"^^

In June of this year the Boston and providence
-I e

Railroad opened its line for a distance of nearly ten miles.

The next year, 1635, travel began on the Boston and Lowell^^®

and in August 1638 the Eastern Railroad was opened as far as
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137
Salem with a great eelebration therer Three years later

in December the Boston and Albany Railroad was opened with

elaborate celebrations."®

By 1650 there were seven railroads out of

Boston, each with a separate station in a different part

of the city; the Boston and Lowell on Lowell Street, the

Boston and Maine in Haymarket Square, the Boston and Wor-

cester on Beach Street, the Eastern on Commercial Street,

the Fitchburg on the corner of Causeway and Haverhill

Streets, the Old Colony on Kneeland and the Providence

at the "foot of the Common.

Railroads were of particular value to Boston

and its prosperity, for while it was the largest city in

its locality, and as the capital of the state formed a

sort of focus for Massachusetts, and in fact for Haw Eng-

land life, it was in a way shut off from communication

with the rest of the Union. The fact that it was not

an intermediate point as ware Haw York, Philadelphia, or

Baltimore between two cities of approximately equal rank^^^

was partly responsible for this, as were, too, bad roads

and slow modes of travel. During the course of these two

decades the railroads changed this situation by making com-

munication with other parts of the country more rapid and

easier, and greatly increasing not only the numbers of those

who came here, but the amount of news brought from other





plaoas, both in frequenoy and promptness.

Hov7 modes of travel changed daring these years

is illustrated in the route from Boston to New York. In

1630 one might go all the way by stage ooach, a steady

trip of thirty-eight hours, interrupted only by meals or

141
the changing of horses, and costing .flY.SO, or part

way by boat. On the providence and Hew York line the

14E
fare was ^10, on the Norwich and New London boats only

for the whole distanceJ'^^ By the middle 'thirties when

trains rsin through to Providence one could leave Boston

about four in the afternoon, take the steamer that evening

and arrive in New York at eleven the next morning, with a

total expense of A decade later than this there was

a route by way of Worcester and Springfield to New Haven on

the train, and thence by boat to New York, the whole trip

1 45
taking a little over thirteen hours, which meant a reduc-

tion to almost one-third of the time required in 1630 by

stage coach.

There were, however, then as always, some con-

servative souls who preferred less speed and greater ex-

clusiveness than was provided by the railroads. They would,

perhaps have enjoyed parlor cars but these were not even

thought of as yet and so they must needs be served by their

own coaches. Of this class Samuel Breok was a representative

and a spokesman when he wrote July E2, 1835:
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"This morning at nina o'sloolc I took passage In
a railroad car from Boston for Providence. Five or six other
cars ware attached to the ’loco* and uglier boxes I do not
wish to travel in. They were huge carriages made to stow
away some thirty human beings who sit cheek by jowl as best
they can The rich and the poor, the educated
and the ignorant, the polite and the vulgar, all herd to-
gether in this modern improvement in travelling Steam,
so useful in many respects, interferes with the comfort of
travelling, destroys every salutary distinction in society,
and overturns by its whirligig power the once rational,
gentlemanly and safe way of getting along on a journey,

"Talk of ladies on board a steamboat or in a
railroad carl There are none. I never feel like a
gentleman there To restore herself to her caste,
let a lady move in select company at five miles an hour
and take her meals in comfort at a good inn The
old-fashioned way, with one's own horses and car-
riages, with liberty to dine decently in a decent inn and
be master of one's movements, with the delight of seeing
the country and getting along rationally, that is the
mode to wnich I cling.

In 1840 when the railroads were definitely est-

ablished as a practical and speedy mode of travel on land,

and Boston was being brought nearer and nearer to other

parts of the United States she was suddenly brought more

than ten days nearer to Europe and made to feel as if she

147
had "shaken hands with old England", by the commence-

ment of the Cunard line whose steamers for nearly a decade

ran almost without exception from Liverpool via Halifax

to Boetonl^^ The British and American steam Navigation

Company had sent the Sirius and the Great Western, the

first two steamships to cross the ocean, to New York two

years beforo^"^^ but the Cunarders were the first of this

kind of vessels to come to Boston. The Unicorn was the

pioneer and was given a great ovation by crowds of people.
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wnile salutes were fired and bands played in her honor.

She had left Liverpool May 16th, reached Halifax June 1st

and Boston June 3rd. The news brought by her was printed

next day in the Boston papers whose ecnduetors openly

gloried in their ability to receive foreign news now

ahead of New York.^^0 A year later the following par-

agraph poking fun at Hew York, appeared in the Boston

Times :

"Ho 'British Queen* at Hew York. #e will
undoubtedly receive the news by the Aoadia which left
nine days after the Queen, in advance of the news ra-
ceived by her. The Hew York boats are remarkable
for everything but speed. They possess hut little
of this quality. We should think that the Haw Yorkers
would be fatigued out with waiting for the arrival of
the Queen. They must live in hope, and if she does
not arrive soon, we will intercede with the Cunard
Company to despatch the Acadia to tow her in."^®^

AS a matter of fact, the nows by the Queen

reached Boston Just a day before the Acadia, which brought

later news from across, arrivedJ®^

The stimulus to foreign trade affected by

this line manifested itself partly in the amouQt of duty

collected from its ships in Boston. In 1840 there were

eight trips and the total paid in for duty was .J2,928.99,

while in 1650 with twenty-one trips the amount was

.^1, 322,383. 30, an average per trip in the former year

of approximately $366.12, in the latter of $62,970.63.

The line, further, gave an impulse to foreign travel.

In the tan years from 1831 to 1840 the yearly average
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of Amarlcans returning from abroad was 4,096, in the next

decade 5,492.^^^

Although Bog ton's commeroe prospered in this

period as never before, due in part to the railroads and

the Cunard line, a change slowly became visible for the

shift to Eevr York had set in. The China trade was grad-

ually driven thither by an unwise tax on auctions of these

goods. The Calcutta trade did not change over until the

late ’fifties. Branch commission houses for the sale of

manufactures from Ne» England were established in Hew York
ec

city, and directly affted Boston's priority in relation to

them. Up through 1650, however, in spite of these changes

the city was tremendously prosperous.

Such was the oity of Boston in the period

1830 - 1850, one of growth and expansion in almost every

department of human life. By her people with their varied

and peculiar interests, social, spiritual, intellectual,

commercial, was shaped her Journalism in general, and the

daily papers in particular. To the study of these in

their different aspects we must now turn, and then in

cl«.sing touch briefly upon the main points in the history

of weekly papers, which though generally classed as news-

papers, are more often Journals of a particular interest,

literary, religious, agricultural or some other, than of

the public in general.
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CHAPTER II.

33i8 Meohanioal Equipment of a newspaper,
X

its Methods of Bewsgathering and Distribution.

Eewspapers are, striotly speaking, a product

of sooiety and suooeed or fail according to whether or not

they measure up to the standards which are set for them by

tne environment in which they exist. Yet while their

contents are thus regulated, they are at the same time,

when skilfully edited, leaders of public thought, and

sometimes responsible for great and far reaching changes.

The development of society affects newspapers externally

as well, by supplying for them new and constantly improved

methods of printing and production in general, and better

means of gathering news with which to fill tneir pages.

In the preceding chapter we discussed the en-

vironment in which the Boston newspapers of the period

1830 - 1850 developed. Kow we must survey the changes

which made possible a larger and larger circulation and

the means by which news was supplied them and then the

finished product was distributed. After that the steady

and in some oases astonishingly rapid growth of the news-





Z5,

papers will be more intelligible and it will be easier

to understand the part ol' the editors in the whole process.

At the beginning of this period Boston newspapers

were mostly printed in small offices with a minimum of space

and convenience. With the progress of tne years and the

growth which took place tnrough various causes, many of the

papers were able to afford a part or the whole of a spacious

building with conveniences of every sort. Of this progress

the Boston Daily Times , a penny paper, is a good example.

It was first publisned in 1836 in a basement room, but grew
i

so rapidly that onlj four years later it occupied a five

story building, one of the best on State Streeti^ In 1860

tne firm put up on tne old site a new building which cost

^EOfOOO. It was a model of Its kind. In the basement

were tne press and the mailing rooms, and the coal bin.

The whole first floor was occupied by the counting room,

the tnird was divided into three editorial and reportorial

rooms, on the fourth was the composing room, and on the

fifth and sixth the Times United States Job Office, run

by J. H. and F» F, Farwell. The second floor was to be

rented for banking or insurance offices. On tne roof was

a beautiful observatory ’’commanding a grand view of the

city in every possible direction, and not only of the city

but of the harbor, the shipping in it, and of other ad-

joining cities." The building which was lighted with gas
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was to be heated by the exhaust steana from the, engine

which drove the press, or, if tnis was not in use, by

steam direct from the boiler.

Newspaper publishing offices and buildings in

Boston in these years were many of tnem loceted in a

comparatively small district of the city, end on a few

principal streets. Of the more prominent dailies, large

and smell, nine were at one time or another loceted on

State Street, four in Congress Street, two each in Con-

gress Square, the old State house and Devonshire Street.

Of the weeklies tnere were publisned at least forty-five

on Washington Street, twenty on Cornhill, fourteen each

on School and State, ten on Devonsnire, Water and Con-

gress Streets, and nine on Spring Lane? These figures,

although they are only partial estimates, indicate how

truly localized tne newspaper business was, and the gen-

eral vicinity in which it was situated.

The improvements in tne newspaper buildings were

partly made possible, pertly necessitated, by the intro-

duction gradually of ever- larger and more complicated print-

ing presses which were in turn the inevitable result of

tne growing circulation of Boston newspapers. In 1830 a

majority of the papers were printed on hand presses, some

at least menulactured by Bamage in Philadelphia and having

then a capacity of from £50 to £75 an hour? The Daily
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Advertiser end several of its contemporaries were printed

at tnis same time on Treadwell's Power Press whicn was

run by steam and gave about 600 impressions en hour. Its

inventor, Daniel Treadwell, a native of Ipswioh and for some-

time a resident of Boston, was particularly interested in

machinery and had spent much time in tne study of it. He

first invented a press run by the legs instead of tne arms,

then in 1820 completed his power press for which he had

received tne inspiration in England the previous year. It

was constructed on the bed end platen system with a wooden

frame and for a short time had to be run by horse power

because there was no steam engine in the cityf For the

Advertiser has been made in more than one place the claim

that it was the first newspaper in Boston to use a steam

press. The substantiation of this claim rests, I believe,

solely upon the fact that it was, so far as I can discover,

the first to use the Treadwell press. The Courier was not

g
yet established when this press was invented, and the cir-

culation of tne weeklies was not so large but that with tne

time between issues tney could supply their demand by the

old hand-press metnod. With the publication of a daily

paper, five times oftener tnan the usual newspapers of the

day, tx^e press of time would be felt even with what we

should call a smell circulation, and would lead to a def-

inite desire for a faster machine. Furthermore, Nathan Hale
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w&s muoh intereeted in maohinery® and, tne need felt,

would in all likelihood seek to supply a means of rem-

edying it. It seems probable, tnerefore, tnat he was

the first of the newspaper publisners in Boston to use

it.

Toward the end of Beoember 1830 the Evening

Gazette . a weekly paper, was responsible for the intro-

duction into Boston of a Sspier Imperial Machine, claimed

by it as the first in all Hew England. It was made by

hoe St Company, already a famous concern ol press-manufac-

turers in Hew York, on Improved Englisn patterns. The

press was built witn a single cylinder above a flat bed,

a model first constructed by Friedrich Koenig, a Saxon,

then improved and perfected by Hapier, tne famous English

machinist, and built with a few changes, in tnis country by

10
tne Hoes, The Gazette printed a very complete description

of it wnich read in part;

"It has attracted great curiosity in this city
and received from men of judgment great commendation from
the simplicity of its macninery, the beauty of its work-
manship, and its admirable execution of rapid newspaper
printing. It is made wholly of iron and otner hard
metals, and is tnerefore not liable to get out ol order.
It is put in motion by tne labor ol one man, it has a

self-inking apparatus by means ol a nice distribution upon
elastic rollers. Two Doys are required, one to place
tne sheets on the cylinder, and tne other to receive them ‘

and place them in a pile after the impression is made.
With tnis arrangement, we can work off, without great
exertion, about IhOO sheets, printed on one side in an
hour."!^

To meet the requirement ol the daily papers for
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fester and fester presses Hoe & Company built one which

gave £,000 an hour witn a single cylinder, then s double

cylinder machine which gave 4,000, always on one side.

Ho Hoe press made during this period, end no other that

I can discover, was capable of printing on both sides at

0nc 6 •

The first double cylinder Hapier Press was

introduced by the Boston Daily Times in June 1826, four

months after the commencement oi the paperl^ From theno

on to 1850 one and another of tne Boston papers purchased

these presses. The Daily Mail began its publication with

one in 1841^^ and the Bee , too, had one at its start in

15 16
184£, The Journal was using one in 1848, the Herald

17
in 1849, and the Transcript replaced its Adams witn a

Hoe press at the end of 1850,^® The use of steam began

at least as early as 1840, lor in January of this year

the Times moved to a different building on State Street

where it could have more’ room and tr£ privilege of intro-

19ducing the use of a steam engine. Apparently its double

cylinder press had been run by man-power before this.

Though all the daily papers must have adopted

tnem gradually, the penny papers specialized in new and

ever fester presses, made necessary by their large, though

£0
more or less uncertain, circulation. In 1840 the presses

of the Times and Mail had an ordinary capacity of 4,000 on

21
hour, the next year they were using new machines which
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P 9gave 7,000 impreesione an hourT The Herald’s press In

1849 was giving 6,OOof^ and that introduced in 1850 by the

in
Transcript . tne most ^expensive of the subscription dailies,

averaged 5,000.^^ Two years before this the Times made

another record by introducing into its establisnment and

the city in general a Hoe Type Hevolving Machine which

printed according to its statements IE, 000 an hour and cost

about $14,000^® The Ghronotype declared it "truly a

curiosity and a triumph of art". In this type of press

was begun the use of the horizontal cylinder upon which the

form was pieced instead of on tne ordinary flat iron bed.

Another improvement was tne doing way of tne old back and

forward motion whicn obviated much of tne noise of the other

Hoe models and made this press quieter then its predecessors

as well as more rapid. The paper was still fed by boys,

but was taken from the feed board by automatic grippers and

at tne end put on tne tables by "self-acting flyers". This

press, soon known os the -lightning steam-press, was an in-

vention of two years past by Eiohard Hoe, and the first of

tne kind was manuiactured for tne Philadelphia Ledger in

1846. That bought by the Times was claimed as the fifth

of tne model. These machines were made with from 4 to 10

oylinders^^ and on the basis of the usual capacity of £000

to a cylinder the Times press probably had about 6.

Just what tne prices of these different presses
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were in this period it ie difficult to ascertain. A Hoe

catalogue for 1854, tne earliest I have found, and one for

1860, although tney do not give the prices of the new

ligntning press, are identical in tne prices of the single

and double cylinder machines. Tnis gives prices for eight

different single, small cylinder machines ranging in the

size of the bed from £5 x 23 inches to 40 x 60, and in

price from $1,390 for the former to $2,600 for the latter.

The large single cylinder presses, which were especially

adapted to fine newspaper work and had a capacity accord-

ing to the model of from 1000 - 2000 an hour, varied in

size from 24 x 19 to 57 x 40 inches and in price from $960

to $2,650. In the double cylinder presses there were six

sizes, tne bed ranging from 28 x 41 to 40 x 60 inches, and

the cost from $2,750 to $4,250. These extremes included

the sizes of most of the sheets of tne newspapers in Boston

in the years 1830 - 1850.

These catalogues also contain estimates for

offices of weekly newspapers of different sizes, on tne

basis of a Wasnington flat bed hand press, ^^ich while

entirely inadequate for a daily paper, could still be used

by the average weekly, A complete outfit including press,

types and the whole mechanical equipment cost for a weekly

newspaper measuring 36 x 24 inches, $725,42, for one of

40 X 26 inches, $871.10, end for the largest, 46 x 28 inches.
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$1072.96,
°

Another kind oi newspaper press was used in

Boston during these years, chiefly by those papers whose

oirculation was moderate end fairly steady - the large

or subscription dailies and the weekly papers. This

was a bed power pre^s in which the type was placed upon

an iron bed that moved up and down. It was invented

and patentee by Isaac Adams of Boston, and later improved

by his brother Seth Adams. The maximum speed of the

29
larger models of this press was a 1000 an hour. The

factory for these was established in 1836 in South Boston,

and included as well the manufacture of other kinds of

machinery. The Traveller . •‘‘the Journal . and the Trans-

33
cript were using these presses in the 'forties and these

were probably representatives of a fairly large number of

users of Adams machines.

During these years the newspapers were all printed

on separate sheets of the proper size fed to the machine by

hand, and when the printing was complete folded by hand. In

June 1848 tne Transcript contained the announcement that

there nad recently been invented in Springfield a folding

machine which could be attacned to a cylinder press and was

34
warranted to fold at the rate oi 3600 an hour. There is

no evidence tnst tais was adopted to any extent before 1850.

The custom of printing newspapers on a continuous roll of
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paper was not adopted until after 1865 when William Bul-

look of Philadelphia invented a cutting machine.

Type for use in tne printing ol newspapei's was

secured principally, though not entirely, from two estab-

lisnments in Boston, and because ol the wear and tear up-

on it frequent renewals were found necessary. The heads

of tnese foundries were George A, Curtis and S. M, JDiok-

inson, whose workmanship and skill were praised highly by

the Boston newspapers.®^ Dickinson had been employed in

the Boston Type and Stereotype Foundry, had then become

a master printer, end had finally begun to oast typo in

a plant of his own in 1839 after having designed with

great success a series of letters for an Edinburgh fouh^-

37
ry. Altnougn he died in 1848 his business was continued.

The size of type used in tne daily papers of

this period varied from diamond to bourgeois in the text

and in tne neadlng of articles or departments was some-

times as large as pica or English. The titles of the

different newspapers changed in size during these years

I
38

but averaged from 4-1/E agates to IE or 16,

Par reaching changes in the manufacture of paper

dpring these years also had a great influence on the Boston

newspapers, particularly in respect to their size, Jiut part-

ly in relation to their possible circulation. Until the

middle twenties the use of machinery, as we define it, in
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the menulacture of peper was unknown. Water wheels and

beating engines were used but the rest ol the process was

39
by hand. In 1832, however, the Mew York Journal of Com -

merce remarked that improvements in paper machinery had

been so great in five years tnat although tney were at

present using a sheet one-fourth larger it cost one-fourth

less money.

an advance of quality."'' The period of greatest activity

in the work of paper-making came in the forty-five years

following 1838. Up to this time since IdOO there had been

only 88 patents in all taken out in the United States, after

Furtnermore, with the decrease in cost came

40

this there were 1073 or an average of more than 30 a year
41

in the following period. As a result of these improve-
I

ments the head of some Pennsylvania mills wrote in 1850

that not counting the interest on the cost end repair of

the machinery the cost ol making paper this way wee about

42
one-eighth the cost of making it by hand.

The principal material used in the manufacture

of paper was up to the middle of the 19th century rags.

With the increase in the amount of printing done, especially

by newspapers, a*; scarcity came to be felt, and even with the

help of a large amount of imported rags it was found necessary

to look about for a substitute. Numerous materials were

tried, including hemp and straw, but tney did not replace

rags until sone years after 1850. *
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Aooording to tiie census of 1840 MasBaobueetts

was the largest center of paper manufacture of any of the

states. Next in their order of importance were Pennsyl-
44

vania. New York, Hew Jersey end Connecticut*. In 18E9

there were estimated to he 60 paper mills in Massachusetts

only 6 of which used machines. They were supposed to con-

sume about 1700 tons of rags and to produce about $700,000

worth of paper in a year.^^ In 1845 the number had increased

to 89, consuming 16,886 tons of materials, producing 607,175

reams of paper valued at a total of $1,760,200 and using
46

1369 workmen* Tnis manufacture was distributed fairly

widely over the state but was centered particularly in

Berksnire County and toward the later 'forties in Newton

Lower Palls. 47

Where the Boston newspapers secured tneir supply

of paper I have been able to discover definitely in only

a few oases. The Bee in 1849 was securing its supply from

48
the Taunton Paper Manufacturing Company, the Boston Museum

in 1848 patronized Wilkins, Carter & Company whose address

49
'

they failed to give* Por the Double Notion Roberts se-

cured paper in 1841 from A, C. and W. Curtis of Newton Low-

er Palls, "who by the way, have one of the largest and best

Paper Mills in the country, Also in 1841 he bought

paper for the Quadruple Notion from Mr. Butler in Pater-

son, New Jersey*^^
'

..
-
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On the financial etatue and the actual businesa

organization of the Boston newspapers in the period 1830

through 1850 almost no material exists. Reports oi cir-

culation or expenditure in the pages of the papers are

sure to be exaggerated, and it is impossible to guess

how much.. Careful inquiries at various old newspaper

olfices in the city have brought only the very definite

assurance that account books of these years were destroyed

or lost long ago. In the Schouler papers at the Massachu-

setts Society there exist, however, three or four papers,

which though not always signed or dated give some valuable

information on the subject ol the receipts and expenditures

ol a large and prominent daily paper, the Atlas . Though

it belonged to the more conservative class of dailies,

this paper was the most progressive ol their number, and

may be safely taken as fairly typical in a general way of

them all. One document, dated April 30, 1847, is the

sale by William Hayden to William Schouler of Lowell of

one-third share of the Boston Daily Atlas . Boston Semi-

weekly Atlas and Boston Weekly Atlas and of the good

will, custom, subscription ana all else that pertains
5£

to tne establisnment for the price of ^16,000, at which

figure the whole business would be wortn at this time

perhaps $46,000,

A ”memorandum of terms ol ownership” drawn
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up sometime before tnis purchase and signed by William

Sohouler, Theophilus Parsons, J. U. Brewer and Ezra

Lincoln, Jr., states among other things that Sohouler

and Brewer shall be announced in the paper as publish-

ers and editors and tnat the names of Parsons and Lin-

coln, who shall have charge ol the business management,

shall not appear; that no one "enall claim or have a

salary, until the net divisible profits amount to $12,000

a year", but that if the net divisible profits do not as-

sure to each $1500 a year meanwhile. Parsons and Lincoln

shall out of their share secure this amount to the other

two partners, and it shall be paid back to them from the

profits when these are sulficiently large; that if any

sale of his property is to be made by one of the partners

or his nelrs the otner members of the firm shall have the

53
refusal of it at the price for whicn it is to be sold.

There are also among these papers two statements

of the receipts and expenditures of the Atlas . One is in

a letter to Ur. Sohouler from Mr. Brewer in which he answers

some questions tnat the former had put to him in a recent

64
letter. Tne other is a statement ol similar facts but is

unsigned as well as undated. It relates to 1846 expendi-

tures and receipts as does the other, however, and in parts

is much more complete. It reads as follows;

"Statement of the receipts and expenditures

p j i
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of the Bos ton Atlas

»

Weekly expenses, excluding composition - 153.10
multiplied by 52 - is for the year -

Weekly composition, averaging about 206 -

say 200 -

Paper for the year -

Fuel 350 - oil 200 - Foreign papers 100 -

Correspondents 950 - Expresses 650 -

Telegraph 600 - Steamer news 50 -

Legislative reporting, repairs, ink and
sundries -

7961.20

10400.00
10600.00

650.00
1600.00
650.00

1000.00
S2S6n2TJ

Cash receipts for 1846 •

Outside net profits for the year
37484 .00

$ 4622.80

2200

1500
400
224

Daily Papers - besides the exchanges, and
yearly advertisers ----- at $8 -—

-

Semi-weekly - at $4 — --

Weekly at $2 --—
Yearly Advertisers
Transient Advertising

Deduct, for collection, bad debts, etc,
a liberal allowance - 10 pr ct -

Amount of Income —

17600.00
6000.00
800.00

10380.00
12000.00

TOT07C(3

4678.00
^42102 .oa

2200 Reams of Paper -at $5 ------- 11000,00
Composition, i Foremen 8e Assistant Foreman's

salaries, in Printing Office --

^200 per week — 10400,00
Salaries of Clerks, Pressman, Mailman, Assis-

tants at Press, Ch preman. Folder, Price
Current Corrector, Ship News Collector,
Assis-tant and Carriers, 7500.00

Correspondence 1000 - Expresses 500 -

Reporters 750 - Light 350 - Fuel 300 -

Bent and Taxes 900- Ink 200- Postage 120-
& Sundry small repairs, etc, etc. 500 - 4620,00

At the end is the following paragraph:

"This statement is believed to be entirely ac-
curate, The income is every day increasing, and may be
considerably enlarged, by a little effort. There was a
large outlay upon the paper, when its size was increased
and it is just now beginning to reap the advantage of
that outlay. It is believed that the expenses of carry-
ing it on are higher than they need be, and may be con-
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siderebly reduced. The ellowance for collection, bed
debts, etc. is larger than it need be - and a prompt
end vigilant collection (wnich has not been Heretofore
suflicieptly attended to) would very muon augment the
income

,

These figures snow tnen tnat tne Atlas was

receiving its income almost equally from two sources:

$E4,400 from tne subscriptions lor its different editions

and $EE,380 from advertisements, both of which fell some-

what short tnrough unpaid debts. Its largest expend-

itures were for salaries, including reporters, wnich

totaled $;18,G50 and for paper which averaged between

$10,000 end $11,000. Por actual newsgathering including

subscriptions to foreign papers tney expended a sum of

approximately only $E,650.

It is unfortunate that there are available no

similar estimates for one of tne more prominent penny

dailies for their income and expenditures were much greater

than that of the Atlas . and because of their character ap-

portioned quite differently. For example, they had new

presses more frequently, they put out larger amounts in

newsgathering, tney had different kinds of advertisements,

of which the medicinal paid especially welli and they laid

their emphasis on a different sort of news from that of

the larger papers. Nor have we accounts from any of the

weekly papers, which as a rule had fewer advertisements end

more reading matter of a purely literary sort than did the
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doilies,

Of tne personnel of o daily paper, the Atlas

financiol statement is a good enumeration. At tne head,

in tnis case, were the two editors and tx^e two business

managers. In the printing oifioe were oompositors end

a foreman with his assistant. It was the foreman's task

to direct tne compositors, to train new men, and often to

see tnat necessary supplies were purcnased. He also

reckoned the amounts due the compositors from the bills

they made out by drawing lines or putting some kind of

a mark through all they had set up. Besides these, there

were men to run the presses, clerks, a man in charge of

the mailing, a cnoreman, and a someone to fold the papers.

Outside there were carriers and reporters of different kinds

58
of news, chiefly ship news, markets end local happenings.

In the case of weekly papers tne editorial department, which

called for another sort of work, was divided somewhat dif-

ferently. The Hew England Galaxy , for example, in 1838

had two men for general editorial management, essays, poetry

and miscellaneous seJections, one for general reporting and

descriptive writing, one for miscellaneous editorials,

another for humorous descriptions and satirical writing,

two on reviews of new books, notices of works of art and

so on, end or.a on miscellaneous matters end the news depert-

69
ment
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The total number of persons directly employed

by the aifferent Boston newspapers at that time was estimat-

ed in an editorial in the Traveller at 600, with many more

indirectly connected with them^^ Probably a large pro-

portion of tnis latter class was engaged in gathering news

for the papers or in distributing the finished product.

Of quite as vital Importance to tne production

of a newspaper as its mechanical equipment with money and

people to run that smoothly are its means of gathering and

then distributing the news of the day. In no other de-

partment than this, unless in tnet whicn is really an out-

growth of it, the actual contents of tne paper, is the in-

fluence of the environment and the changes in it so plainly

manifested as in tnis of tne collection and dissemination

of news. During these years when tne stage coach ceased

to be the chief means of travel and conveyer of intelligence

on land, and was replaced by railroad trains and the telegraph,

when steamships were first used for ocean Tzoyages, and it

was found possible to get from England to the United States

in ten or twelve days ^^methods of newsgather ing, and of dis-

tribution, too, changed very radically.

Throughout these years the newspapers had usually

their own reporters, tnough few in number, to collect material

for them. As the years progressed tney sent to or appointed

in such places as Washington, Paris, London and other parts
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of Americe end Europe agents or regular correspondents

who at definite . intervals sent to the editor the news

of the day in their localities,

More important to journalists, however, because

of the greater variety and scope of the material they

furnished were certain newsgetneri ng agencies which ex-

isted during these years, none of them primarily for the

benefit of the newspapers, yet all of them of great ben-

efit to these.

The earliest definite news agency and the most

prominent during the 'thirties was Topliff*s News Room,

It had its origin very early in tne nineteenth century

in the enterprise of Samuel Gilbert who had a news boat,

the first of its kind, end in it went down tne harbor and

met the incoming vessels, securing all the news he could

from their captains. He kept the iirst news end bulletin

board, end performed services of such great value to the

merchants that tney raised a subscription and gave him a

63
new clipper ship for his work. He served the newspapers

of the time as well but they did not reward him in so sub-

stantial a manner.

On November £0, 1811 tne Columbian Gentinel

announced ti*e transfer ol Mr. Gilbert's news-room books

to his clerk, Samuel Topliff, wnom it characterized as

"a young gentleman of respectability, industry and in-
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formation" and who, it was sure, would "oontinua the

Marino and Ganorai Kaw8 Books with great Batiefaoticn

64
tc tho patrons and friends of tha Heading Room."

Ha was at this time about twenty-two yaars old and

had had exj arienoa as a supercargo on soma merchant

vessels from Boston to the ’.vest Indies and South A3i-

erica. Upon tha death of his father, who was a sea

captain, tha support of his mother and brothers fell

65
to him and he want into Mr. Gilbert's employ. jTom

having ganeral charge of tha books ha became proprietor

of tha business in lfal4^^ and oonductad it for nearly

thirty years after this.

Tha Haws-Room migrated during its earlier

years, from the Exchange Coffee House to the Merchants*

Hall buildingf*^ and finally in 1830 to tha Old State House,

which was used at that time as tha City Hall. Here it

was on tha first floor looking down State Street; the

post Office was at the opposite end, the Merchants*

6A
Exchange between, and the city offices above. Toward

the end of tha 'thirties when tha Post Offiee was enlarged

tha Kews Room had to move to the basement of the building,

which was remodelled and newly equipped through the gen-

erosity of Boston merchants who appreciated the services

rendered them through this establishment. The new room

69
was occupied and opened early in 1840 and remained
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hers until Desombar 1642 whan the Topliff buslnaes was

sold to Messrs. Harndan !c Company, foundars of the ax-

prass business and proprietors of tha Exchange Reading

Room, a rival recently established, and tha two trans-

70farred to the new Merchants' Exchange. That he DPade

a financial success in his work during thirty years of

service is shown in that "Calendar of Sealth, Fashion

and Gentility" called "Our First Men", published in

1846, and purporting to contain a list of all persons

taxed in Boston who were "credibly raportad to be worth

one hundred thousand dollars" or more. This stated

that Samuel Topliff was worth $100,000 and that he had

"realized" this "handsome estate out of tha Merchants*

Reading Room.

Tha completeness of organization in Topliff's

Dews-Room and its consequent great value first to merchants

and then to newspapers is shown in tha description of it

in Bowen's Picture of Boston for 1838:

"This establishment, which is kept in tha east
end of tha City Hall, is supported by subscribers, consisting
chiefly of tha first merchants in tha place. The annual
subscription is $10, with the right of introducing a friend
from any place not within 6 miles of the city. The room
is furnished with all the principal papers in the United
States, as well as foreign papers, prices currant, etc.
Also seven books - tha first is for the general record of
news, on which is recorded daily all information of a
general nature, and such as is particularly interesting
to tne merchants of the place, as may be received from
correspondence by land or water, and by arrivals at the
port; the second is for the record of all arrivals from
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foreign parts or places, v?ith the cargoes particularly
specified to each consignee; the third for the record
of all arrivals from other ports in the united States
similarly noted as the second; the fourth for the record
of all vessels cleared for foreign ports, time of sail-
ing, etc; the fifth for the record of all vessels
cleared for other ports in the United States; the sixth
for the record of all arrivals and clearances, from
or for foreign ports in all parts of the United States,
except Boston; and the seventh for the record of the
names of all gentlemen introduced hy the subscribers,
the places whence they came, and the name of the sub-
scriber introducing them. In the room are also several
of tne most important maps, necessary or useful to the
ship-owner or merchant, and a good clock. Attached to
this establishment is a boat with twc men, ready at all
times for tne Superintendent, who generally boards all
vessels arriving in the port, and all such information
as he may obtain from them Is recorded on the several
books above mentioned, as soon as possible, for the
benefit of the subscribers and ail tnose who have the
privilege of frequenting the reading room."'^

These books are believed by members of the

family to have been destroyed by a relative who saw no

particular value for anyone in them.*^®

The practice of using boats to go out and

gather news' was inherited from Mr. Gilbert and was

maintained assiduously during the whole history of

the Uews-Poom. But other methods originated or ex-

tended by Mr. Topliff were also in use, and no possible

source of news of interest primarily to merchants and

equally to newspapers was overlooked. In 1820 he had

set up on Long Island a system of black balls six feet

in diameter by whicn news was signalled to his house on

i?ort Hill, and from his roof the harbor was swept in

every direction by powerful glasses to sight an incoming
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74
ship. Tha Mcrnln,-^ Post for February 16, 1632 vritnesees

to another sort of enterprise in a paragraph iwhich reads:

'’Mr. Topliff has seen all the passengers in
the Plymouth Stage, this afternoon, some of whom came
from Dennis, and not one could give any information
relative to the brig seen ashore near Kauset. The
Barnstable paper of the 13th, is also silent on the
subject; but the mail from Orleans, contains several
ship letters marked per 'Java' which leaves but little
douDt that the vessel ashore is the Java of Salem from
Batavia ,

daily expected to arrive at this port.

Gradually he established regular corres-

pondents almost all over the world, in tnis country

76 77
and abroad. In Holmes* Hole, now Vineyard Haven,

on Martha’s Vineyard, in Kew lork, Rio da Janeiro,

in France,”^ in Maine, and Smyrna” were those who

regularly sent in all available and valuable news to

this little room in Boston. Other intelligence came

from every direction through the many newspapers which

83
were xept on file hero. It was a gold mine for the

newspapers of the day and in nows items and marine journals

one after another they constantly acknowledged their in-

84
debtedness to the enteiprise of Mr. Topliff. It seams

to have bean in nearly every case their chief source for

earliest reports of foreign and mercantile news, and it

was an acniovemont to score a "boat" over its proprietor.

The Timas claimed to have done this in 1639 in announcing

the arrival of two ships from Liverpool, vihich it said it

did two hours and a half before the event was known at
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Topliff's, and added: '^Our enterprising nelghbois over the

uaj keep so sharp a look out that it is no small triumph

65
to catch them napping."

This n 0 ;/ 8room furnished a model for others

86
in Bostcn and it was the pattern as well for the first

pa.rt

one in Kew York which was begun the first^of 1635 by a

young Bostonian. The Transcript gives the notice of

this event;

"Mews Room at Mew York , ye are very glad to
know that the Md.V YOfkeTS have a Commercial
Mews Room, on tne Boston plan - a la Topli f f

»

A young and
enterprising townsman and friend oT~oure, Mr. Robert S.
Hudson, has been some time making the necessary prepara-
tions, and will open on the first of January next, (such
we believe is his intention) the 'Merchants' Mews Roomi*"

The ordinary channel for domestic news and for

some of the foreign news which came through Mew York and

other ports was through newspapers of other towns and cities

88
vii icn came to the Boston papers through the mails. Depend-

ent at first on boats and more on stagecoaches these were in

the cold season frequently delayed by snow or bad roads, and

were very irregular. . A notice similar to the following was

not uncommon in the papers of the 'thirties:

"The Southern Mail due last evening arrived at
quarter past eight o'clock this morning. The roads^in
every direction are in an unusually bad condition."

Sometimes travellers thoughtfully carried with

them papers from one city to another, and gave them to the

90newspapers before other copies arrived by the regular mail.
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They were* urged to do this from Ke^ York when the mail

route was wholly by land and travellers often took

91
the quicker way by boat and land.

In 1639 began an enterprise which made the

mails the least important of the sources of news for

the Boston papers. In February of that year there ap-

peared in the Daily Advertiser a notice which informed the

public in general and merchants, brokers, and booksellers

in particular that Silliam F. Hamden, who for five years

past had bean a conductor on the Boston and .Vorcester

Railroad, was starting a Boston and Kow York i£xpress for the

transportation of parcels, the purchase of goods, and the

collecting of drafts, notes and bills in the two cities.

Ha had made arrangements with the Providence Railroad and

the Pew Yorx Steamboat companies to run a oar through

each way four times a week, commencing on the 4th of

March and ha planned to supervise each trip personally.

For references he gave among others Bathan Hale who was

at the time president of the Boston and Worcester Rail-

92road and editor of the Advertiser . This was the origin

of the express system which today extends all over the

world.

The Daily Evening Transcript noticed the new

venture editorially the last of March in a brief para-

graph which said:
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"Hamden’s iSxprees bat;?een Boston and Ko-v York
has been ronntlt^ "s ixlia fbi '4'?'^ of Llaroh, and it is found
hijjhly oouvenient to those who wish to send small pack-
ages or parcels from one city to the other. Mr. Hamden
may bo confided in for honesty and fidelity in the dis-
clxarge of his eiigagernents, and it affords us much pleasure
to recommend his 'Express’ to the notice of our readers.

For some months a valise served to hold all

95that he had to carry each way and he was his own nessenger,

but by July daily trips were being made and assistants ware

96
necessary. In this same month it was announced that the

post Office had given him iermissioa to take letters for

foreign .countries on to Bew York and to forward them on

97
packets sailing from that city. By 1640 the express -

business was extended to Philadelphia, Baltimore and Wash-

ington, and his partner, Dexter Brigham, Jr., was sent to

Liverpool to establish and manage an office there, with

directions to extend his work to London and Paris as soon

98
as possible. It was a bold move but one of great potential

service to the public, and one, too, whicn might if well

99managed become profitable. In 1641 Hamden extended his

express to Albany, and from there by means of an agent to

Buffalo^^^ and three years later a. Mew Orleans agency was

established to send packages all through the .aouthern and

western states.

Mr, Hamden was only thirty-one and his express

business had been in progress only six years when ho died

January 14, 1845, but by much patience and hard work he had
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extonded his lines to the principal cities of this country

102
and many in j)urope, After hie death the firm was con-

tinued and its advertisements appear in the Boston papers

103
through the rest of the periodr

So successful and useful a business was not

long in raising up rivals. The first appeared in 1840

whan Alvin Adams and P. B. Burke started an express which

104
competed directly with Hamden's. It was uphill work

at first for public sentiment rather felt that as Earnden

had started the business ha should have a monopoly of it, ^05

but Adams persevered, and after Burke withdrei^fn Eovam-

ber 1640, rapidly extonded the business^^’^ as his predecessor

was doing until in 1649 with the gold rush an agency was

108
established in Oaiifornia - Adaas and Hamden's ware the

first and largest but by no means the only companies.

Others with shorter routes sprang up to the east and west,

109
north and south of Boston, and formed sc many links in an

ever-growing chain across this country and across the ocean

to England and the continent.

Important as were the ordinary services of the

express companies to thousands of individuals their great-

est service to the public in general was in the rapid trans-

portation of newspaper exchanges from one city to another in

advance of the mails,which were so often uncertain and so

very inadequate for the growing needs of the press. Hamden
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eeems to have made it a definite practice from the vary

start to serve the nevyeparers of Boston by bringing to

them papers from Uew York and otner places far more

promptly and regularly tnan tnay had ever before been

able to secure them.^^^ He expressed his attitude toward

their relationship in a toast at the printers’ festival

in 1640 when he said; " The press - The Conductor of the

electric spark of genius. The Express is its humble carrier.'

He was responsible, too, for the linking up of

the two greatest sources of intelligence for the newspapers

at this time, the expresses and the newsrooms, for he started

112
in December 1842 the Exchange Eaws Room with whidi Topliff

113
was merged that same month, and which carried on to the end

of the period the precedents established for it by its pred-

ecessor. In charge of Hamden’s at first was Hathaniel

Greene, one of his partners in the express business, former-

ly postmaster of Boston, and elder brother of Charles Gordon

Greene, editor of the Morning post. His assistant was the

same Robert S. Hudson who had established and run a news

room in flaw York^^'^ and who later became head of this one

115
in Boston.

The other express ecmpanias followed Harhden’s

111

example in bringing newspapers regularly from other cities

to the Boston dailies, and all ware rewarded for their kind-

116
ness by almost daily acknowl adgements of their services
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in sentences such as; "Hamden * s Express - by way of

Springfield, furnished us with papers this morning in

117
advance of all others. Thanks."

Sometimes their appreciation was expressed

in an editorial similar to one in th3 Traveller which

read:

" The nx) res 8 -Men . - i£very Morning are we
reminded of o-ct~ obi: i g

a

tf 07TS~ t o tnese enterprising and
energetic men. Through their attentions we are furn-
ished with papers far in advance of the mail. Ham-
den ^ Co. are the oldest racers on this course, and they
run well. Adams i Co. are abreast with them. And
Gay St Co., though the youngest, are not a whit behind
their compears. iVe beg them all to accept our bast
thanks for two weeks past and two weeks to coma."^^®

The rapidity of service furnished by the

express companies was made possible by the wider and

wider extension of the railroads, which although not

in themselves agents of the newspapers, aided them great-

ly in carrying more efficiently than any.othar means of

travel the mails and the expresses.

The fourth great agency in the collection of

news for the newspapers of Boston was the telegraph which

did not come into use until the middle ’forties. Three

different kinds were patented before 1650. The first

was that invented by Samuel F. 2. Morse about 1635 and

patented by him in 1640; the other two both granted patents

in 1649 were the work of Alexander Bain and Royal B.House^-^^

The first Morse line was built in 1644 between Washington
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Mii

and Baltimore, and aae oompleted bet^veen the latter and

Uow iork in 1646, the same year in vyhieh a line ;?as put
T O O

up bat^veen Boston and York, In 1847 it ivas extend-

ed to Cinoinnati and by 1648 had roaohed Ka.» orleana.

At this time it took an hour to send a massage to the

121
former, and nearly all day to the latter, but these

periods of time, long as the saoond one at least seems

today, were justly regarded then as marvelously short.

In 1649 House built lines from Hew York to Boston and

to Buffalo, and the next year Bain put one up between

122
Boston, Hew York and Washington. This made two oom- ‘

•

peting lines between Boston and Washington and three

between Boston and Hew York by 1850.

The newspapers began to use the telegraph

lines almost at cnee and in spite of the faet that

this sort of serviee was at the time very expensive.

As early as 1646 the Atlas spent |600 for the year on

123
this and for awhile in 1650 the Times paid |200 -

^500 a week in its use. As a rule, short despatehes

only, however, were sent over the lines, and these were

supplemented by longer aceounts brought by mail and ex-

125press or sometimes by special messenger, For example,

a synopsis of the president's message was telegraphed to

Boston in 1647 appearing in the Bee for Daoember 8th

while the whole message sent by a special express run
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by th3 Times and Bee reached Botton lata that afternoon

and V7as published in extras. An attempt to telegraph

the massage entire from Sashingtcn to Haw York had failed

126completely buttha special messenger was a great success.

In 1650 upon the occasion of .Vebster's 7th of ’iarch speech

the Atlas and Traveller both printed brief telegraphic

reports cf it, then when the whole thing arrived printed

it with their comme^s on its oontents}^*^

The use of the telegraph lines oy different

interests soon led to sharp and bitter contests which

lasted on into the 'fifties. In the first place

?.0.J. Smith, a Representative in Congress from Maine

in 1839 when Morse was working for his patent, saw its

value, bought one-fourth interest in the patent, left

Congress, and .vent into the telegraph business. Ha built

the line from Hew York to Boston mostly at his own expense,

and did so poor a piece of work that this, together with

gi

his cold and agressive disposition, turned the newspapers

and people of Boston, at least, against him, and they nick-

named him "Fog" Smith. His disregard of the leading

papers here resulted in bitter disagreements and led be-

fore long to the encoui agement by them of the erection

b;> Bain and House of rival lines. Smith continued to

control his line between New York and Boston, and one to
TOO

Portland, which he built in 1647, until after 1850.
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These diffieulties soon centered themselves

largely around a man' who by very clever and energetic,

work had already become prominent in the field of in-

dependent newsgathering. This man was D. H. Craig.

Alert, shrewd and tireless, he was outwardly perfectly

placid and gentle. His first venture was tne habit of

going in a sloop some distance outside Boston harbor to

meet the Cunard steamers and then sending a digest of

the news they brought bacic to tne city by means of well-

129
trained carrier pigeons. When, realizing the value of

the telegraph, he attempted to use it in his work, he

found himself against a solid wall of opposition on the

part of those who operated the Morse lines, with whom

were joined some Hew York papers who wanted to run things

their own way. Craig at once set about to outwit them.

He tried various tricks and was in nearly every case suc-

cessful. At first he rushed a digest of the news from

Halifax, where the Cunard boats stopped first, to Boston

by pony express. Then whan his rivals ran an express

boat to boat him he secured passage on it, smuggled aboard

his bast pigeons, and as the boat drew near Massachusetts

sent them out of his stateroom window. When the ship

reached Boston the news was out in extras. In 1649 Hudson

of the Hew Yorx Herald and Raymond of the Coarier and tiln-

quirer offered him the position of European nows agent, and
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h3 accepted. In a snort time he won a complete victory

over his rivals for his successes were so great they gave

in and elected him manager in 1851 of the Magnetic Tel-

egraph Association, or the Associated press, as it came to

be called, which was established about 1848-9, and of which

P.O.J. Smith had been proeidentr

Of great importance also to newspapers are the

means of circulation open to them inasmuch as upon these

depends in large measure tne length of their subscription

lists or tne probable number of their purchasers. The

metnod used in local delivery by many throughout this

period was by tneir own carriersi^l others employed

general newsmen who seem to have taken more than one kind

132
of paper with them. This was the way of the penny dailies,

newsboys selling papers on the street corners were first em-

ployed sometime just prior to 1844. A popular scaig pub-

lished in this year shows that the penny papers were the

first to use this means of sale, that they were paddled

especially around the post Offica, by ths railroad stations

and also along the streets just as they are today, and out-

lines the kind of news these papers ccntained. The News-

boy’s call, except for the names of the papers, sounds not

unlike those we hear today. The title page of the "song

boars a picture of a newsboy peddling the Daily Mail on

the corner by the Boston Museum , and also the inscription

I

I
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in type of different styles and heights:

"The Kews Boy
A Ke^ Jomie Song

Written and sung with great applause
by

lir. Chapman
at the

national Theatre, Boston, and the lark Theatre, H. York."

The six verses of the song, more interesting for their his-

torical than for their literary value, read as follows;

"I feel but awkward here some how
Makin' my introduct’ry bow
All bashfulnees then to destroy,
I'm Bobby Bawl Kewspapor boy.
In my eallin' I've made some noise,
For all say, I’ve got a fine voiee
AS singing is now all the rage
I'm eome to show off on the stage.
For tnough I doesn't court the 'nine'
I'm in the literary line
A chap of note I rather guess
A gemman c'nected with the press.

2 .

"With 'the Bee' I-»m early on the wing.
Loudly about 'the Times' I sing:
Round the post Office, I don't fail
To tell then I’ve 'the Daily Llail. '

A 'Boston notion* here I ccme,
Got 'the Yankee Nation' under my thunb;
In the art'noon then I begin
And go with the 'Evenin' Bull 'tin,*

( Spoken) 'Here's the Mail, Bee, and Times, second edition*
- Here they are. ’

For though I doesn't, etc.
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3 .

"Its an ill wind blows nobody good.
By me the proverb's understood:
A storm on land, or wreck at sea's
As good as breakfast, dinner and tea.
On a fire, if a good flare up.
Like a sal'mander I can sup;
And tho' its strange, the truth I speak
I've lived on murder for a week.

( Spok^) ,ggrg • e the Mail, second edition, all about the
Murder, only one cent.')

For though I doesn't, etc.

4 .

"Gowhidings is a Jolly good catch
And don't l“Tike a run' way match.
All want to know the way ' twas dona.
If a meighbors wife - better the fun;
When I've got distressin' acc' dents
I sympathize and pocket the cents,
I sells and cries these things I feels
Lika the lady wot wept and skinned the aels.

For though I doesn't, etc.

IS

6 .

"Our Editors I know will frown
Acause with them I sets me down;
They rest on us for what we tell 'em,
'Ud their Jokes be if we didn't sell 'em?
Their heads were nought without our tongues,
Tho' they find matter we find lungs;
For this I'll prove beyond a doubt
I sell the more louder I shout. .

For though I doesn't, etc.

6 .

"At Rail Roads I take my station,
A lit'rary accomodation;
In the cars tney who ride may read.
And for a cent get a mental feed:
When a British Steamer comes in.
If news is good I pojket the tin ;

'Irish Rows', 'Chinese', or may be
Quean Vic has got ' nother baby .

For though I doesn't, etc rt
133
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i’ew referanjes to no/ysboys appear in the Boston

134
papers before 1650 ,

and although the Traveller probably

135
began using them regularly in this period, the sub-

soription. daily papers on the ffhole seem to have regarded

this method of ne/rs-vending beneath their dignity.

To seoure subseriptions for them in neighbor-

ing towns and further away it was the habit of Boston

newspapers tc appoint agents, some of them at least

X36
being the postmasters of the different towns. To the

subseribers thus received, the papers were sent by mail,

on the stage coaches in the earlier years, later on

trains and boats. postage rates added considerably

to the cost of subscribing for a daily paper, and as

much in proportion to the cost of a weekly. Through-

out this period the general rate of postage on news-

papers was one cent for each paper not carried out of

the state in which it was published, or if out of the

state, not over 100 miles in all. If carried over 100

miles and out of the state in which it was published

the cost was a nvtmber. By 1850 had been added the

regulation that these rates applied only to newspapers

of 1900 square inches or less. If over, this the rate

was a number. ^ In June 1845, liowever, it was

announced tnat on and after July 1st of tnat year postage

on newspapers would be free within thirty miles of
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138
Boetcn,

How widely the newspapers of Boston airoalated

there are no suhseription lists now to indicate. The

existence of agents, however, in places as far distant as

Cincinnati and Eew Orleans as well as in cities and towns

139
nearer home is evidence that there were probably sub-

scribers in most if not all of these places to seme edi-

tion of the paper. Advertiser , Hail ,
or whatever it was.

In LJassachusetts at this period most of the papers which

existed outside of Boston were weeklies; dailies were al-

most non-existant. That there were not many of any kind,

and that these existed chiefly in the principal towns of

the different counties the county histories sho

Boston was at this time the principal city in Eew Sn^land

and it therefore seems probable that her papers circulat-

ed widely not only in Massachusetts but in the adjoining

states. That they were the most important papers and

the most widely read, but not the only ones, in the sub-

urbs of Boston is indicated in a note written from Eatick

to iSilliam Sohouler, than an editor in Lowell, in 1641,

This read:

"I will get you all the subscribers I can but I cant
do much here as most of our people taka Boston papers
besides I went about three months ago over the village
and got all the names for the E. Y, Tr ibune. '*'*‘'*^

Aith this external view of the Boston news
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papars of the period 1630-1850, their raw materials,

and their distribution of the finished product, let us

turn to the study of their contents, and saeic to dis-

cover the character and the proportion of the differ-

ent elements of ;»hioh they were composed.
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GHAPT3R III.

Th 9 contents of the Daily prees.

In the Boston of ninety years ago most of

the fe.T nepvspapers .vere published .veekly or semi- wee kly.

Daily papers, still more or less of an experiment, J»era

a luxury as well inasmueh as tney were issuea on the

subscription plan like the cihor papers, and at the price.

of ;j;6 a year. To their clientele they furnished with

reasonable promptness reliable infornation of all kinds.

Their siendard of excellence regarding the sort of news

tc be printed and tne metnod of presentation was vary

high. Mere sensationalism they scorned; inaccuracy they

tried tc avoid. There were those in the community who

desired a daily paper but who felt they could not afford

the sum of .j6 for it. In part tc meat this need three

or four other dailies were started in the early ’thirties,

one for ^5, the others for .J6 a year)' but the price was

raised in three or four years to $8 where it remained
>

the balance of the period. Tne single excepticn in this

class of daily newspapers was the 3verJ.ng Transcript

which began at ^4 as early as July 2, 1630 and maintained

‘—'JC
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that prioe during; th3 next t,verity years.

In the middle ’thirties the desire for oheaper

daily papers ;vas partially responsible for the rise of a

ne.v sort called penny papers. These .vere ran on a cash

basis at a cent a number, or at ^3 a year, and .vere thus

witnin reach of all who desired a nsjvspaper every twenty-

four hours. They were at first smaller in size than the

subscription dailies, and as a class were during this

period more enterprising and less particular in the gath-

3
ering of their material and its literal reliability.

In the earlier 'thirties the dailies averaged

in the size of their chase from about 9 x 14| inches with

4 5
four columns to a page to 15^ x 20 with six columns. By

1650 they varied from 13^ x 18|- inches with six columns^

7
to 20^ X 28 with eight columns. They were in these years

always a single sheet of four pages, and due tw the practice

8
of printing one side at a time had advertisements regularly

on the first and fourth pages with sometimes an article or

story on tne former. These could be set up and printed

ahead of time. The second was primarily the news page,

th«^gh encroached upon sometimes by the advertisements which

were usually just sufficient to fill the third page. The

material for this side of the sheet was apparently completed

and printed just before the time of publishing. With the

introduction of power presses with increasingly large capacity
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it became possible to put seme ne-vs on tne first pa^e,

but daring this period it did not become a general

practice to use the ;vhcle page for it regularly.

!I3ie Ke^ England Ilagazlne printed in 183S

an article entitled "Hints tc Editors" in which among

other things was a statement of what a ne/jsjaper should

contain. This was outlined as: news of the day,

"selected matter", original articles, and advertisements?

In 1630 the Boston Qcurier had given the general rule

"that a newspaper ought to notice 3varything that occurs,
from the fall of a monarch or the revolution of an empire
to the removal of a deputy-postmaster and the breaidng
of a market-woman's cart."

To these ideals tne daily papers of this period were

amazingly faithful for although the amount they contained

was small and that which came from a distance was often

antiquated, yet the four classes of material might be

found in any 'of their issues.

In the early 'thirties the news section of a

daily paper was subdivided only by inconspicuous paragraph

headings, often less than an agate line In height. In

the 'forties there was in most of the paters a fairly con-

stant plan of classification into departments, under such

headings as "Local Items", "By Telegraph", "icngress", and

so on, with headings one and a half to two agates high.

These little departments, often less than half a column

long, were the predecessors of the several columns or

whole pages for the different sections of our papers today.
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The riows sacticn cf a daily papar in tois

period acntained certain features ;yhich appeared as

regularly as the papers tiieraeelves, and .vhieh have con-

tinued in some form on into our o.vn day. Such J?are the

notices of marriages and deaths, the statement of the

condition of the Boston markets, and the marina or ship-

ping list, telling cf the arrival and sailing of packets

and staaoiships. These usually filled all told about

a column, located on the second page, or, if there ^as

not room tnera, on the third. Once a ;reak, on Monday,

Aednesday or Saturday ,, accc rding to the particular

paper, appeared a review of the mariat for the past'

week, and all tne prices current}^ To business people

tnase and the advertisements were probably the most

vital part of the paper.

nearly as frequent and regular as these

were the reports of Gcngress and the State Llgislature.

They varied in length and detail from four or five col-

umns to one or two brief paragraphs which informed the

reader that "no business of general importance was

acted upon" the day before in one or the other cf these

12
bodies. Such important documents as a message from

13 1

4

the iresident or the Governor, or the speeches of

15prominent Congressmen were published entire, in an

extra if need be, and in some cases the ordinary debate
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in CcngreSE or the Lagislatura was rapcrtad in this way.

Items of looal naws were of suah a charactar

as to remind one strongly of tna ordinary small town

weaxly today. In a sentence or two they told of a

leotora or concert soon to be held, of accidental deaths,

suicides, robberies, or local fires. They varied from

matters of serious import to notices of n», general value

at all. Two examples will show .vhat these were like:

'’The Sub-Treasury principles nave gone into
operation at tne Custom House, and now all payments are
required to be made, one-fourth in specie, and three-
fourths in 'its equivalent' or in treasury notes.

" Terapin Water s wide awake ] farker will
serve to day • a" Chi ca'dee

,
(.n'e c^~friT m^sS delicious spec-

imens of Turtle that ever graced the table of a gour-
mand. The Chioasee resembles the Terspic only more
delicious. Co and try it."^'^

lublio meetings were most erratically re-

ported. Some were honored with full and detailed ac-

counts, others were either entirely overlooked or re-

ported in such a way that the thing which is of interest

regarding them today was omitted. Per example, '’America"

is commonly said to have be3n sung first by a gathering

of Sunday School children at parx Street Church on

July 2, 1832. Kone of the daily papers nor of the

weeklies so far as a very diligent search has revealed,

maxe any mention of this hymn, and scarcely of the meet-

ing, although tney report in detail other sengs and

18
meetings on this same day. Again in September 1848
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I

Abraham Linucln oama tc Uassaahusatts as cne of tha sp aakars

in tha Whig campaign of that year, Ha spoke first in

War caster, at a meeting on tha ISth. days latar the

reporter for tha Atlas remarked in a paragraph aight lines

long that the moating '’;?as addressad by Hon. Abraham Lincoln

of Illinois, for upwards of t^c hours. Gantlaman inform

me tnat it .vas one of tha best speeches ever heard in

19
Aorcastar " !I!he best account of this address

^as the unusually lengthy one given in tha Advartisar

which, with a shaet about tha size of tha Atlas , devoted

nineteen inches to it. In this report LJr. Lincoln was

described as having "a very tall and thin figure, with
an intellectual face, showing a searching mind and a
cool judgment. Hs spoke in a clear and cool, and vary
eloquent manner, for an hour and a half, carrying tne
audience witn nim in his able arguments and brilliant
illustration - only interruptad by warm and frequent
applause .

"

T3n days later tha chiaf speakers at a Whig

gatnering in Tramont Temple were Governor Saward of

Lew York and Mr. Lincoln of Illinois. The chief reports

of this meeting are again in the Advertiser and Atlas .

The latter was plainly interested asfecially in Seward y

for it gave over a column to its raport of nis address

and then remarked that tne press of material and late-

ness of tha hour prevented doing justice to tha speech

by Mr. Lincoln.
21

Tha Advertiser reported next morning

of Mr. Seward that he was warmly received, and made an
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exoallent and scnvinoing spaaoh. Of Mr. Linooln's address

this article said that:

" Hon. Abram Lincoln of Illinois claarly
and eloquently stated and maintained the Whig doctrine,
that the Whigs are opposed to the extansicn of slavery,
and believe that the election of G3neral Taylor ;?ill

do more to prevent such extension than V7ill the election
of any ctner candidate that it is possible to elect "

These remarks, tne writer says, /?ara enthusiastically

82
received.

About a year later a sentence paragraph in

the Republican of October 3, 1649 stated with no comment;

*l&Abraham Lincoln, late LI. d. from Illinois, has declined

23
the Governorship of Oregon.^*

In some of the daily newspapers, especially in

those which sold for a cent, police court reports played

an important part in local items and furnished a certain

fascinating sort of excitement much enjoyed by their read-

era. In such papers as the Times , Bee and Mail they were

usually furnished at length; in the larger papers if they

appeared at all they were as a rule narrated in a brief

paragraph.

Luring this period of Boston journalism ac-

counts of murders and the trial of the perpetrator are

conspicuous by their absence. The penny papers dabbled

in them more or less but the cases which attracted enough

notice to get into the papers to any extent could probably

be numbered on tne fingers of one hand. The two most
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conspicuous of them came at the beginning and end of the

jeriod. The first was thj trial of John Francis Enapp

and his accomplices for the murder of Captain Joseph White.

The scene was Salem. Those very eminent papers, the

Advertiser . Courier and Transcript crowded out the usual

run of news items ana gave the space to detailed accounts

of the trial. iVith Daniel Wester acting for the govern-

ment, the accounts of the judicial procedure were very

24
interesting and his arguments well worthy of attention.

At tne other and of the period came the trial of

professor John W. Webster who was accused of the murder of

Dr. George parkman. This case shook Boston to its founda-

tions, for botn the men ware of the highest rank in soc iety

and were respected throughout the community, yet no murder

could have been committed in a more loathsome fashion.

From the worst of the pennies, the Boston Herald, to the

most respectable of all the dailies, the Advertiser
,

the

papers vied with each other in their efforts to give a

complete account of the murder in all the horror of its

details, and full, accurate and prompt reports of each

day’s proceedings during the trial. Type two or three

agates in- height, startling headlines as compared with

the size generally in use at this time, appeared in such

papers as the Times and Herald but the larger dailies did

not indulge in this method of expressing their agitation.
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'.Then the verdict that professor Webster was guilty was

finally handed down by the court the papers united in

declaring it strictly Just and the result of an entirely

25
uniapassicnod and fair trial.

Weather reports which form sc regular a part

of our papers today appeared fairly frequently in the

’thirties and 'forties, but they were unlike ours inas-

much as they commented on what had already come to pass

instead of indulging in the mere uncertain business of

prophesying what was to come?^

In the Boston daily papers of this period

were also recorded stop by step the progress of negotia-

tions, of events, of movements upon which history has

set the seal of great importance for all time. More-

over, they are pictured with an intimacy which is gener-

ally lost in the rewriting of these same records by men

of a later generation.

The discussion of the slavery question, al-

though it was mostly carried on in definite organs such as

the Liberator or Smanclpator , occasionally found a place

in the pages of tne daily papers. How they stood on the

question was perhaps best revealed after Webster made his

famous 7th of March speech. The Adver ti ser and Courier

supported him entirely, with a firm conviction that he had

placed a vexed and difficult question in a position where
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it could be fairly sottiad. This opinion they declared

v?as ^ared by the loading minds of tne city. The Atlas

entirely disapproved the stand he took and thought the

community shared its opinion. The Journal
,

the Travell er
,

the p 0 £t . the l!ail and others vjhile they admired his in-

dejendence and his able speech, refused to accept his

27
doctrine regarding the settlement of the slavery question.

Interest in the far /lest manifested itself in

various accounts of events there. For example, the

liercantile Journal for Uarch 15, 1833, gave an account of

the journey of the Flathead Indians to St. Louis in search

of the Shite Llan ' s Bible and the good ne.»s it contained^®

an event v?hich led directly to missionary activity among the

members of this and ether tribes in the West.

Of great interest also to the people of Boston

in this period ^ere the relations of the United States to

Texas and Uexico. The struggle of Texas for independence

aroused considerable sympathy .vhich v»as mEinifestad by ed-

itorials and enthusiastic accounts of the success of the

29
v?arr Boston Jtas str«.ngly .Vhig, hcvever, and -vhen, nearly

ten years later, the question of the annexation of Texas

to the United States came up for discussion and action in

Congress, the Whig ne/yspapers ;»ar3 not slo^? to manifest

their opposition to anything of the sort. The post ^as

almost alone on the dpmocrhtic ' side i^The .Vhigs, .vhile not
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ananiaious by any means in a desire to abolish slavery,

preferred, from political reasons, that it should have no

opportunity to spread further and give the South more

.veight in national councils. The end of January 1845

31
they held a big anti-annexation meeting in the city.

Boston papers for L'arch 3, 1845 contained the ne.vs of the

passage by Congress of the joint resolution for annexation.

The Po st , of course, rejoiced and declared that it .7as but

the culmination of a long progress in this direction and

of attempts by different administrations to accomplish

this act. Both the Advertiser and Atl as called it the

incorporation of a "foreign state" into the Union and

declared it not only illegally done but at the expense

of a distinct violation of the Constitution. Tha wrath

32
of the Atlas , at least, ;7as decidedly outspoken. The

Journal had already pronounced the procedure of the pres-

ident in this matter "clandestine and unprincipled" and

cal cula ted" to bring our country into contempt and to pro-

33
mote discord and disunion."

0

The .yar .vith Uoxico which grew cut of this

annexation was followed closely and with interest by the

Boston papers but with no great favor by the majority.

The attitude of the Courier was expressed in its publica-

tion of the "Bigelow papers."

one time;

34 The ,Vhig remarked at
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".Ve are etill at liberty tc repeat .vhat ne have formerly
said, that the .var is an evil growing cut of the evil
done in grasping for Texas, and seizing Texas ^as an
evil growing oUt uf th3 evil of domestic slavery." 36

Iilost of the other papers ware just as cutspcicen in their

opposition tc the war and showed a distinct feeling of

36
relief wnen it was all over.

During these years the telegraph system of

the country was growing with fair rapidity and it was

immediately used for the sanding of brief war despatches,

which ware followed later with longer accounts from papers

brought by mail or the express companies. P'or example ,
.

tn e Transcript for April 10, 1847, had about a third of

a column headed in agate type: "By Magnetic TelegraphCfor

the Daily Evening Transcript] 3 C 'Clock, P.M." Below

this wore sentence paragraphs containing the news of the

capture of tne city and castle of Vera Cruz. Later in
' 37

the month appeared fuller accounts brought by the mails.

Thi Boston Herald for April '20, 1647 had a picture of the

salute from the castle and from the American fleet when

the American flag was hoisted over the castle and city of

Vera Cruz. It covered four columns in width and five

inches in length on the front page, and .vi th it was a

little over a column of news on the event, with nearly three

columns more on the fourth page. Its Ap-ril lOtn edition

gave telegraphic despatches with headings which in the size

36
of their print would have ranked then as headlines.
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Tha Oregon quasticn also gave risa to much

nevfspaper discussion and tha negotiations bat.vaan the

United Otates and Oraat Britain as T»ell as the claims .

oiade each ware carefully reported. Boston interest

in this territory dated at least as far bacK as 1630 .vhan

a Boston Branch of the Oregon Colonization Society nae

supper ting Hall J. Kelley in his attempt to encourage

emigration thither by giving glo;»ing accounts of the

country and its possibilities, Ha vras still active in

Oregon affairs in 1845 and upheld the claim of the United

o 39
States to 51 north; Although the papers of the city

reflected in their pages the popular desire for tha Oregon

country they manifested as ;»ell the popular reluctance to

go to war about the matter. They felt that firmness, but

without rashness, should be the policy of both governments,

and more tnan one wished the whole matter could have been

settled years before when popular interest in it was less

, 40
acute •

In connection with this question the means of

communication with the pacific coast became of vital inter-

est and it was in tha middle 'forties that Asa p, yhitnay

travelled the country over talking about his schema for a

railroad across the continent, maintaining that it would

be of great advantage not only in th3 growth of this country

but that ic would be a much shorter route for the China
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41
trade taan the one by the dapa of Good Hope. ,Vi th gov-

ernment support, ohiofly in the form of enormous land

grants, he proposed to manage the .vhole project himself,

estijnating that the eost would be about ^50,000,000.

That sueh a railroad was praetieal was generally believed

acecrding to the Boston papers, but they were unanimous

in their convioticn that sueh an enterprise should never

be placed in the hands of one man inasmuch as it would give

him the powers of an emperor and be decidedly anti-rapub-

42
lican. One writer for the gcurier , who approved of the

scheme but not the method, suggested that the building of

the railroad would be less expensive by far than a war with

I 6!
England or ilexico, in which Congress seemed at any time

involve us, and propcsaa that with England and France we

organize an industrial army and cooperate in the construc-

43
ticn of the road. Another and more practical suggestion

was that a corporation regulated by the government occupy

the whole line with military posts a day's journey apart,

44
regular provision depots, and a daily mail. possibly

one reason for Boston's apparent lacn. of enthusiasm over

the Whitney scheme was the fact that by this time, as was

pointed out above, IJsw fork had become the larger cnnter

for the China trade and Boston's mercantile interests were

occupied more fully in other fields^®

fhen extensive travel to California had become
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a reality beoausa of the diseovery of gold, and the railroad

jvas still only a matter of disoussicn, t,vc very differant

overland transportation schemes, announced in a Detroit

paper, ware reported in the Traveller for April 13, 1850.

One was the plan of two circus proprietors tc run caravans

of camels from Independence to San Francisco beginning in

June of that year. The other was for the establishment

of a line of post coaches over the same general route.

The company had decided to aSK Congress for land on which

to build a road and undertook to put 3,000 men to work

upon tne line at cnce^^

In the years 1849-1650 California news appeared

frequently in the Boston newspapers. It came usually by

way of Panama on ships sailing from Chagres and was tele-

graphed from Daw fork to Boston soon after its arrival there,

then followed by longer reports from papers brought by mall

or express. The time consumed on this route was nearly a

47
month and a half. For example, the Journal for January 10,

1850 printed news from California to December 1st, telegraphed

to Boston from Kew York, and the Traveller for Uarch 9,1850,

had California dates to February 1st. Telegraphic reports

brought considerable detail and much was added after the ex-

48press came with fuller accounts.

kVith tne increasing emigration of people from
49

Kew England to the pacific coast one and another of the

rt:

W-
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daily papers of Boston be^an the publishing of sreeial

California editions. The first to dc this ;?a8, apparent-

ly, the Traveller whioh on Oetober 29, 1649 oontainad the

follov7ln.;> notice;

"Traveller for California.

"Tne proprietors of th ^ Daily Evening Traveller
propose to publish, in season for eaeh nail for Cal-
ifornia, a large sheet, containing all the important
general nsfn: of tne month, ^itn Home LTarioets, Stocks,
Ship-Ue.vs and other matter especially adapted to th.3

California carkot.
"Single copies, in envelopes, can be had at

the Counting Hoorn, Ko. 6 Old State House, at cents.
Agents Jill b3 supplied at a lib3ral iisccunt. T3rm3
3ash."»0

Advertisements of later editions shc» tnat ta3S3 papers

contained besides the financial reports ne.TS of a general

sort interesting to those .vho had migrated to the .?3st.

The advertisements as jell .vere regulated by their needs,

for only txics e jore adiriitted jhich vere "especially ad-

51
aptcd to th3 California and Oregon markets." public

documents of special importance were also printed in

these papers. Per example the Traveller for California

published at the end of December 1849 .vas advertised to

contain "besides the usual summary of foreign and domes-

tic ne.vs, the President's Ilessage, and interesting public

Documents, LI..ney IPattsrs, prices of Stocks, Table of Div-

idends, etc., etc., all valuable to cur friends in Cal-

ifornia."

From October 1649 to the end of December 1850
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the Traveller iaaaed twenty-aeven nunihera for California
*»s

and Oregon. The only other papers which aeem to have

undertaken to paoliah papers of the same character during

this year were the Journal and the L!ail . both of them

starting soon after the Traveller ,
and contlhulnR with

t>5

aimllar frequency. So 'far aa I have been able to dis-

cover no files of these papers have been preserved here

in the Eaat. In lb54, however, the Transcript began the

publlshlnp, of California editions and these are preserved

in a complete file at the Transcript office. These are

apparently just the sort of papers the others were ad-

vertised to oe, containing poetry, articles, general and

financial news irom all the Hew England states. In
54

style they are breezy and highly entertaining.

Of the events nearer home vhich particularly

claimed the attention of the papers two will suffice to

show the space given to such things, and the Interest

in them. One of these was the burning In Long Island

Sound of the steamer Lexington with the loss of 200 lives

on a Ditter January night in 1040. The fire, which

started from bales of cotton placed too near the engine,

soon incapacitated the ship, and in the panic which ensued

the three life boats were swamped. Leas than half a dozen

people survived. Though the calamity occurred on Monday
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night tha aoaoants first a] peared in the papers cn Thurs-

day tha 16th and 17th. Thay prove that tha 3our ier was

oorract in stating that upon tha arrival cf tha report

the "oity was thrown into a state of unparalleled agita-

tion." IJot only was the tragedy horrible in all its

details, but the list cf those lost ineluded business

and professional men well known in Kaw York and "Boston.

One of these was Dr. Pollan cf Cambridge, another Adol-

phus Hamden, brother and partner cf Silliam Harndan of

tha express business, who was the bearer cf .}.20,000 in

epaaie for the Llerehants' Bank in Boston and cf about

^50,000 in bank notes. The Times issued an extra bafcra

noon on the day the first news came and tha newspapers

all gave detailed reports of the event day after day as

56
tney arrived. Their axeitament showed itsalf not alone

in tna language used but also in the size cf tne headings.

Of this the Transcript
, whieh was always moderate, was a

good example. Tha first account appeared in tha number

for January 16, 1840 cn the second page. "Awful Galamitylll*

in capitals nearly an agate and a half high, and underlined

with a heavy black line headed the first column. A little

below in heavy agate capitals ware the words: "Appalling

calamity - Steam boat Lexington destroyed by fire and nearly

two hundred lives lostJ", this last line in light agate

capitals. In tha two columns devoted to it was included
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& list of passangars supposad to have been on board.

The next day there were nearly three eolucans, and for a

week additional ne.ve oontinued to arrive and v?as given

about a colunm eaeh day^^ All the daily papers eon-

tained siaiilar accounts and later articles strongly

urging strict la;»s and their careful enforcement in re-

gard to the number and use of lifeboats on steamers ^ere

published from time to time. Finally came the trial

/rhicn endeavored to fix the responsibility for the dis-

aster,

The other subject, the question cf the de-

marcation of the Horthea::t Boundary, called forth fully

as many editorials in the ne.vspapers as there ^ere accounts

cf it. Boston's sympathy v?as very naturally /yith Maine

and articles expressive of this attitude vyere frequent.

There .vere also careful accounts cf the procedure of

Congress and cf the Maine Legislature, and painstaking

reports cf Snglish opinions in the matter. They began

in 1637 and continued through 1642 flhen the final treaty

was ratified. The general desire seams to have been to

avoid war if honorably possible, but to be firm in support

cf our rights, to be ready to defend infringements but

never to be the aggressor, and if it came to open hostil-

ities to support the claims cf Maine without question.

iVhen the final settlement was ratified tne Boston papers
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rejoiced that an old "bone of contention" was at last re-

moved, and felt that the bargain was, on the whole, vary

satisfa ctor yf

®

iiaropean news, accessible only through the papers

and letters Drought by incoming vessels and their captains,

was necessarily irregular and came in lumps. The result

was that wnen foreign papers yielded any sort of a harvest

much of the ordinary news of the day was crowded out, con-

densed, or postponed until a more convenient time. One

ship often brought news from all over Europe and sometimes

from the Orient as well. In such cases the Boston papers

contained paragraphs on the chief events in all the dif-

ferent countries. Sometimes one outstanding event over-

shadowed all others, as for example, tne coronation of

Victoria. The Daily Oentinel and Gazette gave four columns

to a detailed description of the ceremony and the words of
^ 59

each of the princip^^ participants. French Revolutions,

in principle if not always in practice, aroused much

sympathy among the liberty-loving people of Bos-ton, and

the various daily papers for the early part of September

1630 and the spring of 1846 gave many detailed reports of

the events in Prance, together with their effect on the

rest of i2urope. The J ournal in 1646 spoke of tne "startling

intelligence from Prance" and of its "most momentous cnar-

acter, involving probably the peace of Surope", and the
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Ohrcnotype gave onthusiastis aeeoants cf the ’’glorious

GO
revolution in i’ranee". Amazing as vas the ne.fs in

both cases, in 1630 it ;»as announced in agate type only

and in 1648 in letters net more tnan t.vo agates in

V, • >,4.61height.

A study of the Advertiser for the first six

mentns cf 1830 and of the Advertiser and Times
,

the form-

er a subscription, tne latter a penny daily, for a sim-

ilar period in 1640 and 1850 reveals the frequency of

ship arrivals, and the space given to the news they

brought. In 1630 boats arrived from Europe very ir-

regularly. In January there ;»ere t.vo, 5’ebruary, one,

March, four, April, five, May, one, and June, four.’ Of

these seventeen, nine jyent to Re.v York, eight came to

62
Boston. In 1640 the Advert! ser records a total of

25 bringing ne.vs, all but three of them docking in Eev York.

The Times for the same period gives ne^s from 22, only one

63
of ^hich came to Boston, They arrived nearly every veek

at this time. Ten years later the steam lines established

in 1640 .vere the chief means of obtaining foreign nevs and

trip ,vere made t.vice a month from January to May, then week-

ly or oftener in May and June, and the first despatches

64
were forwarded by telegraph and train from Halifax.

Through the steamships th3 time consumed in th3 voyage

from England to the United States was reduced from a month
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to tjfo jresks or ^von to t.velV3 days. Th3 papars gave

as ccmplota sunniaries as possible, varying from a fourth

of a oolumn to three columns in length, immediately up-

on receipt of the ne^vs, but they often gave further ex-

tracts for several days after,vard. In this .vay readers

were supplied .vith quite a respeetable amount of foreign

news. Lloreover, in the ’forties regular foreign cor-

respondents sent letters to their respective papers by

65
every steamer and these brought a new and entertaining

element into the i£uropean news,

Reports came from China direct, from South

America, Mexico and th? Indies, but they were very ir-

regular, for they werj Drought by merchant ships in the

66
course of their regular voyages. Kewt of this sort

was valuable to Boston, hc.vever, because its mercantile

interests were so widespread.

In the news sections of the Boston daily news-

papers tnore ap eared also during .these two decades, 1630-

1650, paragraphs which mirrored American ingenuity and

interest in the unusual. As early as January 1830 the

Advertiser printed a ’’Communication” on a ’’Sub-Marine

Explorer" by the aid of which "a man may descend to the

bottom of the sea, and .vhile t.aere have a c»,nstant supply of

67
pure air-sae-hear- talk and work as well as on the land."

In 1648 the Mail contained a paragraph telling of a project
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for build in.^ an air-tube from Uej? Yctk to Boston to be

68
used for the transportation of mes&a;^es and pareels.

The next year ejcferiments were being made with a small

flying maenine in Trem^nt Temple, but it was said that

tneir sueeess proved nothing and that the real battle

would Gome when the testing of "a maehine eapable of

69
lifting men in the open air” should take plaee.

Eooondary to the actual presentation of tne

news in a daily journal in these years were the comments

on current events by the editor and by contributors or

ccrreEpondents. By 1830 editorials had become a reg-

ular and recognized part of a daily paper and appeared

in nearly every issue. Those in such newspapers as the

Advertiser
. Courier

,
Transcript and post ,

which were

edited by clear-sighted and able men, were carefully and

logically written and were on ths whole worthy of the at-

tention of th j keenest minds. In the penny papers, which

were lest ably edited and more hastily thrown together,

the editorials were more likely to be careless, ill-

considered and less representative. Their subject matter

•was similar in all the papers and varied from city to nation-

al and European affairs, from social questions to local dif-

ficulties and comments on various phases of politics, colored

of course, by the affiliations of th
3
particular journal.

The mistakes or gains of th 3 old year and the possibilities
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of tha riQM guv3 rise often to Icn^ and affasiva artiolas.

The praetiaability of railroads, a mooted question in the

early 'tnirtias, ^as the subjaat of many an editorial, es-

pecially in the /idver tisar . The L^axican A'ar, tne annexa-

tion of Texas, tne Crayon question, the Sastern Boundary,

Aebster's 7th of llarch speech - each of tnese gave rise

to many editorials. Capital punishment ;»as diseussed pro

and con, the license question, ani plans for the intro-

duction of pure .Tatar into Boston app eared again and a-

,
70

' gain.

Though in the larger papers, and to a less

extent perhaps in the penny dailies, the editorials /^era

commonly fairly brief and to the point, they Jtere at times

very effusive. Hovr rhetorical the editors could be is

.vail illustrated by tnc editorials. The first is from

the lost for January 1, 1638, .vhich as it -vas a Democrat-

ic paper in a city of a decidedly yhig complexion had

suffered considerably in tne hands of its numerous <7hig

temporaries. This said of itself, in part:

"The storms of political strife have beat against it -

tne bitterness of political hatred has been poured out
upon it - but it has never noisted false colors, nor
shrunx from meeting a po-verful foe. It has had some
close engagements - given and received many hard and
hot shots - but it never attacked Qn enemy in violation
of the rules of honorable .Vo.rfare, or pushed its chas-
tisement farther tnan the honor of its flag demanded."

As to its subscribers:

"They combine the bravery - intelligence - -vit and man-
liness of tne harder sex of the city - an.i the beauty,”
imagination, gaiety, and fascination of the softer." ^
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The seccnd appeared in the Boston Times

for liovomher 4, 1850. It ^as .vritton on the com-

pletion of the ncvv building erected for this paper.

"The magnificent Time s Bail ding is up, and
nc;? stands an ornament to Stale ' .?frTJt“TOd''tc the city,
and as our snoet, dressed in an entirely ne.y and elegant
suit, go js forth this moriiing to its t.venty-t.vo thousand
intelligent readers, v?e fling the 'Stars and Stripes'
loftily to the breeze, and as the glorious banner floats
proudly over our head, .ve apply ourselves ^ith 'an en-
couraged heart and invigorated zeal to the interest of
the public and ourselves, by making the Times appear
what it ever has been, the best and cneapest penny news-
paper in the Ko.v nnjland states. Reader, here's our
hand - God bless you with a long life of happiness!"

Articles were very frequently contributed to

the daily papers by these not connected v7ith tneir staff.

These app -ared usually under the heading "Correspondence"

or "Coimnunicat ions" and were signed with the full name,

a pseudonym, or not at all. They discussed

topics as formed the material of the editori-

brought to them somewhat different points of

The daily papers furnished also a vehicle for

some of the literature of tn ) time. Sssays, stories con-

tinued from day to day, and poems were a regular part of the

paper, and as a rule ware put on the first page. For ex-

ample, among the poems the Song of Marion's Lien
,
by //illiam

Cullen Erynnt was printed in the lost
,
Kcvenber 23, 1831,

his ’^Vestorn Hunter was copied in this paper from the New

lorK Llirior on Llay 13, 1835, October was -in th e Chroao type

the initials,

much the same

als, but they

73
view.
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for September 15, 1648, the Putare Life in the Bee
,

Oetober 31, 1644, and the Death of the Plo.vers in the

Atlas October 39, 1849. .Vhittier’s A paean
,

.vritten

on reading ths prceeedings of the Buffalo Free Soil Con-

vention, was in the Chrcno type September 19, 1648, and

his Songs of Labor, with an artiele on then, in this same

paper, Cetcber 23, 1650. The .Vhig printed Above and Be-

low by James Russell Lowell on January 4, 1647, the Chr on-

0 type his Bibliolatries on Way 30, 1649, the Times the

Pirst Snow Pall on January 8, 1650, and the Courier made

itself famous by publishing the Bigelow papers in 1646.

Longfellow's Pndymion appeared in the Chronotype November

23, 1850, his A Gleam of Sunshine in the Advertiser

October 25, 1844, April . in the Traveller April 29, 1645,

and Sir Humphrey Gilbert in the Bee June 24, 1648. Homes's

famous Old Ironsides
,

signed simply '’H”, was published in

th j Advartis er September 16, 1830, and his Wasp and the

Hornet in the Journal . June 19, 1834. Smerscn's Pable

on the mountain and the squirrel was in the Sun November

27, 1845, and Hylas by Bayard Taylor in the Bee, Decem-

74
ber 27, 1650. The list might be continued almost in-

definitely, yet these examples show that the Boston papers

published the worxs of poets who became famous in these

years and later, and that this was dene by nearly all of

the journals. liany other poets of less lasting reputation
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Many other poets of less lasting rsputation .vere also

represented in their pages. Assays ^ere usually quoted

from magazines or reviews, and stories, almost always

very romantic, were’ printed in every number of the penny

papers, and of sane of the large dailies. Most of them

are of lass interest as literature than as an indication

of the tastes of the clientele of the japers with regard

to fiction. Soma of the newspapers contained notices

of new books and reviews of them, similar to these we have

today.

Jokes, some of them really good, ware also

frequently inserted in the daily papers, and seem to

have been the predecessors of the collections which we

find in newspapers today. In some th?y formed a depart-

ment with a definite heading, but more often in the daily

journals they ware scattered about, for example, among

the local items, or the quotations from exchanges.

The fourth section of a newsraper, and from

the financial point of view, the most important, was made

up of advertisements. In the earlier years of the period

tne amount of space given to them averaged from two and

a half to three out of the four pages of a daily news-

paper. The first, third and fourth, pages were nearly or

wholly filled with them. gradually there came a distinct

change. The third and most of the fourth page were still
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mudo up of advert! eamsnts, but stories, artieles or nev^s

enercaeLei aicre and siore on their domain on the first,

until in some of the papers there vere very fe.v left.

All this seams to ihdieate that in the earlier part of

the period .vhethar a daily paper had a suhseription

priee of ^6 or sold for a eent a eopy it .vas dependent

to a considerable degree for its financial success on a

long list of advertisers. This vas due in part, no

doubt, to the fact that vith the exception of the Ad-

vertiser, tne Independent dhrcnicle
,

vhich vas merged

vith it in 1631, and the Z ourier the daily papers of

the years 1630 - 1650 vore all founded Just before or

during this period and had for this reason had little

time in the earlier part to secure long lists of regular

patrons. A8 they became more firmly established, as

tne population of the city grev rapidly, and as improved

means of transportation and cheaper postage made it pos-

sible to send them tnreugh a vider territory, although

they vere still apparently quite dependent on advertise-

ments, they vere not forced to orovd in sc great a number

nor accept any and all that happened to come to them.

Hov muen tnj larger papers at least depended on advertise-

ments is snovn by the financial statement of th j Atlas

in 1646 which gave 224 yearly advertisers as verth .^10,580

and transient advertising, .jl2,000. The subscription list
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for the daily amounted at this time to ^17,600.

A large majority of the advertisements were

from three tc ten or fifteen agate lines in length, but

a few in the 'forties ware a half, or even, a part of the

time, a whole eolumn, with many sizes cf print. iTor the

small advertisements a two-agate blaoiC initial letter was

eustomary, with th j rest of the text in smaller type.

There was nc elassi fi eati cn aeecrding tc subjeet matter

early in the period, but it had been started by 1640

and inereasee, in seme papers mere than ethers, during

tnis decade until in 1650 it was the ordinary method,

and greatly increased the efficiency of the advertising

76
secticn by making it easier tc locate tne different kinds.

Agencies for systematic advertising of a product in the

various j arts cf the United States were first established
77

by Volney B. palmar in Philadelphia in 1640, and branches
78

were later established in Eow 'iorx and Besten*

Illustrations in advertisements were at first

confined tc tiny ships, stagecoaches, trains and houses

which accompanied tneir respective items. The metal form

or type for these could be cb tained at type foundries, and
•from

cost usually six tc ten cents apiece, according tc its

79
size and pattern. Soon, however, outs cf no great artistic

value were introduced tc increase cecple's interest in patent

medicines, a visiting menagerie, painless dentistry, a new
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asscitmont of shall combs, or lamps and fine cutlery.

Come of the outs ^ere large and heavy, and as tney /vere

usually put on the first and f«.urtn pa^^s they gave the

papers a rather startling appearance. ,Vhen they .vere

too wide for the columns, illustrations .vere placed on

end, as was the case with one cf a long gate" which ad-

vertised the products cf the Hew 3ngland yire Railing

80
Company. Print of various sizes and width was also

used to draw attention to adverti-sements and scmetlLes

the results locked as if the compositor had used every

variety of type in his case. This was particularly

true of th3 half-column or column specimens. A third

method was the use cf verse, rhymes cf no literary value,

but cf considerable merit as mediums of advertising.

One, for example, read;

".Vhat's used by Jackson every day,
Sc much admired by He'nry Clay ,

•Vhat is it mdices the poiisn stay?
Bcyden’s Blacking." 81

The character of advertisements varied with

the Kind of daily newspa..er in whicn they appeared, but

in larger or smaller numbers the different kinds were

represented in all them. In geniral the larger daily

papers gave more Space to "Auctions", "i^or Sale and to

Let", "Books and Stationary", shipping and railroad

schedules and merchandise, .vhile the penny papers wel-
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oomed patant madiclnas of evary sort .vithout a notiaaabla

amount of discrimination. Tnara ^as a varitabla apidamia

of medicinal advertising in this period and -vhila tha larg-

er papers had light cases, the penny papers succumbed to

the disease in all its virulency. Tha reason for this

.vas probably the fact that this sort of advertising paid

extremely v»ell and that it .vas difficult from a purely

business point of vie;v to discriminate bet^veen the dif-

62
ferent kinds.

Advertisements relating to means of trans-

portation .vere inserted in all the daily papers. In the

beginning of the period tney were notices and timetables of

stagecoach lines and sai ling vessels, at the end railroads,

express com; anias and steamship lines predominated and

packets were used only by trading lines. In relation to

the ne.vsia ers this class of advertisements was particular-

ly important for it was through such agancias that most of its
83

ne.vsgathar ing .vas dona. To trace the gradual replacement

of the old methods of transportation by the new, the rata

at .vhich it progressed, and the ratios maintained between

them would be a valuable and intricate study. Tha kinds

of illustrations changed with the schedules which they

accompanied. Little steamships replaced sailing vessels

and the later model of railroad car, wnich closely ra-

sambled those of today, tha earlier styies built on tha
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plans cf tha old stagaooaohee. In tha casa of railroad

advarti sarnan ts tnis jnan^a v»as vary gradual, t)3ginning

early in tha 'forties and acntinuing four or fiva y3ars,

and it seaiis to hava boan ragulatad by tha tixa of pur-

ahasing na.v typa, rathar tnan by tha data cf tha intro-

duation cf tna na-v cars, bacansa it did net taka place

in different timetables in cna paper at different dates,

bat all at once in aach paper, and in soma na.vspapars

earlier than in ethers.

Advartisamants of amasemants also found a

place in the daily papers, .vith the exaapticn of one or

t'.vo like the J carnal , ;?hieh disapproved cf tha charaater

of tha theatre cf this period and refused any partenaga

84
from tham. In the other na.vspapers constant and gen-

erous adver tisemants appaared, describing the merits of

each particular bill. ,Vhen Jenny Lind came to Boston
85

in 1850 all tha papers had notices of her ccncarts

and of tha great sale cf tickets for them. Har visit

to this country .vae
,
mcreovor, responsible for the nam-

86
ing cf various products for her from a snip to a parlor

07 00
stove, and a hair tenio, to scaia music published by

89
Oliver Litsen.

Different phases of American life vara also

pictured in the advarti sements, and sc exactly that .vith-

out seeing the date in print one could place them with
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approximata as^uracy. Thora .vara '^Tippaaanoa pans" and

90
'’Harriscn Log Cabin Latter Papar" and than all at cnoa

a flood of adver ti aanants for "California Goods" .vhioh

inoladad medicines for people to taka «itn them, dis-

infecting fluids, ships in .vnich to go, doors and ;vind 0 jvs

to be transported fi^r use out there, rubber >oods of all

kinds, bread, games, toilet accessories, agricultural

91
tools and specially designed ready-made clothing.

The 7aluo of an advertisement in the form of

a ne;7s item, vhich is used sc much today especially for

medicines, .vas realized also in this period. The un-

suspecting reader, carefully perusing all tne ne.vs sud-

denly discovered he jvas not reading a ne/vs item but an

advertisement. An excellent example of this appeared

in tuc spring of 1850 when Jenny Lind's proposed tour

of America was being diligently advertised. It read;

"Jenny Lind at the Melodeon. We shall have Jenny Lind
in post on neTf rs]: tTffib cr . Barnum does not kno-v what
to do about a hall big enough to show her in. The
Llelodeon is too small, won't hold enough, and there is
no doubt but what there will be such a rush as to causa
a great pressure of corns, skining (sic) of hands, el-
bo,vs and shinsi many will be bruised, etc., but one box
of Pussia Salve will cure all such ills, to say no thing
of piles, cnilblains, sores, scalds and burns. Russia
Salve is sold by Heeding i Co., 6 State Street at
Zb cents a box."^^

Kothor interesting type of advertising which

had its origin in this j. eriod was ta e use of long and de-

tailed notices, run for several weeks at a time by the
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lar^e jlotning etcres like those of Oak Hall run by

George ,V. Himmcns, or Quincy Hall by John Simmons. The

former is typical. It began in 1842 in a small store

on Ann Street ;7itn a supply of men's and boys' ready-

made clothing to be sold at lofl prices for cash. The

motto for the as tabl isnment vyas "Large Sales and Small
93

rrofits". The groiwta of the store, due to its popular

appeal, .yas vary rapid. In 1643 came the first enlarge-

ment, and by this time an "express" was being run by the

store for the free delivery of goods to the neighboring

94
to.vns. Luring the iZachanics i^air in 1644 Simmons used

various methods of attracting to his store people who

were in Boston for that. He ran special advertisements

in the newspapers, announced that files of current daily

papers would be kept for general use, brilliantly illuminat-

95
ed his store and had a band playing there every evening.

In his a dverti sements Simmons used above all

96 97
claver captions such as "Veni, Vidi. Vici", "Keep C00I 7

98
(in the sitnmer months), "Can't be beat.' Can't be beat!"

or "Fall Campaign Commenced in P.ealityl Oak Ball Hotunda

opened Clothing Cheaper than 2ver.' Great Bush of Customers."

Sometimes a picture of the Oak Hall Express or fancy scrolls

ornamented the notices, but there ware no pictures of cloth-

100
ing as there are in similar advertisements today.

At other times a series of rhymes were run on consecutive days.

99
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printad cn th3 S33c.nd paga as if tnay JtQV'i sololy literary,

but meritcrious ehiafly as a olaver means cf advar ti sing^’^^

He was a gccd austcmar of tha daily press and was no doubt

appreciated. His appeal to the popular imagination by

methods adapted to it was not only good business but was

modelled along tha very same lines of big sales with small

profits per sale, cash purchases, and a supply of material

of interest to the poorer part of tha population that formed

the framework cf the large structure built by the penny

press in these same years. They were parallel cases in

two different sorts cf business enterprise.

Such in general were the contents of the daily

papers cf these years, news, editorials, selected itams,

and advertisements. What the particular characteristics

of a few cf the most prominent newspapers were will be

discussed in the two following chapters.
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a

(3

notes to Chapter III.

1. Atlas ^5, Journal ^6. Seefiles of these and others.

2. See files.

3. See files and aceounte in Chapter V belo*.

4. post 1631.

5. Advertiser 1630.

6. Transcript 1849.

7. Advertiser 1850.

8. See above Chapter II.

9. Kev in^land iliigazine, Ifay 1832, vol. 2, p.361.

10. Courier, Oct. 16, 1630, p.3, ool. 1.

11. Por general statements of this sort in this chapter
sea files cf the daily japers in these years.

12. Post, Peb. 2, 1632, p.2, ool. 1.

13. Extras ;7ith message; Transcript, Dec. 4, 1634,p . 2 ,
col. 2

;

Bee, Lee. 8, 1847. In regular edition; Tiaies Sept. 7, 1637
Llail June 31, 1841; Hepublican Leo. 8, 1846.

14. e.g. Times Jan. 9, 1850, p. 1, ocls. 1-4; Advertiser,
Jan. 9, 1650, p. 2, ools. 1-3.

15. e.g. .Vebster-Hayne debate. Independent Chronicle,
Peb. 10, 1630, etc. Advertiser same dates, etc; Clay
in Congress Jan. 7, in Advertiser Jan. 12, 1850,
p. 2, or his speech Jan. 5 in Advertiser Peb. 12 & 13,
1650.

«

16. Times, July 25, 1840, p. 2, ool. 5.

"V
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17. Timas, Sapt. 4, 1640, p.2, sol. 4.

lb. So3 Advartisar, Ooarier, Transoript, ats. for this
date, also Smith, S. i?. poams of homa
and country, p. 77.

19. Atlas, Sept. 14, 1846, p. 2, ocl. 1.

20. Advartisar, Sept. 14, 1848, p. 2, sol. 2.

21. Atlas, Sept. 23, 1648, p, 2, cols. 1, 2.

22. Advertiser, Sopt. 23, 1848, p. 2, sol. 1.

23. Eapublisan, Get. 3, 1849, p. 2, col. 1.

24. Transcript July and Aug. 1630, Courier and Advertiser
sama period.

25. Sea Boston papers end of Hovember and first part of
Besembar 1849, also Uarsh and Apr. 1650.

26. a.g. Mail, Dec. 12, 1640, IJov. 11, 1648; Journal
July 5, 1638, p. 2, sol. 1.

27. Sea these papers and others for Mar. 11,1650 and the
days fcllo^jing.

2b. Journal, Mar. 15, 1633, p. 1, sols. 1, 2.

29. See files of Boston papers spring of 1836; a.g. Daily
Gentinal and Gazette, Apr.18',1636,
p. 2, col. 3.

30. Post, Jan. 30, 1845, p.2, col. 2, Jan. 25, p.2, sol. 1,
Jan. 10, p.l, col. 7, Jan. 14, p.2, col.l.
Advertiser, Jan, 28, 1645, p.2, sol.l,
Jan. 30, p.2, sol. 1, ?3b.24, p.2, col.l,
Aug. 9 and 12, 1645, p.S, sol. 1.
Courier, Jan. 30,1645, p.2, col.l,
^eb. 12, p.2, col.l. Mar. 26, p.2, sol. 2.

31. See Boston papers for Jan. 30, 1645, especially Advertiser,
Atlas and Courier.

32. See papers mentioned on these dates,
dailies.

also other Boston
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Ill-lii.

33. Jcarnal, Apr. 29, 1844, p. 2, 30l. 4.

34. Goarier, 1648, eto.

35. .Vhig Joiia 5, 1845, p. 2, ool. 1. Ssa saaia papar
June 2, 1646, p. 2, ,sol. 1.

36. S93 files cf Bostui papers, 1646-1848. a.g. Advertiser
spring" cf 1847, and 1648; Ghrcnctypa,
Mar. 6, 1648, p.4; Mar. 16, p.2, eol.l;
Jcurnal, l^eb. 25, 1648, p.2, col. 1.,
Mail, Mar. 1,1648, p.2. Mar. 13, p.2, col. 3.

37. Transcript Apr. 10, 1647, p.2, col. 4; and ff. e.g.
April 29.

36. Herald, Apr. 10, 20, 1647, p.p. 1, 4.

39. Advertiser, Jan. 6, 1630, p.2, col. 2; Traveller,
Dec. 2, 1645, p.2, ccl.l.

40. Advertiser, Jan. 6,7,9,12,15,16,17, etc. 1846,
May 6, 1845, p.2, col.l, pest, Jan. 5,
6,22, 1846, July 2, ff. 1646. See other
Boston papers daring tnese same months.

41. Smalley, History cf the northern Pacific railroad,
p.p. 57, 58.

42. Ghronotype, Oct. 12, 1649, p.2, col. 1; Bee, ?eb. 5,1645,
p.2, col. 1; Transcript, Apr. 26, 1648,
p. 2, col. 1.

43. Gcurior, Peh. 22, 1645, p.2, col. 1.

44. Ghronotype, Oct. 12, 1649, p.2, col. 1.

45. See above Chapter I,

46. Traveller, Apr. 13, 1650, p.2, col. 8.

47. See files cf Advertiser, Times, Jcarnal, Post, etc.
for 1849, 1650.

46. Journal, Jan. 10, 1850, p.l, Jan. 15, 1650, p.l; Travel-
ler, Mar. 9, 1650, p.2, July 8, 1850, p.p. 1,2.
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49. Chronctype, l,:ar. 21, 1649, p.2, sol. 2; Trarisoript,
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CHAPTEB IV.

Subsoription Paily newspapers.

The first daily paper in the United States was

published in Philadelphia in 1784 and was called the

American Paily Advertiser . The next, similar in title

to its predecessor, was the New York Paily Advertiser,
1

begun in 1785. It is rather striking, yet not par-

ticularly surprising, to find that Boston's first three

ventures in the field of daily Journalism all boro sim-

ilar titles. The pioneer in this city was the Polar

Star and Boston Paily Advertiser , started in 1796 by

Alexauider Martin with John O' Ley Burk as editor. It

lasted only six months and was followed in 1798 by the

Federal Gazette and Paily Advertiser, published by
o

Caleb P. Wayne, which died in three months. The con-

spicuous lack of success of these two papers seems to

have effectually discouraged ventures of this sort for

the time being. Not until 1813 was another daily paper

attempted in Boston, but this one, the Boston Paily Ad-

3
vert i eer , though weak at first, grew rapidly in strength
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and beoama head of the daily press of the olty, a position

which it held throughout the century.

Certain very definite oharacteristlcs dis-

tinguished the Advert! eer and others of its sort from the

penny papers which grew up in the 'thirties. In the

first place the former were larger In size, and they were,

secondly, run on the subscription plan, at the price usu-

ally of $8 a year, while the others were sold for a cent

a number. These two characteristics gave rise to the two

names by which they are now generally known, the large or

subscription daily papers. They were, moreover, with the

exception of the evening papers, distinctly political, and,

with only one or two exceptions, Whig. Most prominent in

their news-content was, therefore, the presentation of

items of political interest, including detailed reports

of Congress and the State Legislature. Second in im-

portance so far as news went was, in their estimation,

mercantile information, and to satisfy this want appeared

prices cur>*ont, marine records, reviews of the markets once

a week, and the like. In the advertisements those of

merchandise were predominant. Typographically the larg-

er papers were always neat and had few errors. They were,

apparently, not only in the matter of cost but also in

their contents and manner of composition, intended par-

ticularly for the wealthy part of the population which

K/i

i
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was interested prlaarily in commeroe, the great husiness

of the city, and was^ almost to a man^’.7hlg in its politl-

109

cal oomplezion. People of this sort were quite proper-

ly expected to be interested in foreign news as well, and

this was therefore given quite fully when installments ar-

rived, and included detailed reports of foreign markets.

In their make-up, in short, these papers mirrored the

interests of their clientele and their ideas for a daily

newspaper.

Quite as clear and equally illuminating is
.

the picture painted in the pages of the penny papers,

in some respects more definitely the predecessors of the

modern dailies than were the larger newspapers. To the

discussion of these we shall turn in the next chapter, but

in the present one it is our purpose to sketch rapidly the

history of the seven most prominent subscription papers of

this period.

The first of these, both in point of time and

importance, was the Boston Daily Advert i ser ,begun on

March 3, 1813 by William Warland Clapp, then publisher of

a weekly paper called the Repertory . which he immediately

united with the new daily, giving it the title of

Boston Daily Advertiser and Repertory . Its first editor

was Horace Bigelow who acquited himself with great credit

in a task which demanded both Initiative and originality.
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In April 1814, however, these two found it Impossible to

continue with the publication of the paper and it was sold

4
to Nathan Hale, who through hie very able and constructive

work became its real founder. He was at the time editor

of the Boston Weekly Eessenger , a paper started in 1811 by

a group of young Federalists who desired a Journal which

should express more definitely and powerfully than did

any paper of the day their political views. Mr. Hale

was a graduate of Williams College and by profession a

lawyer, but when he bought the Advert! ser he gave up his

legal practise and devoted his whole time to the building

up of his new venture. For forty years he was editor-

in-chief and general manager of the paper, and for ten

years more, while his sons conducted it, he was chief
5

adviser and critio.

Two particular interests dominated Mr. Hale 'a

activity throughout his life. One was civil engineering,

and it was his knowledge and ability in this kind of work

which made him not only the leader in the movement for the

chartering and building of railroad lines out of Boston,

and in the introduction of a supply of pure water for the

city, but one of the most practical in working out all

the details of these projects. His Interest in machinery

also led him, as we have seen, to adopt a power press

almost as soon as the first one in this country was begun

per’
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a praotloal thing.

His other great. Interest was Journalism, and

there could he no finer monument to Nathan Hale than that

whioh he left in the pages of the daily paper he edited -

for so long. Absorbing and confining as his chosen work

was, however, he found time for many outside activities

which served to 'broaden his vision and his influence, and

to increase rather than to detract from his ability as a

newspaper editor. He was a member of the State Constitu-

tional Convention inl820 and again in 1853, and served

three years in the House and two in the Senate of the

Massachusetts legislature. In 1828 he wrote a pamphlet

on the protective tariff whioh gained wide recognition in

this country and abroad. His literary interests and

acquaintance were wide. He was one of the founders of

the North American Review and also of the Christian Ex -

aminer . and was for over forty years a member of the Mas-

sachusetts Historical Society. Ho was as well deeply

religious and attended regularly the church in Brattle

Square of which he was for many years a deaoon§

The keynote of the future policy of the Boston

Bally Advertiser was struck by Mr. Bigelow in its first

number when he remarked that:

"T'ne predominant feature of the Daily Advertiser
will be commercial - yet it will by no means be destitute
of a political character. To canvass freely the measures

>
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of government Is the privilege of every citizen. In the
exercise of this right, the Editor of this paper will be
restrained only by his regard to truth, and his sense of
deoorum Submission to the laws will always
bo strictly inculcated - yet they will be denominated
arbitrary, unequal, impolitick or ruinous as the ease
may be - nor will any constitutional effort be omitted
to effect the repeal of such as contravene the rights and
interests of the people.”

The policy thus outlined was continued without essential

change at least through 1850, for the Advertiser was

during this whole period essentially, though not exclusive-

ly, a business and political paper. This was plain not

only from the amount of space it gave to political dis-

cussions, to detailed reports of Congress and the Legis-

lature, and to long and carefully compiled Marine Journals,

but also from the fact that in its advertising columns

mercantile notices greatly preponderated any other kind.

Local, domestic and foreign news were, however, always

carefully reported and with duo regard to their relative

importance, a point which some of the cheaper dallies quite

disregarded, or perhaps misinterpreted. Foreign journals

like the London Times were kept on file regularly in the

O
Advertiser office, and these furnished to the editor not

only news items, important as they were, but also literary

selections which he had reprinted in his paper. On the

first page of the Advertiser articles and stories from

these and the best American periodicals were printed in-

stead of the trashy stories with which the penny dailies
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surfeited their readers. There also appeared in this paper

frequently lists of new hooks which were briefly but oaro-

9
fully evaluated.

Certain elements regarded by the 'thirties and

'forties as regular parts of a newspaper were at first

patterned on the weekly or semi -weekly papers of the time.

Such were, for example, the notices of marriages and deaths,

end the Marine Record, which was greatly lengthened and

improved by the Advertiser , also the character and kind

10
of news it contained. But it rapidly outgrew the small

pattern on which it was oornmenoed and while these features

were retained they were much enlarged. Prices current

which did not appear at the start were by 1830 a regular

weekly feature appearing, generally on the first page,

every Monday, and within about three years more were pub-

lished daily^^ Editorials in their modern form, by 1830

a normal part of a daily newspaper, were originated by

Mr. Hale and made a definite part of every issue of his

paper. There had been articles before his time
^
but they

were written by prominent men outside, and not by the ed-

itors who, when Nathan Hale began, relied more for the con-

tents of their papers upon scissors, paste, advertisements,

and contributions from leading politicians than upon their

own brains. Ho blazed an entirely new trail, and with no

uncertain skill, when he imnodiately introduced Into his
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paper an editorial department for which he alone was respon-

12
slble. It not only placed him in a much more dignified

position than that occupied by many editors, but it warded

off any attempts at control of the policy of the paper by

a powerful individixal or by a political party, and was

thus a step toward a more independent press. Occasion-

ally in the 'thirties and 'forties the editorials were

written by someone attached to the office staff, but when

this happened they were always examined by. the editor

and never printed without his approval. The readers of

the Advertiser always knew, therefore, that an editorial

contained his personal opinion and that all responsibility

for it rested on him. Outside contributors, no matter

how prominent they might be in city, state, or nation, soon

found that no argument or claim of friendship or kinship

was powerful enough to effect the printing of their articles

as editorials. They were given a place but always labelled
13

’Coamunicat i ons*^.

Furthermore, editorials were given a wide scope

under tir. Hale’s guidance. Questions of civic interest

like the railroads and the water supply were discussed with

care and detail off and on throughout the period. national

state^and city politics were placed before the reader in

well-considered and temperate articles, as for example, a

series in 1839 opposing the subtreasury schemed The
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opinions of political leaders like Wetster and Clay were

discussed and the President's annual raeesage thoroughly

15
reviewed. Geographical articles appeared from time to

time, and frequently the subject of the editorial was, as

it is today, a comment on some passing event at home or

abroad. Ilor did lir. Halo speak in an uncertain tone.

His opinions were clear, definite, sometimes very bold,

and always carefully considered, and courteously and

soberly presented. There was no ill-timed haste nor

16
distracted hysteria about the Advertiser.

In its political opinions this first daily

paper was at its start Federalist, then, in the period

under discussion, definitely and unhesitatingly ^fhlg.

In 1832 it supported Clay, in 1836 Webster was its can-

didate for the presidency, in 1840 it favored Harrison,

and in 1848 Taylor. On the question of the U. S. Bank

it openly opposed the administration and in 1850 it came

out squarely for the views Webster presented in his

7th of Uaroh speech in hopes that these would do away with

sectional friction on the slavery question and prevent the

disruption of the Union. As we have seen, the Advert! ser

17
opposed the annexation of Texas. Of the methods of the

‘ T_8
Abolitionists it disapproved, fhr its sympathy with the

interests of business men and merchants made it desire that

slavery should be abolished not against the wishes of the
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South, and possibly with the shedding of blood, but by

gradual and moderate measures. In the discussion of -the

tariff the Advertiser stood for an amount of protection

sufficient to give American capitalists and workmen a fair
* 19

chance in their own market.

In the presentation of the news Mr. Hale's ideal

WES to be, so far as was humanly possible, perfectly accurate,

and never to print as authentic news what was mere rumor

and must bo contradicted. later , nor to allow in his paper

careless, crude or vicious material. He preferred to be

a trifle later with the news than were his contemporaries,

and, if necessary, to be regarded as less enterprising

than they, for he desired above all to publish a paper

which should bo worthy of the respect of the best part

of the community. This purpose won for his paper the

epithet "respectable daily" or simply the "respectable",
ZO

used often disdainfully in this period. There were

those in Boston who disrespectfully dubbed the paper the

"Respectable Belay", and others who propounded a conundrum

as to why the Advertiser resembled the poor man's plaster,

the answer to which was, "Because it is good for a week

21back." But the very accuracy which was scoffed at then

makes the paper all the more valuable today as historical

material, and did not make it then at all dull. It was

always, wide-awake, progressive, and interesting.
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The exactness with which the Advertiser stated

news which had not “been definitely confirmed is well il-

lustrated in an item which it printed on Decemher 16, 1036;

•^The President’s Health. - The different ac-
counts from Washington on this point vary considerably.
All accounts to the latest date agree that he is quite
feeble, and unable to see company, but they generally
represent him as in a greater or less degree improving.
The most credible report appears to bo that his amend-
ment was extremely gradual. "22

To help him in the work of getting material for

his paper, Mr. Hale had able and energetic assistants, one

of the most interesting of whom was Joseph A. Ballard, ship-

ping news reporter during part of this time. He was con-

scientious, faithful, and a hard worker, and was a genius

in ferreting out all the nows the ships brought into port.

Usually news from the West Indies, and sometimes that from

the East Indies, China and South Ataerioa, came through

Hew York to Boston without being touched by the Hew York

papers. They waited until Ballard had put it in good

shape, then copied it from him. He had many good friends

among the Boston merchants, who not only told him any in-

fomation they had acquired, but even let him take their

letters and circulars from the Post Office, before they had

read them, to use them in his work. Interesting as his

task was, its zest was considerably augmented by keen rival-

23
ry on the part of reporters on the Courier , Atlas and Post .

Due to the ability of its editor and his assist-
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ants, to the policy of courtesy and accuracy and to its

alertness and efficiency, the Advertiser soon won for itself

the respect and liking of its contemporaries of the better

sort, both in this country and abroad. Their attitude

is indicated by various allusions to it of which the three

following are fair examples from quite different points

of view:

"[The Advertiser] is the only one of its party
in this city, that has not become utterly discredited with
Antimasons, for an entire disregard of truth and decency,
and its opinions are therefore, entitled to respect, as
having an influence over other minds than those of mere
partisans." (Advocate ,

1834)^^

"The Advertiser has long stood at the head of the news-
paper press of the city, and ever may it sustain the
enviable position it has acguired by its moral truth,
courtesy and correctness." ( Transcript , 1846)

"The 'Dally Advertiser' of this city, is noticed by the
writer with evidently much satisfaction: its gentlemanly
tone, its Judicious paragraphs, its temperate, sound, and
popular essays. Justify the favorable opinion entertained
of it in both countries." (Notion 1843)^6

During the period 1830-1850 the Advertiser

absorbed several of its contemporaries. Its first pur-

chase was the Independent Chronicle and Boston Patriot ,

a paper made up of the union in years past of the New

England Chronicle , which had begun in 1768 as the Essex

Gazette , of the Independent Chronicle , and of the Boston

Patriot which had been established in 1809. The Ad-

vertiser and Patriot had formerly been of opposing

political principles but the latter had recently become
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a convert to the TiThlg doctrines which the former had always

upheld. The ill health of the editor of the Patriot ,

John B. Davis, was given as the reason for the sale, and

he became one of Mr. Hale's assistants. The Advocate re-

joiced that this sale had reduced the number of dailies

in the city to the number at which it had stood previous

to the commencement of this paper. The Post was glad

that the '’democratic body" of the old Independent Chronicle

would no longer be an **6 ncombranee" to its "federal spirit"’,

and added: "There is one good thing about this public and

open sale - there can no longer be any mistake about the

Z1
political character of the Independent Chronicle.’^

In April 1840 the Advertiser made another

comprehensive purchase. The Columbian Centinel , begun

in 1784 by Benjamin Bussell as the Massachusetts Centinel

and Bepublican Journal , bought in 1830 the New England

Palladium .which started in 1793 as the Massachusetts

Mercury . In 1836 the proprietors of this united paper,

the Palladium and Centinel . bought the Boston Gazette ,

which dated from 1795. The united product of these three
• 28

Mr. Hale purchased ahd merged with the Advertiser.

How large the circulation of the paper was

at a given time is difficult to determine for it was .not

in the habit of boasting about this matter and did not

publish any figures. Something of the width of the oir-
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calation l3 shown from the fact that In 1830 the paper had

aRenta in Uaniuclcet, .Voroester and Lowell, L!a3 aachuaett a

,

in Eaatport, Maine, Hew York City, Charleston, South Caro-

lina, and Hew Orleans. By 1853 there was an agent aa far

west aa Cincinnati, and in 1860 healdes a general agent for

Hew England and eight local agents in these states, there

were travelling agents for the Hesiem, the South and South-

29
western States and for Tennessee and Alabama. They

gathered subscriptions not only lor the daily paper but for

its aemi-weejcly and ita weeitly edition which was the Boston

.leeicly Messenger . These papers contained a summary of the

news contained in the dally, and the semi-weekly had the

same advertisements. They cost $4 and $E.50 a year respect

-

30
ively and were intended primarily "Eor the Country", al-

though they probably numbered among their subscribers at

first some in the city who could not afford the dally at

the rate of $8. a year.

In common with the other dally papers of this

period the Advert iser made room for a larger amount of news

and more advertisements by increasing the size of its sheet

rather than the number of pages. In 1830 its chase measured

15 1/E by EO inches, with 6 columns to a page, in 1839 it

was enlarged to E5 by 19 3/4 inches with seven columns.

By 1847 there were eight columns on a page and the chase

measured E8 1/8 by 20 1/4 inches. The explanation for

these changes was substantially the same in each case.
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For example, in 1839 the follovting statement was made:

"Enlargement. -- In consequence of the increasing number
of advertisements demanding admission to our paper, we
have been under the necessity of enlarging its size. We
have submitted to this alternative with some reluctance.
But such has been the extension of business in this city,
in the various departments of industry, and the consequent
increase of advertising offered for our columns, that, for
a long time past, •'we have frequently been under the neces-
sity of disappointing the wishes of our customers by the
omission of their advertisements, and at the’ same time of
omitting articles of interest, which we were desirous of
laying before our readers. The present dimensions of
the paper will leave us at liberty to consult more fully
in these respects the interest and wishes of our subscrib-
ers. "32

The division of space was similar to that in

the other dailies of the period, and the Advertiser was

but one of many newspapers reflecting in its pages, as in

a mirror, the growing business interests and great pros-

perity of the city and nation through an increasing number

of advertisements seeking space, and more news crowding

them out,

lor eleven years, almost to the day, the Ad-

vertiser was the only daily paper in Boston, then on

L^arch 1, 1824 appeared the Boston Courier . Its editor,

Joseph Tinker Buckingham, a native of Connecticut,^^ had

come almost penniless to Boston in 1800, and found employ-

ment as a journeyman printer with Manning and Loring, at

that time the leading book printers of the town,^® His
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education was scanty, but he was energetic ,and willing and

36
able to learn, and eventually won for hlaself a position

of prodinenoe and esteem in the city. He alone of all

the newspaper editors of Boston in the period 1830-1850

has left a detailed and complete autobiflography. His

first attempt at publishing was a little monthly magazine,

the Polyanthos , the chase of which measured only 2 1/2 by

4 3/4 inches. Eeoh number contained about seventy pages

of literary productions with a biographical sketch and

engraved portrait of some prominent Individual. This

paper lasted for some two years and then was suspended

37
because of lack of suffiolent support. In 1817, how-

ever, in partnership with Samuel L. Knapp, who had re-

cently come to Boston from Howburyport, Mr. Buckingham

began the publication of a weekly paper, the Hew England

Galaxy , which proved so successful that it lasted for many

years. It contained especially literary and miscellaneous

matter, had a department on Freemasonry, and in politics

38
maintained a non-partisan attitude.

In the spring of 1824, with a subscription

list of only about two hundred names, the Boston Courier

was begun, although more than one regarded a second dai ly

paper in the city as a "reckless experiment". It proved

to be much more than this, however, and for twenty-four

39
years Mr. Buckingham guided its course with skill and

K 3
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consistency. For assistants in the editing of the paper

ho had his two sons, Edwin and Joseph. The former began

work as an apprentice in the office of the Qala3cy in 1824.

Ha became assistant in the editorial and business depart-

ments of the Courier in 1828, and when he came of ago in

1831 was announced as joint editor of the paper. His

health soon failed, however, end he died of consumption

two years laterf^ His brother, Joseph, was assistant and

sometimes sole editor of the Courier for almost twenty

years. During this time besides his regular duties ho

made two trips to Europe, writing letters for the paper

from England and Franco. "Diary at Home7 "Diary Abroad" and

"Letters from the ??est" he wrote in 1846, 1847 and 1848.^^

In June of this last year his father resigned his editor-

ship of the Courier , largely because his deep loyalty to

Ur. Webster would not permit him to support Gen. Taylor as

the Whig candidate for the presidency, which as one of that

42
party it seemed necessary for the Courier to do. !Phe busi-

ness management of the paper remained in the hands of Eben

Poster and Company. Ur. Samuel Eettell, T/ho had had con-

siderable newspaper experience, became editor-in-chief
43

at this time.

Although his editorial duties were his chief

business for nearly a querter of a century, Ur. Bucking-

ham had many outside interests. For eleven years in all
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he served In the State Legislature, for thirteen years he

was an officer of the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic

Association, for an equal number nn officer of the Bunker

Hill Monument Association, and long a member of the Mlddle-

44
sex Agricultural Society.

The Courier was begun with the belief that a

daily paper which supported the American System, or the

protective tariff, and the policy of internal Improvements

was a necessity. Mr. Buckingham felt strongly that the

natural resources of the country should be developed and

that to this end American industry and ingenuity should be

encouraged. The best means by which to accomplish this

he felt to be protection of all agricultural, mechanical

and manufacturing products, especially textiles, against

competition from abroad. The Courier was his instrument

for the purpose of spreading these doctrines and in its

advocacy of them it at first stood alone in New England,

and with but three or four others in the rest of the Upited
45

States.

The first supporters of this paper were mer-

chants and manufacturers, not of the largest, but of the

middling class, who were won through its stand on the

46
tariff. Indeed a part of the money with which it was

begun was obtained from these people, partly through

47
Webster's Influence, and because of Mr. Buckingham's
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unswerving loyalty to him the Courier came to he called by

46
some, "Webster's organ". It supported him in every at-

tempt he made for the presidency and followed with approval

49
all his public acts. Like the Advertiser it supported

the conservatives of the Whigs, who, though they disliked

slavery, were willing to retain it for the sake of the

Union and their business interests among the cotton kings

of the South. Both these papers accepted with outspoken

approval the 7th of liarch speech because of its exposition

of these doctrines, although the Courier had for the pre-

ceding two years rather Inclined toward the anti -slavery

50 #
wing of the Massachusetts Whigs.

The stand which Mr. Buckingham took with re-

gard to the rechartering of the U. S. Bank brought upon

the Courier some extremely severe criticism. While

zealously advocating that the bank be rechartered, he

censured the conduct of Mr. Biddle whose love for his

country,the editor had concluded, was based on the willing-

ness of his fellow-citizens to submit to his despotism.

Since Mr. Biddle’s friends identified him and the bank

with the Whig party more than one Whig press berated the

Courier and its editor.®^

Its course in this matter, and its perpetual

loyalty to Webster, who was one of Biddle's helpers and

good friends, show that the Courier was never a mere organ.
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Though a good Whig and faithful' to hia party, Mr. Buck-

ingham never surrendered his right to do and say as'; he

thought best. He was both able and fearless in the

conduct of his paper. According to . Hosea Bigelow,

parson Wilbur, who supposedly edited the Bigelow papers,

said of him: "1 don’t oilers agree with him out

by Tirce i du like a feller that ain’t a

52
Feared. 5 In another place Lowell wrote of him;

"Thought I, my neighbor Buckingham
Hath somewhat in him gritty,

some Pilgrim stuff that lates all sham.
And he will print my Jitty."®^

The contents of the Courier were in char-

acter and proportion similar to those in the Advertiser.

One department originated with it in the ’thirties'

which the other never had. This was called Qeoponics .

It was inserted once a week and contained news and com-

64
ments of particular interest to farmers. interesting

letters which gave variety to its pages appeared now and

again. Those by "Moth" and Cobweb", some of which ap-

peared in 1835, and were written as if by a Washington

correspondent, Mr. Buckingham composed from reports

which came to him in his own office amidst the clatter
55

of printing presses. Silas Pinckney Holbrook con-

tributed "Letters from a Boston Merchant" and "Recol-

lections" of Japan, China and Turkey, most of the
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56
material for which he pot from books.

The courier won farce for itself, not only

in these years but for many thereafter, as the first

publisher of the Bipelow papers which appeared in it

57
beginning in 1847. Though written anonymously they

were announced by the post on November 3rd of this year

to be from the pen of ’’James Russell Lowell, the Abolition
58

poet", and scornfully denominated "doggerel". The post *3

attitude was due in part to the fact that as a Dercooratlo

paper it had to support the war on which these verses

were so keen a satire, and partly to the fact that it

was running a clever oorcio feature at this time under the

59
character of Mrs. Partington and while it appreciated

the fun, feared probably that its own Jokes woula be

entirely overshadowed.

Financially the Courier was not particularly

successful, due in part to poor rcanagercent in its early

years. Subscribers and advertisers who neglected to

pay their bills were so numerous that Mr. Buckingham

estimates in his Memoirs that in the period 1830-1848

there was never a time when the aggregate amount due the

concern was .less than $10,000. This, of course, neces-

sitatedthe borrowing of money, often at a high rate of

interest. in 1836 one-third of the Courier was sold

to Eben Poster, the next year Mr, Buckingham placed

his whole interest in the paper and his personal estate
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In the hands of a trustee to provide for the payitenc of

creditors, sold one-sixth of the courier and coaciiiued

his editorship on a small salary. In 1840 fiaaucial

diffioulties necessitated the sale of two-thirds of the

establishment. In the 'forties better management brought

somewhat improved conditions, but no great wealth to any

60
of its owners.

In presenting news to its readers tne Courier

was always prompt and enterprising, 3om.etime3 joining

with others in the running of a special express for che

quick delivery of an important paper like the President's
61

message in 1837. It informed its readers in 1839, how-

ever, that although they should have the news "as early as

reasonable exertion can get it, and as fast as reasonable

men need or desire it," it had no intention of "breaking

6 ?
a neck, or killing a horse, or blowing up a steamboat"

to get it ahead of all the other papers. This was a

distinct slam on the newsgathering efforts of tne penny

papers of the day, each of which seemed dominated by a

desire to be ahead of every one else with the news, whether

or not it merited such strenuous efforts as this at times

involved. Throughout the period the Courier vras inter-

esting, alert but never "yellow", dignified and fine in

tone and attitude. Its editorials were well-written and

varied in scope, and the whole intent of the paper seems

to have been to serve carefully and well the newspaper
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publio of its own and otner oommunlties Into wnion it found

its way tbrougn agents in tne same localities as tnose wnioh
63

served tne Advertiser . To make room for an ever-increasing

amount of news and advertisements its pages were also en-

larged from a onase wnich was 6 columns wide in 1830 and

measured 14 1/2 by 20 inches, to one whioh in 1850 had 7

64
columns end measured 18 3/4 by 26 l/2 inches.

On July 2, 1832 there appeared the first number

of the Boston Daily Atlas , a morning paper which differed

then end throughout its whole career quite markedly from the

Advertiser and Courier , and in some ways from all the other

dailies of tne period. In tne first place it was rather

small, its chase measuring only 11 1/2 by 16 l/Z inches,

with live columns to a page, while the Advertiser at this

time was 16 l/2 by 20 with six columns. Secondly the sub-

soription price was $5 instead of $8, and this it was

thought would broaden its clientele by bringing the paper

within reach of everyone who wanted a daily newspaper. The

prospectus of the Atlas further marked it as different from

its oontemporaries. This stated that while this paper would

follow the plan of otner dailies, giving as its most prominent

feature the foreign and domestic news of the day, "seasonable

and accurate information upon all subjects of interest and

importance", "reports of legal proceedings", articles both

literary and miscellaneous, and notices of new books. It was
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to be above all a political paper. Ite conductors desired

tnat it snould be especially "devoted to tne maintenance

of tne good principles , and tne sound ana sober Kepublican-

isms of tne old Massaonusette School. " It consequently

did not "boast mucn friendsnip for the present Chief

Magistrate of the Nation, or for the administration of the

66
general goverament" under his presidency.

The Atlas was published by John H. Eastburn, who

nad had some experience in a newspaper office, and for many

67
years was a well-known book and job printer in State Street?

he was, as well, city printer and official documents of this
68

period all bear his name. The editor of the paper for the

first nine years of its existence was hichard haughton, who

was brought on from New York where he was employed on the

Journal of Commerce making up election returns, and began

his work in Boston at $800 a yearf^ Like Mr. Buckingham

Major Haughton was a native of Connecticut. He was grad-

uated from Yale in 1818, taugnt school in Virginia, then

went to rteshington wnere he did newspaper work, at one time

reporting Senate news. His next post ion was in New York

where he worked for the four ;ears before he came to Boston.

His special interest was in politics and a keen^ clear mind

together with an excellent memory for incidents, places, and

people, ©quipped him admirably for work on a political paper.

In the beginning Major Haughton was assisted in his work by

70
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an "Aeeooiation ot Gentlemen" who bad "the general over-
71

sight and Bupervision oi tne paper," Tneee included

John T, Austin, henry H, duller, Elisha Euller and

72 ^

Bohert 0. Winthrop. Major haugnton bought the Atlas

of Eastburn in 1834 and under his guidance it became so

important a political paper that its name became a synonym

for the most up-to-date political news and for great enter-
73

prise in securing it.

Major haughton died suddenly in the spring of
74

1841 and tne paper passed into the possession of William

Hayden, long an intimate friend of the Major, and of

Jhr. Thomas M. Brewer, who had been an assistant editor on

the paper for two years past, then editor in the interim

7 fi

Which followed Haughton's death. Although Dr, Brewer^s

76
interests were particularly medicine and natural history,

and Mr, Hayden seems not to nave enjoyed espeoially the kind

77
of work required by so political a paper, they maintained

witn considerably ability the high standard set for them

by their predecessor* In the spring of 1847 Mr, Hayden,

WHO was weary of the cares and continuous strain of politioal

journalism, sold his share, a third, of the daily, semi-weekly,

and weekly Atlas to William Sohouler who was then editing the

7 8
Lowell Courier and Journal , and for the remainder of tne

period Brewer and Sohouler were editors of the Atlas , The

latter was at the time of the purcnase about thirty-two years
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79
of 8ge.

' ' He had served a term in tiie Masaachusette House
80

of Heprese ntatives, and had been for several years a

member of tne militia in which he had risen from Second

81
Lieutenant to Colonel in the Artillery in 1843.

True to tne purpose for which it was founded

tne Atlas was during these two decades preeminently a politi-

cal paper, and an out and out supporter of the Whigs. Its

vigorous, decided character won for it, as it does for people

of this kind, many friends and enemies, and there were few

Who regarded it from the top of the fenot. Its enemies

in the 'forties accused it of leaning toward the Southern

8£
Whigs. They talked earlier of its "out-throat policy ....
to destroy every whig Statesman who does not yield im-
plicit assent to its own rasn views and submit servilely
to its arrogant and supercilious dictation. "83

84
They scolded at its "forwardness and arrogance", and the

"prescriptive right" it had acquired of dictating candidates

even to the State Legislature®^ and some of them determined

"that the dark banner of that clique " should be pulled down

onoo and lor all.

harsh as were the slams of its enemies the Atlas

was quite Oapable of returning them with interest. These

were years of political extravagance in language, however,

and although the papers assailed one another savagely in

print their editors were often the best of friends outside

their cf fioes. This was true of Major Uaughton and Colonel

Greene oi the Post . .who were the fiercest of all combatants
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87
in tne pen and ink battles.

These two decades were trying to the Whigs of

all Shades, and especially to those of the deep dye of t|he

Atlas . Their party controlled the national government

only for a brief month or two under Harrison and under

Taylor whose term came at the very end of the period. The

Atlas was started in time to work vigorously for the election

88
01 Henry Clay in 1632. Unsuccessful in this campaign it

used every weapon in a well-stockea arsenal in 1836 to win

success for the Whigs with Webster for candidate and by its

course brought upon itself more than one rebuke for violence.

It defended this method editorially In part as follows;

'’We wish to reserve no contingent claims on the score of
reluctant and merely nominal opposition. If the nominee
of the President be defeated, if tiie royal dynasty be cut
off, if tne national Whig Pertjy triumphs - we shall hail
the event as the dawn oi a new ere in our history. But
if Mr, Van Buren should be elected to tne Presidency -

if the present curse is to be entailed on the country
in such a sucoessorship we see no escape from
another^term of political excitement, end political vio-
lence."^^ •

Until tne end of this period the Atlas was the

supporter of Webster and the Massachusetts Whigs, who al-

though tney hated slavery were unwilling to use measures to

abolisn which might endanger the Union. John Quincy Adams

90
characterized it in his diary in 1836 as "the Webster paper”.

Like tne Advertiser and Courier in its support of him, the

91Atlas also approved of the protective system, and disap-

92
proved tne metnods of tne Abolitionists as unwise irritation
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of the South, Although it nad supported him before, and

was loyal to him still, this paper was the first to see that

Webster must be thrust aside in 1840 in spite of the faot

that the Whigs of Massachusetts had already nominated hxm

93
in a State party convention. Webster's hopes were thus

dasned by those who were among his best friends. Major

naugnton was an energetic and far-sighted men, who had re-

ceived his political education in Wasnington and New York,

end he was quick to see tnat tne cnief hope of victory for

the Vifhigs atr. this time lay in a man of the charaoter of

William Henry Harrison, whj was comparatively unknown, and

not of Daniel Webster wnose political career had made him

as unpopular in some sections as he was popular In others.

The editorials in which the former's fitness was put before

the public and his claims vigorously supported, though in-

spired and revised by the Major, were written by Rlohard

94Hildreth who was on the Atlas staff at this time. In

the next campaign the paper threw its weight in the scale

95
lor Henry Clay, again without success, and in 1848, though

preferlng Webster, the editor "txiought well of Old Zaoh"

96
and decided to support his candidacy,

.

The active interest oi tne Atlas end its con-

ductors extended to every pert of a polltioal campaign. In

the months preceding the election headings and text in print

of various sizes empnasized its energetic support oi the
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oandidatee. As the time for voting drew near admonitions

of various kinds found a place in its oolumns. J'or example:

. 98
icysee that your name is on the voting list,"

" Whigs of Maine You are expected home to vote

next Monday . Tonight * a boa t is your lest ohanoe.' Fail not

to disoharge your duty ."

"BcrHave carriages on hand, to bring out the aged and

infirm voters. Let no proper means be left untried to get a

100
full vote to-morrow."

For eometime in 1640 every issue contained a

picture of the Harrison log oebin with a sign "To Let" on the

door above which was : "Kotioe. W.H.H. removed to the White

House, Washington". In the foreground stood Harrison, by a

pair of horses ana a plougn, shaking hand* with a man who

held a copy of tne Atlas announcing the former's elect ion.

After tne voting had taken place in any campaign

special election expressesbrought the news of the results di-

rect to the Atlas . Hanghton was the one who inaugurated the

system of expresses from every town in Massachusetts, and

sometimes from large cities outside the state, to insure the

swiftest possible announcement of returns by his paper. These

102
were begun in 183ii and employed in each succeeding election.

Other newspaper establishment s , which did not make a specialty

of political news, were content to copy the figures after they

- 103had been sorted out and printed by the managers oftuis sheet.
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At first these expresses all oeme by horse, but in the

104
'forties steam engines were used wherever possible".

The returns from Pennsylvsnia were regarded as especially

important in 1840 and the Atlas arranged for an express

from Philadelpnia which arrived in Boston on Sunday,

Movember 1st. This news was publisned in an extra tnat

day. In tne week tnat followed it had an express from

flew lork to noston every day, arriving here late in the

evening witn tne most recent news, not only from flew lork,

106
but, through other oonneotions, from the West and South.

After the voting In Massac xiusetts on the 9th special ex-

presses brought tne news in from tne various towns and great

was tne triumph of tnis paper wnen it was finally certain that

106
Harrison had won.

Just after the close of tne 'forties Robert G.

Winthrop wrote of tne Atlas that it was "a thoroughgoing Whig
paper, energetic and .impulsive, flot always prudent, but
always prompt. Not always cautious, but always courageous.
Many tnings in it," he continued, "have at times displeased
many of its friends, but, on tne whole, no paper has been
more devoted to tne V/hig cause. It did not cry Shibboleth
to the Compromise, nor Amen to the 7th of March, yet it
has given manly support to tne Administration
Webster took away his support and gave it to the 'Courier' ".

This act followed the 7tn of March wnion marked the cleavage

of the Atlas from nebster and the Advertiser and Courier.

It absolutely refused to accept his stand on tne slavery

108
question, and attacked the South continually with such

vehemence that tne Advert iser feared all the good Knebster
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had aooompl ished woula be destroyed!^®

Altnougd tne Atlas was preeminently a political

paper it was not exclusively so. Prom the very start its

ideal and practice was to present, besides political inlorme-

tion, general news wx.ich should interest business men, mer-

chants and tne puDlic in general. Por tne benefit of

nercnants it began in 182i: a daily "Strangers' List" wnich

gave tne names oi all tnose wno had arrived in the city, and

tne address of tne place at which txxey were staying^’^^ Gor-

respnndents in this country end abroad, not original with the

Atlas . were first employed in 1835^^^ and became a regular

112
feature in tne years tnat followed. Ben Perley Poore wrote

his "Peregrinations" from European cities in 1846, and in

this same year "Cosmopolitan" contributed "Pen end Ink Sketches

113
of Popular Persons and Places", and "Etchings in England."

Two years later Mr. Poore was correspondent in Washington, but

he openly expressed a preference for Paris, and characterized

114
tne former as an "incomprehensible place".

Under tne guidance of its different editors the

Atlas grew in size as well as in scope. In July 1823, a year

after tne start of the paper, the chase was enlarged from

11 l/S by 16 l/S inches to 13 hy 18 1/E-. At this time its

subscription list was stated to be about a thousand in tne

city and "highly respectable" in tne country and neighboring

115
towns. October 1, 1834 came another increase in size ao-
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companied by a change in price from $5 to $8 where it

remained for the rest of tne period. It wae enlarged a

117 118
third time in 184E, again in 1844, end for the last

time in tnese years in 1847 when its chase measured £0 7/8

119
by £8 inches and there were 8 columns. In fifteen years

it had practicallj doubled in size and tne enlargement was

due in each case, as with tne other papers, to the press

of material for space in its pagesl^®

The Atlas is a peculiar and very interesting

paper to study and to compare with others, ranking as

it did with the larger end more prominent dailies, it

indulged in language, print, and sensations for political

purposes, Which were more often used by tne penny papers

then by its own sort, but it never want to the extremes

of the former. In spite of changes of editors it carried

through the whole period its first purpose to give general

news and articles as did the other dailies, but to give its

special emphasis to political matters. This resolution,

carefully maintained, did not, however, make the paper narrow

and one-sided in the kind of material it printed for its in-

terest in general news, both domestic end foreign, as its

files show, grew greatly during these years, and it was pre-

sented with care and accuracy. It is nevertheless especially

to be remembered for its very able treatment of political news,

and for its energy and enterprise in securing it. As was said
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oi it in a toast at the Printers’ Festival in April 1849:

"The ancient Atlas upheld the physical world: the Atlas oi

1^1
our days sustains the political,"

Witn iinig principles ably advocated by the

Advertiser . Courier and Atles . with one or two ephemeral

publications to and to tneir numbers, tae Democrats, or

Republicans as taey were at first called, had one chief

luminary among tae large daily papers in tae Daily Morning

Post , and one lesser ligiit in tae 'thirties, the Boston

Daily Advocate .

The first numoer oi the Morning Post appeared on

Wednesday, Bovember 9, 1831. It was a little paper, the

cnase measuring only 9 by 14 3/4 inches, with four columns

I'cZ
to a page. The price was the lowest at which any morn-

ing paper had as yet appeared, and had only one forerunner,

the Transcript . A lower figure than that at which the

iirst dailies were furnished was practically one condition

oi success for the Post for it^was a Democratic paper in a

Tea
strongly Whig cityt and few of its subscribers at the start

would be numbered among tne wealthier part of the population.

The purpose of the paper was briefly stated in

the first editorial;

" The Morning Post will be devoted to the dis-
semination ol^^l^fAt T'Srlety oi information usually pro-
mulgated through the columns oi a newspaper; it will ad-
vocate a moaiiication oi the present tariif laws, the
abolishment oi tne laws authorizing Imprisonment for Debt,
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and the repeal oi the present License Law, and give a oandid
and temperate support to the National Administration. "124

The editor of tne paper for the first forty years

and more of its existence was Charles Gordon Greene, a native

of New nampshire^who had o ome to Boston in 182£, With

little opportunity lor more than a rudimentary education,

ne had learned the printing trade, unaer the guidance of

Liis older brother Nathaniel, who had sole charge first of

tne Gazett

e

in Haverhill, and then started tne Essex Patri-

ot . Eor several years before he started tne Post . Charles G.

Greene was editor of the Boston btatesman . While carrying

on his newspaper work during the 'thirties and 'forties

he served for awhile as a representative in the Massachusetts

Legislature, was for a short time naval officer of the port

of Boston, and aide-de-camp to Governor Morton during hia

administrat ionl^^

With his contemporaries, whether they were his

political Iriends or not. Colonel Greene seems to have been

a favorite. He was able, candid, and fearless, but always

kindly, good-humored and full of fun. David Henshaw once

wrote of him;

"He is the self-made, self-taugnt man; the ener-
getic and polished writer. He snows tne superiority of real
worth over fictitious greatness," 126

After tne Whig victory of 1840 the editor of

tne Transcript remarked;
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"Our valient friend, the Colonel, oi the Post,
is a true philosopher, ne looked as smiling end appeared
as good-natured this morning as though he and his party
had gained a victory instead oi having sustained a defeat.
He owned beat, acknowledged it was a general sweep of the
Whigs, and went on laughing, to his Post . " l£7

This some spirit exhibited itself in his paper.

In politics it was fearless end energetic, frequently

lc8
launching severe invectives against the Atlas , The other

papers all liked the Post although they deplored its politi-

cal affiliations. They declared it both "well-conducted

and interesting", thought it always "the best readable paper"

of its party, enjoyed to the full its wit end fun, and only

wished the editor would mend his ways by changing his polit-
1£9

ical faith. Colonel Greene served the Democrats well in

person and in his paper, taking defeat good naturedly and

always turning with optimism toward better luck in the future.

The popularity of the paper was evidenced in

patronage which made possible its rapid growth in size and an

increase in price which later brought it on a level with .

the other large aailies. Its chase was enlarged first in

March 183^ from 9 by 14 3/4 inches with four columns to

11 1/4 by 16 inches with 5 columns end at this time it said,

"We Shall not boast about the number of our subscribers, but
will only say to our contemporaries, that we ere not afraid
to count noses with any of them, "130

In Gotobor of this same year the chase was lengthened two

131
inches. May IH, 1834 the price of the paper was raised

to $6 a year, the chase enlarged, ana a new set of type put
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in use. Tiie Post announced at the time a subscription list

of "upwards of two thousand subscribers, ana a determina-
tion to fight for tne uemooratic Party so long as we have
a type in our office or a scrap of paper as big as our
thumb.” 132

Nearly lour years later, January 1, 1838, with new type,.

its chase enlarged to 16 3/4 by £1 inches, and divided

into six columns, the price of the Post was raised to $8,

133
which was tne usual price in this class of dailies.

Two more enlargements took place during this period, the

second in 1848, wnen the chase measured 20 by 27 l/2

inches, and tne number of columns was increased to eightt

In the character of its contents the Post was

134

similar to its large contemporaries, all of which endeavored

135
to "mirror forth the times in which we live", by supply-

ing to their readers four kinds of material, news, politics,

literature end commerce, and a good mixture of "the useful

136with the pleasant." Its advertisements as well were sim-

ilar, in amount and in the predominance of merchandise and

puolic sales in these columns. In the presentation of

political news with clever and attractive phrases for head-

ings, and a lively style in the main body of the items, the

Post resembled tne Atlas , It was quite as loyal to the Dem-

ocrats ana their measures as was the Atlas to its party. It

was like this paper, too, in the lavish use of print of dif-

ferent sizes and kinds to arrest the attention of its readers

^t such important seasons as election oampaigns. In the
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presentation of general news it gave less attention to

"business and comireroe than did the other three, and it

disagreed very decidedly with their point of view on the

tariff. Its editorials were as able and tixcely as any,

and discussed questions of "both local, national, and party

interest.

The characteristic which, more than any other,

distinguished the post from its contemporaries was, however,

the wit and humor it always contained, not in the form of

stale Jokes copied from another paper, but original with

the members of its staff. It could be found in every

number of the paper, sometimes in an isolated sentence

or paragraph, sometimes in a special section or department

of the paper. In the first weeks of the post * s career

there was a section headed ’’Receipts" which was just pure

fun, on such subjects as "How to make poetry" which re-

quired among other ingredients "a slight sprinkling of

Ohs and Ahs, with a shake or two from, a pot of metaphors
137

or slm.ilies." in 1833 the heading "Bon-Bons" appeared

in agate italics and beneath were a half dozen or so

jokes. ;7it also appeared this year in the guise of theatre

reports headed "Olappiana". These were about the Tror ont

Theatre where the Kembles were then playing, and included

the jokes of Mr. Constable Clapp.

m

the autumn of 1836

there were "paragraphs upon Depths" and "Diotionariana".

i-
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The forner were airueln^ definitions of such things as

"Depth of poetry - completely overwhelmed and bewildered

in the midst of one of Wordsworth’s sonnets’*
139

and the

latter comical meanings of well-known words, arranged

140
alphabetically in true dictionary fashion. in 1848

a series of "Old Saws New Set - By our jeem-s" was running

141
for sometime.

Of all the fun which the post contained,

however, that which became most famous was Mrs. Partington

and her quaint sayings. These appeared in the later

'forties, and although not illustrated, afforded as much

amusement, no doubt, as "Say, Pop" or its other - comic

features today. The originator of this series of Parting-

ton papers was Benjamin P, shillaber, a native of New

Hamnshlre, who had begun newspaper work in Boston about

1830. For sometime he was on the editorial staff of the

142
Post and supplied it with its best wit. Mrs. parting-

ton’s misuse of words with which she was unfamiliar, and

her keen com.ment3 on passing events were very entertaln-

143
ing. Comjr.encement at Harvard in 1847 gave rise to the

following paragraph:

"»I saw you at Cambridge, on Gomjxencement Day,

»

said Dlgby to Mrs. Partington. ’It m.ust have been my
apprehension then,* said the old lady, ’for I never oir-
culate in a place where there are so many diTferent
c lasses as I see advertised in the papers; why, some of
"'em were up to number 18331 _I move only in class
number one ;

» and her cap strings were tremulously active
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144
as she threw her head back in her indignation.

"

The Mexican ;7ar, the China trade, the tenperance question

and irany other events or disputed questions were used aa

145
subjects of her reirarka.

As the irost able and reliable Deirocratlo paper

in the city, the Post won a position of prominence and

esteem which together with good management of the whole

conoem insured to it a long and prosperous existence.

Of less farce than this paper, but interesting

in its history and affiliations was the Boston Daily Ad«

vocate, begun January 3, 1832 with Benjamin P. Eallett aa
146

its editor and merged December 31, 1838 with ita con-

temporary and political friend, the Boston Morning post .

%

The paper was preeminently anti-masonic and political in

its aim. and in its contents. it was begun by a vol-

untary association of about one hundred Bostonians who

felt secret societies, and especially Masonry, a distinct

menace to the safety of a free government. Five out of

the seven dailies then in existence, it declared, were

conducted by Masons, and there was therefore in their col-

umns no chance for frank discussions of the matter. While

specializing in the subject of Masonry, the paper planned

also to provide material on com.m.erce, manufactures, agri-

culture, business and general news and Infonratlon, doing

all in ita power to promote "education, temperance and
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148

147
social happiness" without forcing any of tnem. The Ad-

vooat

e

was supported by voluntary contributions from those

wno believed in its objects, end by a subscription price of

^8 a year. During the first two years, however, the income

tailed to equal the erpenditure in spite oi tnese two sources

oi supply. The next year, 1854, the hope was expressed that

tney would balance, but tne editor suggested at the same time

tnat prompt payment of subscriptions, some new subscribers

ana a few more yearly advertisements would be of great help7

In tne meantime difiicultles had arisen among the proprietors

over tne proper policy toward tne bank question, Tnis and

the panic of 1833-34 caused tne falling off of a number of

149
tnem, and added to the financial difficulties of tne paper.

The real reason for the "voluntary", union in 1838

of the Advocate was not given. The latter had before this

become Democratic as well as anti-masonic so no real break

was brougnt about in any of its policies, Mr, Hallett, it was

said, planned to devote himself to hie law practice end to

assist in tne editorial department of the Post when it was

convenient for him to do so^^^

Because of the stand the Advocate took on Masonry

and politics in general, and because of its vehemence of

language, it seems to have aroused during its brief existence

tne wrath of its contemporaries, end especially of tne editor

of tne Atlas, Do language could have been much stronger than
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that with which he 8 et forth his opinion of Mr. Hallett’s

position;

” I n<3 epend ence 1 1 i
**

"The impudence of some people is truly surprising.

-

The editor of the Boston Advocate, the slave of ninety-nine
masters,- a hireling who scribbles for a cabal from whom he
recei ves a monthly or quarterly stipend,- this paid pro-
fessor of Antimasonry talks about his independence I prates
about his freedom from controll taunts hie neighbors of the
Centinel and Gazette with being directe d by their friends
and patrons! and accuses all the other presses in the city
of being brow-beaten by the masons 1

" Bound by contract to pour forth a daily
stream of abusive and factious politics,- governed by a con-
tinually-sitting club,- just as independent, and just as
much his own master as the goose-quill with which he writes,
this purchased slave

, and paid servant , when he talks about
his freedom and independence^ reminds one of some paltry
valet who struts about in his master's clothes, the hero of
a farce!"

Dislike of the man grew in the 'forties and even

the post which had bought his paper showed an unusual dislike

for him, called him a "Soldier of Fortune", "Mercenary and

Unscrupulous", and talked of hie "Lack of Sincerity", "Treach-

ery" and "Double Dealing", The Chrono type berated him as a rene-

gade Abolitionist. The reason for this cordial dislike seems to

have been based on his vacillation from one party to another,

and on the firm belief by these papers that his relations with

these parties was wholly on the basis of pay for his support

of them and not a matter of conviction. Though some of

tneir scorn was apparently for the man himself, no doubt much

of it was dictated by the intense party feeling of the time.
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Of the evening papers ranked in this class of

ol subscription or larger daily newspapers tnree were es-

pecially prominent, ana it is interesting to find that the

lirst ana third are in existence today, and that the second

lasted into tne present century; the Daily Evening Transcript ,

begun July £4, 1830, the Boston Journal , called at first the

Mercantile Journal , and started February 5, 1833, and the

Traveller . which having run as a weekly paper since 18£5, became

153
a daily April 1, 1846. At a time when the morning newspapers

made a specialty ol ell news of a political character, tne

evening Journals maintained generally a somewhat neutral at-

titude toward such subjects and gave to general nws the first

place in tneir pages. ihe particular ways in which they dif-

fered from one another will reveal itself as we study tnem.

When the Transcript . tne second evening dally

paper in Boston's history, began there was no other. The

Boston Evening Bulletin , the first of the evening dailies,

begun Movember £6, 18£7 , by J, ?. Howe 3e Company, had been

164
sold to tne Hew England Palladium the last of April 1830.

The Bulletin was publisned to fill wnat its originators

tnougnt a great hiatus in the newspaper ranks of the city.

At this time, as for some years to come, the morning papers
j

r.ad to be put to press about ten in the evening to enable

them to run off their edition in season. The news, therefore,

Which came by the Southern mail, due about midnight and usually
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arriving muon later, was not ordinarily published until

some twenty-lour hours later in the next morning edition.

Since reports ol important sales ot goods and stocks were

an important feature ol a daily paper tne founders ol the

Bulletin claimed tne delay gave to tnose wno received suoh

news through private mail an advantage over others, which

ougnt not to exist, and tney hoped through publishing their

paper in the afternoon to equalize conditions. A second need

whioh the Bulletin was intended to fill was that of the middle

class business or working man for a newspaper he could afford

and have at hand and fresh wnen he finished his day's work

and had time to read it. To this end the Bulletin was pub-

lished at $6 a year at first, but before 1830 the price was

raised to It was printed on what it termed a demi-sheet

with small print so that as much news as the regular daily

papers furnished could be given in tne smaller paper. In

politics it at first maintained an attitude of "temperate
166

neutrality", but a little later through tne union with it

of the United States Kepublican it became a thoroughly dem-

166
ooratio or republican paper. In 1630 tne paper ceased

publication with trie issue for April b9th in which it was

announced that the;

"Proprietorsof tne Bulletin , deeming it inexpedient to continue
its publication, have transferred their establishment to the
Proprietor of the New England Palladium."'^®'
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With the expreesed "hope ol supplying a deficien-

X 68
cy created by the surcease of tne Bulletin" . the Ba ily

Evening Transcript was begun on July 24, 1830. Its editor:

was Lynde M, V^alter, a graduate of Harvard in 1817, and a

classmate of George Bancroft, Celeb Gushing, Samuel J, May
169

and Thomas Hussell Sullivan. Though born in Rova Scotia

ol an old and respected Tory family, he ned lived praotioally

ell his life in Boston. Immediately after leaving college

he entered first the mercantile, then the manufacturing

business, but he was particularly interested in writing and

contributed meanwhile to the Boston Galaxy , tnen to the

Courier , under tne pseudonym "T. 0.", Thomas Otway, During

these years he became convinced that tnere should be in

Boston an evening paper within the means of all, whioh should

carry the news ol the day to their firesides, and be a paper

whioh all could read profitably, and at the same time, with

pleasure. His ideal for such a paper was that it should con-

tain first, of course, the news, political and general, but

presented in a simpler and less ponderous tone than that which

tne large morning dailies employed. While holding very def-

inite Whig views and feeling an equally strong attachment

for tne Protestant Episcopal Church, ol whicn his grandfather

nad earlier been a pastor in Boston, Mr, Walter felt that

neitner ol these subjects should be preached by him in the

sort ol paper he desired. He wished it to contain essays
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and articles, brief, of course, but distinctly helpful, up-

lifting, educative in their cnaracter and iniluence, and

written in a somewhat popular vein.

This plan Mr, Walter presented to Messrs, Dutton

and Wentworth, at the time a young and energetic firm of job

printers, later for many years state printers, and they agreed

to get out at his expense and with his copy the first number^:^^

It was a tiny paper, with a chase measuring only 9 by 13 1/2

inches, and divided into four columns, with tne familiar

old English letters of the title today, but smaller in size,

and its subscription price was only |4 a year^^^ the lowest

at which ariy daily in Boston, at least, had as yet been of-

fered, It was in this cnaracteristio and in its intention

of reaching all classes tne direct forerunner of the penny

papers so soon to make tneir appearance. Its reception by

the press of the city was chilly, probably because many felt

it might shorten the length of their subscription lists, Tne

Commentator was tne only one to mention its commencement. The

Boston Gazette went so far as to decline to exchange. The

editor of the Transcript discussed in italics this reception

of the paper, tie was entirely undaunted ana determined to

gain recognition for his paper and himself. Rather signif-

icantly he remarked:

”We mean that the 'Transcript' shall have an Editorial De-
partment, We shall not conceal ourself behind the shields
of correspondents, nor trust our safety to our silence. We'
hope to replenish our columns with something more exhilerating
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tj*8n distilled rainwater, but shall carefully avoid all ad-
mixture of wormwood or ver Juioe."16E

In the tnird number it wes announced that the paper would be

suspended until by a canvassof the city the probable number

oi subscribers could be more definitely ascertained^^^ The

next number did not appear until August £8, 1830, but from

then on no suspension was necessary, Mr. Walter was its

regular editor and Dutton and Wentworth its publishers^"^^

For exactly twelve years alter its founding

Mr. Walter remained editor oi the Transcript , and continued

in its pages the ideals with which he had begun it. Under

his guidance the paper prospered so that the press of material

made enlargement of its sheet absolutely necessary, although

Mr. Walter enjoyed the distinction of having it called 'the

little Transcript' ana was loath to change. The first en-

166
largement came in 1840, the second in 184£, and gave it at

this time a. width of five columns with a chase 11 l/4 by

,
166

16 1/8 inches. At this second date Mr, Walter was a bed-

ridden invalid forced to do his editorial work at home and with

the help of his sister Cornelia, who acted as his amanuensis,

dis illness was tne result oi a physical strain he had received

in haltimore in 1840 at the Whig Convention which nominated

dsrrison for the Presiaency. During his illness Mr. Walter

kept a real and active interest in his paper, which his sister

helped him greatly to manifest by her work for him. This
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Miss m/alter enjoyed very rnuod and after a while she began to

write articles which she submitted to his criticism without

ever letting him guess tneir authorship, that she might die-

167
cover his unprejudiced opinion of tnem. kis death came

on tne twelfth anniversary of tne founding of the paper.

168

July 24, 1842, and the next issue of the Transcript came out

with the customary heavy black lines at the head of the paper

and between columns, and continued that way for a week,

omitting its publication entirely on the day of his funeralt

After Mr. Walter's death the publishers of the

Transcript took a bold and unprecedented step for thejrc of-

fered to a woman. Miss Jornelia W. Walter, the entire respon-

sibility of the editorship of the paper. Up to this time,

BO far as it has been possible to ascertain, no woman in the

160
Unitea btates at least had editea a daily paper, With full

realization of her unique situation and of the great amount

of work it involved, and possibly not without a few misgiv-

170
ings. Miss viialter took up the responsibility. She never

went to the office, but did all of her work at home, keeping

in spite of this fact, in very close contact with all that

went on there. Even so, some of her relatives considered

her position so unladylike that they crossed her off tneir

171
celling lists, and refused to have anything to do with ner.

her position was very trying but sne succeeded splendidly.

Possessing that prerequisite of success in such an undertaking
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common sense, witn e firm but kindly and tactful disposition,

sne was naturally well-equipped. Her work with ner brotner

had given ner definite training for the editorship. She was,

moreover, a fluent, concise and delightful writer, and had

read widely in other languages as well as her own. Of her

attitude toward her work tne publishers of the Transcript

wrote When she resigned, "Her industry, has been exemplary;
she was always reaay wnen anytning was to be done. Her
ambition has bean only to do her best for the gratification
01 her readers,"^'

*

Miss Vialter's assumption of the editorship of

tne Transcript was first announced in a Hew Year's address
t

wnich She wrote at the beginning of 1843. Although the

news must have created some surprise tnere was no great stir

173
in tne ranks of the daily papers, and no falling off amohg

tne subscribers to the Transcripts*^^ For five years she

carried on the work, while the paper prospered in every way.

With the end of August 1847 she resigned to become a little

later Mrs, William B, Richards, and was succeeded in the ed-

itorial cnair by Mr. Epes Sargent, well-known as a poet and

175
an author, and well-equipped for the position. In his edito-

rial for January 1, 1848 he remarked that it was feared that

with tne change of editors "tne loyalty of many subscribers
of botn sexes would prove to be like tx*e season tickets at
our tneatres, 'not transferable' ", but tnat much to their

dslignt and relief regret over Miss Walter's departure was

... 176
that way.

Although the Transcript remained ell during this

176
not expressed that way.
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period a small paper in comparison with the other subscription

deilies, the size of its chase was enlarged in 1849 to 13 1 /£

177
by 18 l/h inches with six columns to a page. The next year

tne installation of a new Hoe press witn a capacity of 5000

an hour was necessary to the printing of a sufficient edition

178
in the time allowed for it.

In oharaoter the Transcript was unique in this

period and quite ideally the family newspaper its founder had

planned It should be. It oontained news, but never of a sen-

sational oharaoter, it gave some of its space to literature,

but always of the best sort, and was never, even in its ad-

vertisements, cheap. As a result of its careful conduct

by tnose responsible for it the paper became a great favorite.

Convenient in size, always bright and interesting, it was a

pleasant adjunct to tne afternoon tea, and became a regular

part of it. Mr. Sargent's ideals were quite exceptionally

like tnose of Mr. and Miss Walter, and he continued the paper

with the same policy. In his own words, written at the be-

ginning of 1849:

"We shall study to be neither too solid nor too light, neither
too political nor too neglectful of public aiffairs, neither
too literary nor too wordly, neither too prosaic not too
transcendental; but to cater for all wholesome tastes in a
spirit of impartiality, of liberality and devotion to the
cause of human progress and universal freedom. "179

In the battle of politics this paper never en-

gaged during these twenty years, although it gave space to

some discussion of political events and to the reporting of
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election returns. Had it been a partisan paper ita publisn-

ers woula probably not have entrusted ita editorship for five

years to a woman, for they would scarcely have thought her able

to guide it through such troublous times. Not at ell a woman-

ish paper it was at the same time one which a gifted lady

could conduct because it was meant to present tne hews of

the day and all its other material in a bright, interesting

and entertaining fashion, Prom the start it demanded fair

discussion of mooted questions and in its early days, although

it was not at all an anti-slavery paper, it opened its ool-

166
umns to William Lloyd Garrison, already prominent as an

anti-slavery agitator, and consequently cordially hated by a

large number of people throughout the country. The Transcript

could never be accused ol oowardics# ^

In some respects tne paper during this period

resembled tne Transcript today. It was smaller in 1850 by

about two ana a half inches each way, and had one less col-

umn. Its advertisements, which were small and rather modest,

looked mucn as do the classified advertisements of the Satur-

day edition today. There were for illustrations Just tiny

snips, trains, bonnets or houses, never big, staring cuts.

Instead of large departments of several pages each, it had

snort paragraphs with inconspicuous headings, tne vihole news

ana general section varying in amount from a page and a half

to two. There were no "Automobilia” , no "Listener", no
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"Women’s Clubs", no "Ghurohman Afield", but there were notes
180 181

on musio and drama and on new books, which were the modest

predecessors ol those departments today. There was no "Notes

and Queries" either in those years, but one foundation stone

of this section was laid in 1848 when tne editor inserted the

following paragraph;

"A housekeeper wishes to know if there is any remedy
for the pest ol 'red ants' with which his domicile is
infested. Can any of our readers give him a hint for
their extermination?" 182

The next day in almost the same position on the

page appeared the answer;

"A 'Housekeeper' is informed in reply to his interrog-
atory, that crude oampnor strewed in closets will keep them
free of red ants."

Staring, startling headlines the Transcript scorned then as now.

Indeed, most of its paragraph headings were so inconspicuous

tnat it was hard to distinguish them from the text itself.

The arrival of a foreign steamer or of very important news

was usually the occasion for capitals two or three agate lines

nigh, but they were light end not at ell startling. Nor was

its news more sensational then than now. It seems, however,

to have been as thoroughly enjoyable for its readers in the

'thirties and 'forties as it is today, not only in its method

ol presenting the news, but also in its tone and in the kind

01 material it included.
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The second of these evening papers w^s the

Boston Mercant lie Journal which began February 5, 1833,

with an aim far more idealistic than its rather material-

istic title would lead one to suspect. In certain respects

it had a strong similarity to the Transcript , Like this

paper It desired to reach all classes of people, and made

its subscription price $4 a year. In outward appearance,

too, tuey were somewhat alike, for the Journal started with

8 chase 91/8 by 13 7/8 inches and four columns to a page.

Its heading was plain blocked letters, however, about 4 3/4

agates in neight. Furtnermore, the Journal planned to

maintain a non-partisan attitude with regard to politics,

although admitting political truth in the shape of facts

or arguments from whatever quarter they might comet It

was brave enougn, too, to state shortly after its start

"Tnat our columns are open to a fair discussion of the subject
of Slavery, due reference being required to the laws of brevity
and decorum," 186

Moreover, tne Journal . like the Transcript . intended not only

to furnish tne genral news, but to try to uplift its readers,

to work for their good. It went even farther and stated in

its prospectus its definite purpose, in part as follows:

"We believe that both the wants and tne voice of
the public call for a daily paper ol a high moral or perhaps
we ought to say, religious ci^iaracter , and avowedly such;-
a paper which snail make tne moral' elevation of tne community
one of its chief objects; which snail keep up with, if not
pioneer, public opinion on suen subjects; and which shall

-1
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I

like those which hsvfi tm^R -fdt.
^’^-^“^‘-P-Les , - principles

as a pBople. p“ufwnI4\re f^aanger oJ ?a[f?nJ ““f
61°-?

to neglect occasioned by the universal anci inr>^
^ escrifioe

elusive attention now p^la t%“."‘nirrinl“ltc^;:^ri“|J?v:»^-nt.«

An appeal tor snbsorlptlonawaa made to all who were Interested
In "tae moral and Intelleotual. and pnysloal eell-being of tie
oom-munlty" but espeoially to tne young men, upon whom partlou-
larly the publlaners of tnla paper felt the future of the nation
rested.

^

After its first number, the Journal was auapended
for a short time to seoure a eubsorlptlon list long enough to
warrant its regular publication. This apparently was secured
for tne second number appeared March 4th, at first with
J. Pord and Company as the publisher, then beginning March 11th
With Pord and Damrell, Prom March 9th on was advertised a
weekly edition larger in else afti.OO per annum, in advence. -lS?

On May 13th, 1833 appeared the name of B. B. Ihatchei
as editor of tne paper. In a temperate and well-written
editorial he outlined tne course he Intended to follow which
was in suostanoe quite like that announced at the start of188

e paper. Mr. Thatcher was a native of Maine, a graduate
oi Bowdoln.and had been admitted to the bar. Bis Interests
were, however, especially literary and he came to Boston to
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exercise them. He contributed to the North American
and 3ome other maffaslnea, even wme he uas editor

the £ouma l. After less than a year of work on this
paper came his resignation, announced February 8. 1834. and
made necessary by poor health^^O

death six years later. He was succeeded on the journal
ty John s. Sleeperiai a retired ship master and sailor.
who had since his retirement conducted a printing office
and published the news Letter In ..

^
— f-^euer. under the pseudonym

Of Hawser Martingale. Mr. sleeper wrote sea stories which
added to the Interest of the contents of the Journal , but he
was neither an enterorlslng nor very energetic editor and
not a remarkable suocesaP^

The paper struggled along rather Indifferently
wall, due partly, no doubt, to Its definite moral stand
which would, naturally arouse enmity, and m 1837 Its
f-nanclal condition was so poor that Mr. Damrell felt it'
wlae to withdraw. m 1841 it passed Into the bands of
Sleeper, Dim and Rogers and It was the enterprise of the
last two Which made the j^ , real success, col. Charles
S. Hogers^especlally was resnonslble for Its first great
impetus. His father was nubllsher of the National Aegis
and from him the son not only learned the prater's trade
hot also received experience In newspaper work. His mil’
Uary title came to him as commander of the Boston Light
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Infantry, He was young, capable, and well-liked and brought
194

to the business end a Refreshing enthusiasm. The other

partner, James A. Dix, had charge of the marine newa depart-
196

m.ent which was of great importance, of course, in a

mercantile paper. Associated with them was a staff which

was recognized as remarkably capable. Its two most promi-

nent members were probably David Leavitt, a very enterprising
196

general reporter who later served on the Herald ,
and Stephen N,

Stockwell, a phonographic reporter of the first rank, who

through his energy and skill enabled the Journal to maintain

a high standard of excellence in the reporting of ali. important

speeches and trials. His work won the praise of Webster and

Choate and this was "the ribbon of the legion d*honneur to a

stenographer of Boston". That his energy had to persevere

through editorial Indifference is shown especially well by

one story. Webster was to make a speech in Brighton, and

Stockwell suggested that he go out and bring in to the paper

a brief report of its contents and reception. Mr. sleeper’s

reply was characteristic not only of himself but of the

earlier days which were fast passing: "Well, no, I guess

not, Mr, stockwell; somebody will send us in something about
197

it within two or three days." It was this energetic

reporter who when the gold rush came on in *49 conducted

the California editions of the journal which went out to

the pacific coast, and had a large circulation am.ong the

m
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new Eng'landera there.

Under the guidance of its several conductors

the Journal grew "both in size and scope and in the nuirber

of its subscribers. Frorc two editions, a daily and a

weekly, in 1833, it had with the beginning of 1834 a tri-

weekly as well, and by 1836 a seni-weekly, too, January 1,1851

was begun a rcornlng edition of the daily paper. The daily

jurcped in price frorr. $4 a year to |8 on the first of January

1834, and ten years later dropped to ^:6. The other editions

were graduated down froir this one according to the frequency

of their publication, and in 1836 they stood: "Thrice-Weekly, '

199
^5, semi-weekly $4, weekly $2 in advance. in 1839 it

claimed a circulation of five thousand for the four editions?®

During the twenty years from 1830-1850 the chase

of the Journal was enlarged five times and four of these

changes occurred in the ‘forties, the years in which its

leadership was most energetic and able. The first came

at the very beginning of 1834. Its first year was so suc-

cessful that it was encouraged to include a greater amount

of material, esoecially of legislative and mercantile news

and to this end the paper was printed on a "super-royals

sheet" with a chase 14 l/2 by 20 l/2 Inches, and six columns?®^

The other changes came in 1840, 1844, 1845 and 1850, and with

the last the chase m.easured 19 3/4 by 24 1/4 inches with

202
eight columns, almost exactly double its original size of
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seventeen years before.

The usual habit of the subscription dailies

with regard to the printing of their titles was the use

203
iierely of letters, rather slirple in design. The journal

departed from customary ways in the 'forties and intro-

duced during these years two elaborate pictorial headings,

with the name of the paner in letters fourteen and a half

and fifteen agates in height. The first had in the background

a picture of Boston from the water, showing a railroad along

the shore, and ships and steamers in the harbor. There

were three symbolical figures in the foreground, one represent-

ing America, the other two the commerce of the city. The

second picture, which was used first in 1844, had also a

view of Boston and similar to the first. The figures, how-

ever, were quite different. On the left, against a back-

ground of water, sat a sailor with his sra on an anchor, on

the right was a farmer with a plow, cycle, and sheaves of

grain, and in the distance behind him was a railroad train.

Flain headings were resum.ed when the title was changed on

204
April 1, 1845 to Boston Bally journal.

*^

During these years the paper was growing in

scope as well as in other ways. Certain characteristics

it kept throughout the .period . One of these was its pro-

gram of social Improvement. As a part of this it contained

from time to time articles on the different phases. in
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llercn and April 1833 appeared a aeries of articles cen-

suring tne tneatre, not as an institution, but because

of its condition at tbe time?^^ In 1834 ti.ere were some

articles "by one of our most intelligent prxysicians" for

20 6
laboring men on tne baneful effects on tne system of rum.

In 183^ came more articles and some editorials on liquor

7
and tne license question. Its definite and outspoken

opposition to vice, wnetner among tne hign or low, never

wavered during tnese years.

Witn one exception its news content remained

mucn tne seme during tne wnole period, differing from year

to year only in its empnasis on one part or another, mer-

centile news always remaining prominent. The exception

was its attitude toward politics, Ueutral at first, the

Journal became definitely and zealously Whig within a year

or two Of its founding, and began to print articles decidedly

atogonistio to tne present administration.^” It was very

energetic always from this time on in urging all the Whigs to

go to tne polls co that they might unite in the election of

really worthy men?^^ In 1836 it Joined with other Whig papers

in supporting Webster for the Presidency, was optimistically

210
sure tnat he would win, and when Van Buren won, declared

£11
tnat it nad "no prepossessions in favor of this individual."

In tne following Presiaential campaigns it was an enthusiastic

v/orker for tne regular candidate, supporting Harrison in 1840,
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Jlay in 1844 and Taylor in 1848,^^^ althougn in this last

213
one it at first put mebster's name forward as candidate

and declared itself very much disappointed when he was not

nominated by the National Whig Convention at Philadelphia?^^

Its support oi Taylor was so enthusiastic, however, that

some, remembering his part in the Mexican War, accused it

oi going back on its old principles oi opposition to this

contest, and labelled it as inconsistent and hypocritical?^®

The Journal is interesting for the contrasts

it presents: indifferent success in the first few years, a

marked advance in tne next ten; a moderate and unenterpris-

ing editor, an energetic, vigorous and wise staff wnich

pulled tne paper ahead in spite oi him; a definite stand for

tne best sort of religion, morality ana education in all

grades of society, yet a lively and interesting and newsy

Journal ol, mercantile
,
legislative and general news; ab-

solutely neutral in politics at first, quite as energetically

Whig shortly thereafter; pigmy in size at the start, nearly

double at tne end, and going in price from $4 to $8, then

back to $6, Yet it was always a healthy, normal, interest-

ing and readable paper, ranking easily witn its large morning

contemporaries and with its unique evening companion, the

Transcript

»
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Tne tnird oi tne principal evening papers among

the subscription dailies was the Daily Evening Traveller.

It was tne outgrowth oi a weekly stage register begun in

ieE5 by fioyal L. Porter under the title ol American Travel -

ler . and having for its cnief aim and ambition the supply-

ing ol adequate news and information to the travelling

publ io
£16

The daily edition was started on April 1, 1845

by the firm of Upton, Ladd & Company with Perdinand Andrews

£17
and Rev. George Punchard as its editors. These two men

remained with the paper for years, and after a few changes

henry Planders & Company became its publishers in December

£18
1645, continuing so through tne period.

henry Planders was no writer but a good manager,

ana a conscientious man on the whole. One who knew him has

written of him;

"Henry Planders of the Traveller was a short,
red-laced man, very peppery and loua voiced, reminding
one of 'Dodson ana Pogg' in Pickwick. He was always
in strife with his employees during editio n hours . The
rest of his time he spent 'on 'change*. the office at
31 State Street being, so to speak, in tne midst of the
'giddy Whirl', so he might be considered a very ubiquitous
man. He was a constant church attendant and an enemy
of intemperance, but sometimes he was sorely tried. In
those days advertising rates were moderate. One afternoon
an advertisement ol thirty lines or so, offering for sale
some choice family wines and liquors came from tne counting
room ana was shown to him by the foreman,

'’.!What,'' roared Henry, 'advertise nasty liquor
in my paper! Never!'

"'Yes, but consider, Mr, Planders, its to be paid
for at the rate of seventy-live cents a line!'
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”^ShoI Seventy-five cents a linei Seventy-five
cents a linei it set up at once and put it in the
next editioni*”

Worthington, another member of the firm, was an

energetic and original sort of person, responsible for a

number of tne innovations for which the Traveller won fame,

ne it was who in the days when newsboys were a new thing

and of slight reputation was bold enough to send one out

on the street one noontime with an armful of Travellers to

sell, Flanders was out at lunch at the time but in he came

a little later with practically the whole bunch under his

arm, and remarked to his partner, "I found a newsboy out on

the street witn tnese trying to sell them, and I knew you

iiZO
wouldn't like it so 1 bought them all from him,"

Of tne editors Mr, Andrews had had Journalistic

training in Salem where he was with the Gazette , and Mr, Pun-

221
chard, a very kindly and lovable man, was a minister.

The Traveller was intended to be a "first rate

business and family" paper, with the emphasis, on the whole,

more on tne first part than on the second., and it specialized

in those items of news which would particularly interest

travellers. It was an energetic sort of paper, kept right

up to date on current news, supplied its readers with more

detail in rsilroad, express, and shipping timetables than

did the other papers , and inserted items which had to do

especially with travelling. It gave, also, lists oi arrivals
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at tiie different hotels. To interest tne "family” there

were articles, a brief story, a poem, or some other literary

feature in eacu number, and it was very particular "to keep

constantly in view, tne higher object of exerting a healthful

influence upon the public morals". The Transcript once said

of it: "It is conducted witn decorum, industry, and ability,

and it is gratifying to see that tnese good traits are duly
«

appreciated". Like the Journal the Traveller objected to

tne tneatre in its existent state, ana wished it might be

improved. Unlike tne Journal , however, it was neutral in

politics during tnese years ana treated Congressional

and Legislative matters usually with considerable indif-

ference.

The Traveller started witn a chase 12 by 17 3/4

inches in size, divided into five columns
,
and an old English

needing similar to tne one it has today, on its first page.

223
Its subscription price was only $4 a year, wnich was the

same as tnat of the Transcript and cheaper then the Journal •

224
at this date. After only six months of existence the

cnase was enlarged October End, to 14 l/2 by 19 7/8 inches

225
with six columns. Two more changes in size were necessary

226
during tnese years, and the second coming in April 1850

made the paper eignt columns wide with a chase 19 l/2 by

£3 3/4 inches. The price, too, was raised at this time

to $5. At first tne intention was to issue tne paper regular-

ly on the old size sheet end only on tne larger sheet on Sat-
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urdays or when neoessery to acoommodete the news. After

one number ol tne larger size, tnen five days of the smaller,

tne new dimensions were found to be so much more adequate

227
and- convenient that they were adopted permanently^

The Traveller was responsible for several enter-

prising innovations which brought fame for it in those days

and have remained to its glory ever since. The bulletins,

which are now a regular feature of a newspaper office window,

and which aot as a good advertisement by drawing a constant

but ever-changing crowd to within reading distance, were

iirst used in Boston by this paper, but were not considered

quite the thing by the other papers, and hence not used by

them immediately?^® In 1848 came two events which won for

tne Traveller journalistic fame. When the news ol the

flight of Louis-Philippe reached Boston it issued an extra

containing all it could learn of the event early in the after-

noon and the demand for news was so great that the presses

ran steadily till evening trying to keep up with the demand.

These extras were, moreover, sold by newsboys end helped

229
greatly in making their use by the larger papers respectable.

During tnis year also came the Presidential campaign. Mr.

Webster's position was as usual in Boston a matter of particu-

lar importance, but he kept unusually quiet. finally in

August came the news that he was to speak to his fellow-towns-

men in Marshfield on a certain day about the political situation.
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Worthington, always on the alert,' was ready. ne engaged

Dr. James W, Stone, the stenographer, and together they

went down to hear tne speech. As soon as It was over

tney returned to Boston by an express ana the wnole speech

was ready in an extra early tne next morning, and newsboys

sold it ell day on tne streets. From Boston it was sent to

tne New York nersld and tnus spread over tne whole country?^

Later tnis year there appeared a notice in tne Boston Daily

Republican which said:

" Enterpris ing .— The Traveller of yesterday con-
tained a full repoht oi' Irolessor Agassiz's Lecture on Embry-
ology, illustrated with engravings, with two pages ol reeding
ijiatter besides. "^31

Such originality was not among tne larger papers,

even as late in tne period as tnis, a matter ol every-day

occurrence.

One otner evening paper must be mentioned briefly,

the Bay State Democrat , interesting chiefly because it was

tne only Democratic member ol tne family of subscription

evening dailies. Begun as a weekly in 1848 with Albert

Morgan as its publisher and Lewis Josselyn^^^s writer of

considerable reputation^^^ as its editor, the paper pros-

pered sufficiently to induce tnem to start a daily edition

on January 1, 1840, for theprice of $5 a year, and with a

chase 12 1/4 by 16 3/4 inohes?^^ The paper had no unusual

features, but was a general newspaper of merit. It is note-

worthy, particularly, as a very loyal and energetic Democrat,
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and lor this reason a helpful addition to the thin ranks

of newspapers of this party in Boston?®^ It lasted only

until the middle 'forties and then was merged with one of

tne penny papers, tne Boston Times^^^

It is interesting to see wnat has finally become

of the large daily papers we have discussed in this chapter.

Pour of tnem exist in some form today: the Post and Tran -

script as independent papers, tne Advertiser since December

1917 under tne same firm as the Boston American^^’^ and the

Iraveller . since July 1918, as the evening edition of the
p a O

herald. The Journal lasted until 1917 when it, too, was

sola to the herald , and merged with this paper^^^ The

Atlas disappeared in tne 'fifties when it was merged with

240
the Traveller . and the Oourier which considerably later

became a weekly, remained in this form until the end of the

„ £41
century*

^ In tne study of tne large or subscription daily

papers we nave cnosen outstanding examples which typified

tne class as a whole while showing the varieties that existed

within it. Between tne suoscription morning papers and the

penny dailies existed a large gulf from each side of which

tne two built gradually nearer to one another during these

years. Tne connecting link was formed by the evening papers,

which, while they were in character subscription papers,

nevertheless, resembled tne pennies in the prices they charged,

and in some of the unusual features they introduced. Por
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a better understanding of the relationship of the different

kinds we must turn now to the study of that class of papers

known as "pennies',' or penny dailies, from the fact that they

cnarged a cent a number, or a year, in those days an

extremely low figure for a daily newspaper.
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CHAPTER V.

The Penny Press.

The penny press began both in Boston and Hew York

in 1833.^ According to an editorial in one of tne Boston

penny pepers, the Times . in 1840, its origin was in the

Penny Magazine , established in England in 183£ by the Soci-

ety for tne Bifiusion of Useful Knowledge, of which Lord

Brougham was president. The purpose ol tnis publication

was to benefit the laboring classes by making knowledge

accessible to them for a merely nominal price, and was re-

garded by its sponsors as c oiiarity from tne educated few

to tne masses of ignorant prople. The venture proved a

success and unexpectedly become profitable financially.

There were at the same time in England two or three other

papers of a more political stamp which sold for a penny,

but it seems probable that the American penny press had its

2
start from the Penny Magazine which had been imported into

r*m

tne United States in large numbers. Like tnis paper our

lirst penny dailies avoided politics, not because they were

under the control of government ministers, however. Their

reason more likely was that they knew a political stand of
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any sort other than neutral would rob them of possible

customers, and, further ,tnat their editors or managers

were not equipped for the running of such a paper, for

most of them were printers by trade who had learned what

they knew of newspaper publishing from working In the

offices of the larger journals. They therefore confined

themselves at first mostly to local news, gossip, items

2
copied from their older contemporaries, and advertisements, -

The penny papers /*ad a long, hard time of it^

establishing a good reputation. Some of them were bad

enough, it is true, and deserved to be looked upon with

suspicion, and with scorn. Some really merited approval,

but suffered, as is so often the case, for the sins of

others. At first the chief reason for disapproval seems

to have been based on the small size and unpretentious ap-

pearance of these new papers. They were like "tin Lizzies",

Until Mr, Ford began manufacturing these and putting them

on the market at what seemed for an automobile a ridiculous-

ly low price, it was a matter of considerable distinction

to own an automobile of any kind for none were what might

be considered inexpensive. With tne advent of the Ford

matters took on quite a different aspect. The poorer folks

could afford a Ford end were soon riding about quite bliss-

fully in them, getting fully as much pleasure, if not more,

our of their oars, as were the wealthy in theirs. So it
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was with newspapers. Before the establishment of the penny

press it was a mark of distinction to be a subsoriber to a

daily paper. When, however, newspapers came to be sold for

a cent they were bought by the working man to be glanced at

occasionally througn tne day, and enjoyed by the whole fam-

4
ily at night. By the more elite it was more or less taken

for granted that any paper whicn sold for so low a price must

oi necessity be cneap in character as well. To this point

5
oi view many continued to cling throughout tne period, even

after txie better end more lasting penny dailies had proved

themselves worthy oi respect from everyone.

During the period we are aiscussing the penny

papers, though a new venture, comparatively speaking, gained

a circulation which in tnose days was quite remarkable.

They liked to talk about it, and unfortunately it is only

through their own pages that we can discover the figures of

the different papers individually. Of course, for this

reason tne numbers can only be taken as approximate, end

due allowance must be made for exaggeration up or down.

At least, three or four frequently claimed the largest cir-

culation in the city, state, or even in New England, at one

and the seme time, and no doubt greatly understated the cir-

culation of their rivals while exaggerating their own to an

unheard of degree. The Atlas was stated by one of its

owners in a private paper to have in 1846 a daily circulation
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6 7
of 2200* The Times as early as 1836 olalmed 12,000

end in 1840, 20,000® The herald . according to its filed

affidavit, had in 1849, 11,253? At this time it stated

tnat the Times had 7,794, the Bee . 5,628 and the Mail .

3,500, very possibly an underestimate in each case but

its own,^®

Large as was the circulation of these papers

they could no more live on the money it brought them than

could tne large dailies. It was from advertisements that

they collected the best part of their Income, and adver-

tisers of certain kinds soon came to realize that the penny

papers were excellent agents for the selling of their goods.

The size of their circulation had something to do with it,

the class of people who bought tnem was another point of

11
importance. Theatres, merchandise, sailings, houses

were advertised in these as in tne larger papers, but less

extensively. The most conspicuous kind of advertising

in the penny papers was tnat of quack doctors and equally

12
bed patent medicine. Some of them were very objection-

able, and of this sort of advertisement the penny papers

had a disproportionate amount, conspicuously inserted. The

large dailies advertised some medicines but in a much less

obtrusive manner. Some of the readers of the penny papers

objected to the advertising of these patent drugs but they

were well paid for, and some ol tne newspapers at least felt
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tnet they could not di soriminate . The producers of such

goods probably knew, too. that tney would get their best

prolits from the less educated and particular people who

took -this sort of daily paper.

Certain broad lines oi demarcetiun were visible

between tne large dailies and tne penny papers. Ben Perley

Poore cnarect erized them in 1849 as "the large 'dailies’
whose powerful articles guide tnousands of partisans, as
they move along with tne force oi a mighty river - flanked
by dull morasses of ship-news and price-currents - the
smaller 'pennies’, which like some tiny mountain stream,
leaping over tne crags, are bright, and sparkling, and frefe,"

At first a great difference In size necessitated in the penny

papers concise reports of passing events in plaoe of the long

reports in which their larger contemporaries delighted.

Their items were also presented in a lighter, freer vein,

and with less dignity than was natural to the subscription

dailies. Further, in the matter of news, broadly speaking,

tne large sheets, as we have seen, made a specialty of

legislative, political, and business news. In contrast to

this the special delight of tne penny papers was court news,

particularly tnat from the police courts. At times they

rather overdid tne matter ol reporting criminal casea of

various degrees, but at least tneir newspaper psychology

was sound, for by this means they introduced into their papers

in considerable intensity, the element of contest or conflict.

Which Whether of character or physical strength delights so

many readers. It was oonspicuous both in the trial and in
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tne story ol tne quarrel that oooesioned it. To the read-

ers ol a penny sheet tne ordinary run ot legislative accounts

as given in the larger papers would reveal nothing of this

element. The "pennies” went apparently not on the principle

ol giving "all the news that's fit to print", but that any-

thing that happened was "fit to print". This brought upon

tnem from the better sort of papers and people a considerable

amount of just and some unjust criticism.

The penny press brought into the field of news-

gathering and selling so much energy and enterprise that the

larger papers had to wake up and follow suit in some degree

or fall very far behind. The ordinary mails, and even the

express companies were too slow for the bringing of particu-

larly important news, end special expresses had to be arranged

and carried through with the least possible delay. Even

after the telegraph came into use these were employed to

supplement it. Though' the statement was exaggerated, the

h erald expressed something of truth when it wrote:

"The competition of the penny press has caused a
mental activity among all classes; rash and impulsive it
may be, but, nevertheless, far preferable to the dignified
stagnation which, in times of yore, was seldom broken by
the larger end more expensive journals.

Begun without political affiliation of any kind,

the penny papers refused on the whole to become the tools

of any party although toward tne end of the period they

usually supported one or the other of them. Their stand
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did much to further the independenoe of the press. It is

interesting, too, to note tnat in tneir ranks as in those

of the large dailies Whig principles predominated, as in

faot tney did in tne city itself. The Times was tne only

Democrat, but it was intensely loyal. The Bee and herald

were v«hig, and the Mail inclined in tnat direction by the

end oi tne period. The Qhronotype . always independent,

17favored first the Liberty, tnen the JTree Soil party.

In spite of tneir vnhig proclivities, in the last

two or three years of the period, tne penny papers during

tne first two decades of their existence exhibited many of

the characteristics of Jacksonian Democracy, the growing

consciousness of tne laboring classes and the Locofocos:

vulgarism, sensationalism, naste, tne appeal to the masses

and confidence in them, cneapness, refusal to follow old

traditions, alertness. let because tney were Boston penny

papers they partook of the conservative spirit ol the city,

and they never went to the extremes which were reached by

such papers as the Kew lork neraldt Mor were they strictly

speaking, labor organs, although they were interested in

the welfare of the working classes, and endeavored to furnish

them with interesting, helpful and suggestive reading matter.

Because the Boston penny press, on the whole,

avoided tne worst extremes, its relations with the subscription

dailies were comparatively pleasant. In Philadelphia, and
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even more in New York, tne penny papers were looked down

upon and openly scorned by their larger contemporaries.

Differences of opinion they might end did have in Boston,

but they realized tnat abuse of one another did its or-

iginator more harm than the subject of scorn, and the

pennies were on the whole so interesting that they came

to be judged not by their size but by their contents, as

19
did also the larger papers. The best of each class, that

is those tnat fulfilled most perfectly the needs and desires

of the public, Inevitably succeeded, the rest in due time

perished, •

Unless we are to count the Gent of which nothing

more is known then that it was published for a very short

20
time in Philadelphia in 1830, Boston may justly claim to

be the mother of the penny press in the United States, as

well as tne mother of American journalism through the ill-

fated little Publiok Occurrences of 1690.^^ It has been

stated by an authority on the history of American journal-

ism, Mr, James Melvin Lee, that the first newspaper to be

sold in Boston for one cent was the .Daily Penny Post , which

22
began publication at 20 Pranklin Street on August 26, 1833.

In my search for all kinds of Boston newspapers for this

period, 1830-1860, I found at the American Antiquarian

Society one number, and in the Boston Public Library two

of the most important numbers of the wnole file of a paper
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which preceded the Penny Post by Juet a week. They were

tne first and thirteenth numbers of the first series, and

the first of tne second series, end were the only numbers

of it I was able to trace in any ol my investigations.

Apparently, no one interested in the study of journalism

has located tnem before, unless he is guarding the secret

for future use.

This paper which was first published on August 19,

18iJ3, and was a tiny sheet with a chase 5 3/4 by 10 inches,

divided into two columns, bore the ponderous title. World

in a Uut-Shell, or Spirit of the Daily Press . This heading

which was printed in heavy black capitals took up nearly

half tne first page of tne paper, for besides the title

tnere was a picture ol a homely little gnome openijag a nut

Shell in which was a globe representing the world. A

little below this heading was the following motto;

"Daily, I shall strive full well.

To cram tne world - of news - into my shell."

This paper, tne public was informed, "Will be issued
Every Day, between eleven and twelve o'clock in the
forenoon, and furnished to such as wish them, for one
cent a copy , and will contain the spirit of the DaTfy
T’ap er'S Ih the city."

Furthermore, the price of one cent was "Payable on the

delivery of each number." In other words, here was a

new method ol paying for a daily paper, the cash system,

in place of the usual subscription system. The publisher
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of tile sheet was a printer, Benjamin Bond, whose office

23
was on tne corner of Milk and Congress Streets. That his

life or nis work would ever be of interest a hundred years

or so hence he does not seem to nave dreamt, for he left

no public record of himself aside from tne notice of his

24
birth in 1806 in a Bond genealogy, and tne brief note in

one or two Boston directories which list him as a printer?®

Tne contents of this paper were, considering its

size and price, varied and interesting, and were not entirely

confined to quotations from other papers. On the first page,

and concluded in a half column on the fourth, was an article

from ijuffon's Natural history on tne lobster. On the second

page in tne first column was the Introduction or prospectus,

then a short paragraph on tne Warren theatre, which it was

said had been begun as '’an American leople's Theatre " and had

received muon opposition from older establishments. In the

second column was an article on "The Working Men" which

declared tnat tneir cause was languishing because they were

leaving it for others, who were interested only in tneir own

aims, to do, and not attending to tneir own business as they

should. The rest of the column contained a notice as to

where the paper could be had, and three short paragraphs of

news, eighteen lines long in all, quoted from other papers.

On the third page the first column contained eleven short

paragraphs taken from other papers, and the second an ad-
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vertisement for the Warren I’heatre below which was a notice

"The next number will be issued To-morrow before 12 o'clock,"

The fourth page had in the first column, besides the con-

clusion of the article on the lobster, six brief news notes.

The second column had two advertisements, one of which, that

for the (English j Penny Magazine ,
occupied almost the whole

space. The contents of the thirteenth number, the only

one the Antiquarian Society owns, was of the same sort

except for the addition of a list of marriages and deaths

27
and a Marine list.

The introduction of this paper is an especially

interesting one because this is the first penny sheet, it

is noteworthy, too, for the good style in which it is writ-

ten and for its firm but temperate tone. It points out the

novelty of the experiment but declares that the sheet is pub-

lished with the object of supplying the poor with a paper

within their means, which even the Transcript apparently,

with its low subsciipti on price, was not able to do, partly

perhaps Just because it had to be paid for semi-annually

and not day by day, which would be much easier for some

people. The little article reads as follows:-

"Proposals "

"The present is an age of experiment; and in accord-
ance with the prevailing spirit of the times, we have ven-
tured within the current. Believing that some channel of
news, within the means of the common classes is wanted,
and that these will duly appreciate by their countenance
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and::£upport ,
this effort to place passing events dai ly

before them, we have teen induced to launch our little
bark on a broad sea, and trust to the liberality of those
whose interests and wishes it will serve, for success.

”Our experiment is a novel one in this community; but
it needs not to* follow that on this account, it should
prove a failure. It will be our aim to publish, in a
condensed form, occurrences which shall be recorded in
the daily papers of this city, and such other matter as
may meet our eye in those which come, seasonably, to hand.
And while our humble sheet appears the spirit of mightier
ones, it shall have s piri

t

of its own, untrammelled and
independent:- open to expose abuses, and to disabuse
those who may suffer abuses.

"Should the experiment prove successful, so soon as
the circulation amounts to 1000 copies, we pledge our-
selves to make an addition of four columns to each paper ,

without any increase of price
,

and ?o continue the addi-
tion of matter in the same ratio until our sheet shall
reach the size of the Transcript and Daily Globe.

"Should it prove a failure, our terms preclude the
possibility of our owing any one papers for which they
have paid, or of any one owing as arrears."^®

The third number which I found on this paper was

dated Monday, March 24, 1834, and was the first of a new series.

The heading was similar to the old one but omitted the last half

of the title. The chase was larger, measuring 8 by 11 3/4

inches and divided into three columns. An editorial explained

that the paper had been begun the preceding summer, but that

"circumstances beyond our control" forced its suspension after

the forty-fifth number, in spite of patronage which "would have

otherwise warranted its continuance." The contents are much

the same in character as those of the other two numbers except
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for the fact that they are somewhat more pretentious.

The lirst page is literary in character having short

articles and poems on it; the second nas the news with

such noadings as "Working Women", a sixteen line plea

for better conditions for them, "Public Amusements",

short paragraphs on tne different theatres, "City Affairs",

including a detailed police court report; the third has a

few news items and some advertisements; and the most con-

spicuous part of the fourth page is a large notice of the

performances at the Warren Theatre, printed in heavy letters

£9
and surrounded by a border of the Greek key pattern.

These numbers of The World in a Hut-Shell give

no evidence that it was the organ of the working classes

in any one of tneir movements for better conditions in work;

but In its interest in their welfare, its low price end its

popular Character it seems to have been published particularly

for this class. There is no indication that it aspired to

regular entrance to the homes of the elite of the city. Yet

it is neither oheap nor tawdry, and, as was the purpose of

the Penny Magazine in England, seems to have had for an aim

to enlighten and interest those for whom no paper had before

been especially composed.
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The second penny paper in Boston, the Bally Penny

Post . begun on August 26, 1833, I have never seen except in

facsimile as it appears in a series of Colonial Bocuments

in the New Jersey Archives. Like the Y/orld in a Nut-Shell

it was to be published ”at the low price of one cent per

number, payable on delivery.". Besides being delivered at

the homes of those who wanted it regularly, it was for sale

at eight different places in tne oity, including the office

at which it was published. Who its publisher was does not

appear in the paper. Its motto was "Multum in Parvo", a

very worthy one for so little a sneet as this probably wasY'

How long it ran I have not been able to discover. That it

did not perish immediately is shown by the following notice

which appeared in tne Transcript for beptember 4, 1833;

.30

"'A Subscriber* who complains of being annoyed
by the carrier of the 'Penny Post* and 'World in a Nutshell

J

is requested to remember tr^at we have no right to interfere
with tne arrangements of our contemporaries." 31

This note also shows that in spite of tne fact that these papers

were new^and small their presence was recognized by people and

otner papers, although with no apparent enthusiasm.

Upon tne publication of these two papers in August

of 1833 rests Boston* s claim to having preceded New York in

the issuing of penny daily newspapers, for the Sun , published

by Benjamin Henry Bay, was the first of this kind there, and

32
the first number of that appeared on £eptem.ber 3, 1833.
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This one proved successful, however, and the first ones in
%

Boston seem to have been so only temporarily.

Of the third penny daily to appear in this city,

tne Boston 1£ O’Olook Hews , the New York Public Library owns

a file for tne first six months, while the Antiquarian

Society and the Boston Public Library have only a few odd

numbers. The first issue of the paper is dated March 13, 1834.

This was just before tne resuscitation of the World in a Nut -

Shell . and it seems probable that the Fenny Post had disap-

peared, for although similar papers are spoken of in the

introduction to the News none is mentioned for Boston. This

new paper had a chase of 7 by 9 3/4 inches, with three columns

to a page. Its publisher was B. Hammatt Norton, and his of-

fice was in the Basement of the Exchange Coffee House in Con-

33
gress Square. Mr, Norton was at the time publishing a weekly

a A
called the Boston Republican . and years later in 1848 he was

35
the publisher of the Evening Standard. Meanwhile he seems

to have spent a good deal of time in Texas for in 1836 the

Daily Centinel and Gazette contained a paragraph from the Texas

Register of San Felipe de Austin which said that Major B. Ham-
JZ c

matt Norton had just returned there from the United States.

Then in April 1842 the i^ay State Democrat gave on the 2nd a

notice of a lecture on Texas by Major h. Hammatt Norton and

on the 6th contained a half column account of this, stating

among other things that "his address was listened to with much
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interest. He was often Interrupted with the applauae of the

27
audience,

"

The 12 O'OIook Hews , like its predeoessors
, was

sold for a cent e copy, end its hour ol publishing was

responsible for at least a part of its title. It was to

contain: ’’The latest Foreign, and the most interesting

Domestic Intelligence and particular atte nt ion" was

38
to "be paid to the Marine Department."

Of the Boston papers the Morning Post at least

39mentioned its commencement. The Hews did not continue at

once, but the second number appeared on March 17th and from

4^

then on the file was not interrupted for some months at least.

On April 7th was announced the "opening of a subscription list

upon request" at the rate of 76^ in advance for tnree monthsf^

A little later in the month came a very interesting advertise-

ment in tne paper:

" Wanted
"20 Boys , neatly dressed, and of civil deportment to
sell*T^

'

Da ily Hews .'- No one need apply, except those
who inten^to ehga'ge permanently," 42

Whether these were merely oarrierspr predeoessors of the news-

boy it is not possible to ascertain. The first part of June

came a request for twenty more to circulate tne paper and

offering 30^ on every hundred to tnose who took it as a reg-

43
ular job. Meanwhile the title of the paper and its form

of heeding were changed. Between the two words "Boston" and

"News" in tne beginning was a small picture of a town crier
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with "IE O'Clook" printed on the sheet he oerriedf^ tjeginning

May let the title was Daily Hews in old English Letters, black

outlined in white, 10 l/2 agates high, and in plain type less

t/ian half that height was the word "Boston" in the middle

46
above tne rest oi the title.

The contents of the paper, as Judged by the file of .

it, contained as was promised both foreign and domestic news,

though necessarily in no greet amount. Court reports came

in and other interesting items such as notices of the theatres.

There were, too, part of the time, reports of Congress, but

they were very brief. Literature in the form of short articles,

stories or ^ems also had a place in its pages, together with

46
the inevitable and necessary advertisements. It was on the

whole a very newsy and readable little sheet, for it managed

to cram into small compass a lot of information. It was rather

fond of literature but by no means to the exclusion of other

things, at least so far as the incomplete file seems to indi-

cate.

The first enduring penny paper in Boston was started

on February 16, 1836 by George Roberts and bore the title of

noston Daily Times . It was not in appearance a very pre-

tentious paper, but it was considerably larger than any one

of its three predecessors in the field. It was very neat

in appearance with a heading in plain old English letters.

Its chase measured 8 3/4 by 13 l/2 incnes and was divided
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47
Into four columns. In its history and in its contents

it is one of the most interesting of tne daily papers of

tnis periol. Its pages tell plainly ol the energy, per-

severance, alertness and ability of its editor, and portray

him as one who knew newspaper psychology, (though probably

he never called it by that namej from the ground up. He

knew how to put into his paper a variety of news, articles and

edvertisement 8 which seem to nave won for it admittance not

only into the homes of the mechanio ana day laborer but

into those of the merchant and the professional man. For

the paper grew in size somewhat, in scope and in circulation

a great deal. Moreover, Mr, Roberts knew that nothing

succeeds like success and very frequently there appeared

in the pages ol the Times articles which told of its rapid

48 49
growth, of its new type or press; of its remarkable cel-

erity in publishing quantities of extras with special news

of great importanoe^*^ of its enormous circulation,^^ and

6£
quoted paragraphs on its prosperity from other papers.

Such a course tne larger papers nad never followed to a

like degree. Tney spoke of advancement and success but

more qaietly and with less detail. The penny papers all

of them talked frequently of their greet progress, undoubtedly

with exaggeration, but we must never forget that they were at

first looked upon as upstarts of a pariah sort end that in

order to overcame opposition, which was often underground and
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insidious, they had to publish sKeets worth having, and

advertise them thoroughly. It took a particularly ener-

getic and enterprising man to run a penny sheet in these

early years.

How greatly the Times grew in the filteen years

from its start to the close of 1850 is summarized rather

strikingly in an ^editorial which appeared in that paper

on November 4, 1650. The occasion was the occupation by

the firm of its new six story building just completed at

numbers 3 and 5 State street. The wnole had cost them

$E0,000 but tney had a building of the most approved style

of the day with every sort of a convenience, and with space

enough to let one iloor to others. The article in part

was as follows:

"Pifteen years ago, George Roberts, Ssq., com-
menced the publication ol this paper in a retired part
ol the city. It was started es an experiment by a young
man of humble means, but ardent temperament, industrious,
frugal, ana sanguine that il energy and perseverance could
establish a paper for the million it should be done

"Prom the narrow and contracted quarter in which
the Boston Daily Times first saw lignt, it has taken up its
abode in one ol tne most elegant newspaper buildings in
the country. Prom a print which contained not more than
what would constitute two columns of our present reading
matter, it now publishes from twelve to fourteen columns
of fresh intelligence from all parts of the world, every
mornings

”Prom tne sneet of diminutive circulation and
little iniluence, it has gradually grown with the en-
lightenment of the age, and the progress of civilization,
until it has reached an issue of Twenty-two Thousand per
day, and possesses a moral power unequaired by that of
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any ol its contemporaries.

"From a printing press which could scarcely v.:j.

strike ofl five hundred copies per hour, it new has one -
the second ol the kind ever, manufactured - that can easily
print nine thousand, and when nard pushed twelve thousand
per hour.

"From an ofl ice without many of the conveniences
even then in use, it has now one ol tjie most extensive and
well appointed printing establishments in the Union.

"From having its editorials written on a pine
table, it now encourages tne genius and exalts the ambi-
tion ol its editors and reporters, by giving them splendid
mahogany tables and desks and sanctums furnished in a
manner which, we doubt not, will create a feeling of envy
in the breasts of our brotners of tne quill every where.

"From a chary outlay of a few dollars for Items
ol news, it can now afford and does pay the enormous sum
of ten thousand dollars per annum lor telegraph matter alone.

"These are Indeed wonders; but il any of our
friends doubt our present prosperity, we cordially invite
tnem to visit us ana examine tne interior arrangements of
our establishment." 53

Such progress required, however, unceasing vigi-

lance and the most exacting labor. It is characterized thus

in this same article:

"Yet it requires years ol toil end intense anxiety, the out-
lay of inmense sums of money, and the display of much genius,
talent end indefatigable industry, to place a newspaper in
the prominent position which the Times now enjoys.

During the greater part of this period Mr. Roberts

was the responsible publisher of the paper. Most of the

time he had one or more partners who assisted him. bir. M. M.

55
Cook was associated with him for somewhat over a year and

for 8 part ol the time his name appeared alone on the paper.^^

In the ’forties there was first Mr. Beaon^'^ then Mr. M.H.Gar-
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C p
fieldi The business wes not at once, however, a greet

success and in September oi 1840 Mr, Koberts announced

that on account oi pecuniary difficulties he had sold

the Times and vo uld shortly begin a new daily and weekly

paperP^ Then four days later came the further announcer—

ment that he had been enabled to buy the Times again and so

would continue with it^^

Some of the steps by whicn tne Boston Daily Times

mounted from its humble start in the basement of a building^^

62
on Washington Street to tnat red letter day, November 4,

1650, when its new building was opened on State Street, are

interesting and noteworthy, and in a way show the advance

of tne principles of Jacksonian Democracy in this period.

The first enlargement of the paper, which was

made possible by a daily circulation stated at 12,000 copies,

came in June 1836, four months after its start. The change

at this time was mostly on tne mechanical side. A new double

cylinder press, which was claimed to be the first ever intro-

duced into New England, was installed, the chase was enlarged

to 11 by 15 3/4 inches, and a new supply of paper of a larger

size was secured. A detailed editorial on tne progress of

the paper was justified with tnese words:

"It should be borne in mind that ours is a peculiar case -

that we have introduced into this city an entirely new
order of things in tne newspaper line - and that some ac-
count of our success in the undertaking is necessary to
a general appreciation ol our plan and its further ad-
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vencement. It is an experiment, ol the eucoees of which
the public ought to be inlormed, for it is, as we believe,
but tne commencement of a general revolution in the news-
paper press 01 this country.

By the "new order of things" was meant its stand-

ing as a penny paper, and the only one, so far as incomplete

files and odd copies of others show, in tne city at this date.

It seems to neve utterly disregarded the pioneer work of its

predecessors.

Toward tne end of 1836 came tne announj ement that

further improvements were about to take place in the composi-

tion of tne Times . First of ell tnere was to be new type

and better paper which would improve the appearance of the

Sheet. An even higher level of work than formerly was

promised in the editorial department. The good qualities

of the rest of the paper were pointed out, the gist of the

whole argument being that the reader and advertiser got

quite as much as in the larger papers but that it was con-

densed and compacted so tnat the meaning of the whole was

clearer end obtainable in far less time. This, it maintained,

was ol particular advantage to the laboring classes who had

64
less time to spend in tne reading of newspapers.

In March 1839 came a busy week for the paper due

to developments in tne Mai nABoundery question, and to de-

falcations on the part of a Mr, Swartwout, It took upon

itself the task of publishing numerous extras, which in-

creased tne sum total ol its figures and its amount of labor
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by e large amount. The figures for the week's work appeared

in tae issue for March 4th and were quoted in the Oouri er

witn Gommendation oi the paper on March 6th*

"Hegular publicetijn of Dailies 66,400
Regular publication of Weeklies 1,800
Extra publications 16,300
Maps of Disputed Territory 6,800
Making total issue 80,300"

Somewhat over a year later, in October 1840, was

begun a regular second edition of tne Times . to appear every

day at twelve o'clock noon. It was to publish in its pages

the news brought by the Kew fork and Southern Mails, in-

cluding Congressional proceedings, any interesting events

of tne morning in the courts, and city items, and would

be ready for those who wanted to stop in for the latest

66
news on tneir way home to dinner.

In December of this year besides new type, better

paper and press work, and an enlargement of the size of the

chase to 14 l/2 by 19 Inches, there were improvements in the

content of the paper which were important to its progress,

A shipping journal and commercial record were tne particular

67
things added, and enabled tne Times to appeal with new force

to tne merchant class. The circulation at tnis time was

claimed at nearly £0,000 daily for the two editions, and the

68
capacity of tne press 4,800 impressions an hour. Of the

improvements in the mechanical side of the paper and of its

general conduct and policy tne larger papers throughout the
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city spoke very highly, There was no hint of superiority^_^.

or patronage in tneir attitude toward the Times or its

manager.

Two particularly interesting changes took place

in 1841, one the issuing of the second edition at an earlier

hour, namely nine in the morning, end a slight change in its

character made necessary, in part, by the change in the time

of publication. It was still to contain tne latest news

received by the mails, end was to have as a new feature,

extracts from the leaders or editorials of the different

city papers, long enougn to convey to the readers the opinions
70

on matters of interest and importance of the different editors^

This second edition, so far as its news content was concerned,

was always printed in the paper of tne following day, usually

71
on the fourth page, so although complete files of the sep-

arate second edition are not available now, their chief con-

tents are preserved in this way. The second innovation in

this year was the installation of a new Hoe press run by

7£
steam power and printing between 6 and 7000 an hour. The

publication of a fact like this not only showed that the

paper must have a large circulation to require anything of

this sort, but made more people think it was so good a news-

paper that they ought to buy it every day, and thus acted

as an agent in increasing the number of purchasers and readers.

The progress of tfie Times . due to tne energy and
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cleverness ol its proprietors, wss steady through the

'forties and was kept always before the public eye.. People

did not cease to wonder tnat so much could be afforded at

73
so low a price, and I am inclined to think that the pub-

lishers intended to keep tnem wondering. In 1848 new tj^pe

was put in, and a Hoe press whicn was declared "to give the

incredible number ol twelve thousand impressions an hour."*^^

The next year the paper was publishing three regular editions:

an early morning, an afternoon at ten A. M. and an evening at

76
one P, M.

In Kqvember 1850 came the climax of success for

tne Times in tnese years when it wss moved into its new

six-story, steam-heated building on State Street, on the

site of tne old one. Its contemporaries spoke highly of

the building and its equipment , and of the paper. Por the

benefit oi tneir readers and to impress them duly the build-

ing was described in detail in tne issue for the 4th, and

* 76
tne names of all tne different contractors given. It

certainly proved that a penny paper well-conducted was a

splendid business investment. At the time of the opening

of the new Duilding the proprietors gav-e an entertainment

to some of their friends and patrons and according to one

of the number the "Bill of Fare embraced any quantity of

77
good things of tne very best quality." This opening was

a big event, not only in the history of the Daily Times ^
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but eleo in that ol tne wnole field of journalism in

Boston lor it was s step in tne progress of newspaper

publishing from a small offioe basis to a large business

establisnment

.

In the character ol its contents the Times was

with one exception a typical penny paper, giving reports

ol Congress briefly and of the courts in considerable de-

tail, presenting its news in a lively manner end in short

concise paragraphs. In the natter of advertisements it

took a step forward by refusing to admit any large cuts

to aocompany tnem, beginning in June 1837, on the ground

that t/iey were inconvenient to the publishers, disagree-

able to the ’’optics" of the readers, and injured the ap-

pearance of tne paper. Nor did it change tnis rule during

78
tne remaining thirteen years of the period. By virtue of

having the largest circulation in tne city during

most of these years. Post Office lists of letters remain-
79

ing in the offioe were published in its pages.

In politics tne Times for about half of tnese fif-

teen years maintained the strictest possible neutrality.

The course was pursued at first probably to make possible

a wide circulation by antagonizing no one on this score,

and it succeeded. Apparently, people were glad to have a

lively paper in which no party spirit was manifest. Some-

80
times the paper was accused of breaking its neutrality, but
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on the whole it kept its position remarkably well. About

1842 a gradual change became visible and by 1844 when it

absorbed the Bay State Democrat ,
the Vimes had become a

decidedly Democratic paper?^ taking the keenest interest

in all that pertained to politics whether reports of

meetings, discussion of candidates, or election reports

O p
from other states. In this way the thin ranks of the

democratic journals of the city were greatly strengthened.

A statement of its principles, made public

at this time, declared its opposition to a U. S. Bank,

the distribution of the proceeds of the public lands, the

assumption of State debts oy the National Government, in-

ternal improvements by the General Government, a national

debt, and all encroachments or interference of foreign

governnents. It was strongly in favor of a tariff for

revenue with incidental protection to manufacture, the

annexation of Texas, the "reoccupation of Oregon", an

independent treasury frugally administered, freedom of

the states from unconstitutional encroachments on the part

of the general government, and the protection of Maine and

83Oregon at all hazards.

The enterprise of the managers of the Daily

Times was unceasing. It manifested itself not only in

frequent improvements in the mechanical part of the

business, in publicity work, and in new features, but

j
’
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also in the collection and dissemination of nevre , This

was shown, for example, in the case of foreign intelligence.

In May 1839 the Times had some foreign news brought by two

ships from Liverpool upon its bulletin before it was known

at Topliff's, the great news headquarters of the day. It

was a most unusual event for them to be caught napping and

84
the paper was exceedingly proud of its achievement. In

1846 Messrs. Beach of the Uew York Sun , and Greeley and

McElrath of the Ti ibune arranged for a special express

to meet the Cambria from Liverpool at Halifax and rush

the news overland to New York. The Cambria was a Cunarder

and ran to Boston, so the news was usually relayed hence to

New York. In this express the Times , with its weekly edition,

the Notion , joined. It was a complicated affair but its

success was its own reward. It was in charge of Mr. Ira

Yale and Mr. George Ormiston, two enterprising business

men. Meeting the Cambria at Halifax and securing the news,

Ormiston was rushed by sleigh to Granville Point, twelve

miles south of Annapolis, a distance of one hundred and

forty-four miles, in eleven hours and five minutes, A

waiting boat took him from there to Portland, where an

Eastern Railroad train was ready to carry him to Boston,

completing the run in three and a half hours. The total

time of the entire trip was thirty-four hours with an

actual running time of thirty-one. The express reached
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Boston In advance of the boat, but only three hours, due to

unusual speed on the part of the Cambria, and difficulties

for the express on account of ice. The news was, of course,

65
immediately issued in an extra. Extras were also issued

upon the arrival of important domestic news, especially at

86
such times as presidential elections, as well as upon the

87
arrival of a foreign steamship with important tidings.

As the years progressed and the telegraph became

more and more perfected and widespread .this first success-

ful penny paper was able to make arrangements for the very

early reception of Congressional reports of some length,

and fully as early as those of any other Boston papers.

The cost of the venture was §200 to §600 a week but there

was sufficient interest at the time in this kind of news

88
to warrant the expenditure.

Such was the history of the Boston Daily Times ,

the first penny paper to succeed in Boston. It was always

bright and interesting, always conducted with energy and

ability and with a keen appreciation of the value of pub-

licity in bringing success to any venture. It was a re-

markably good publication, and furnished far more than his

money's worth to the reader. Run as it was on a cash

basis it could afford to be independent and it was. j<’rom

a business point of view, too, it was very successful. Its

immediate progress and growing patronage brought into the

1
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field a goodly number of corapetitorE, some of which lasted

no time at all. Of those which did endure the raoet promi-

nent and interesting were the Mail . Bee , Chronotype and

Herald . IJot all were of equal grade or reputation. A

contemporary who took the Chronotype . and had by mistake

been given some of the others by the carrier, .once said

of them:

"The Bee amd the Morning Post are endurable; the inflection
of the I.laiJ. and Times can also be borne; but i had as lief
the newsman woulo drop the cholera at my door as the herald .

To a brief study of these we must now turn.

The Daily Mail was begun on December. 8, 1840 by

J. U. Bradley and Company, at 16 State Street. Its editors

were E. C. Purdy and J. S. Houghton. In size the paper

wae rather small with a chase that was only 11 7/8 by

15 3/4 inches, and divided into five columns. It had a

unique and striking heading which was discussed at some

length in an editorial. Between the two words of the title,

which was in old English, plain black and eleven agatea high

was a vignette of a double cylinder Napier printing machine,

manufactured by Hoe and Company in New York, It was the

very model used in the printing of the Mail and other papers

of the time. The picture repiesented the press in operation

with two men feeding it paper, and two others receiving the

printed sheet as it came out. Its ordinary capacity was

said to be 4,000 impressions an hour, but an additional 500

89
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could be made.

The name, .Dally Mall , was given the paper because

its regular hour of publication was to be immediately after

the arrival of the Southern Mail and Hamden’s Express, and

the paper was to cover the news brought by those two agencies.

The other morning papers were published earlier, and this

news was, for this reason, seldom published before late

afternoon when the evening papers came out, unless it was

of particular importance and was issued in an extra. The

Times had only a few weeks before begun a second edition

which came cut at noon and supposedly covered the news

Drought by the Hew York and Southern Mails, but the Mail

apparently gave it scant consideration and specialized on

the news that came oy the latter. That the publication

of the paper might be speedy the advertisements, city items,

editorials and miscellaneous articles were all set up ahead

of time, then when the mail arrived the whole force was put

to work to gather quickly from the Southern papers the most

interesting news together with money market reports, ship

90news and so on, and to rush through the edition.

The paper was begun on the usual cash basis and

with no pledged patronage of any sort. Orders had come in

from newsmen of the city and its vicinity following the an-

nouncement 'of the plans for the paper, and, according to the

Mai 1 itself they had at once ordered nearly six thousand
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91
copies which went off the first day like hot cakes. In

January of 1841 the first edition was put to press about

eight in the morning, and then there was issued "edition

after edition as fast as the news comes in through the day,

92
until the wants of the public ere supplied." The product

of its press, it claimed, was circulated through the city

and in Roxbury, Chelsea, Charlestown, Worcester, New Bedford,

Taunton, Lowell, Rashua, R. H., Salem, Lynn, Beverly, New-

buryport ,
Haverhill, Portsmouth, R.H. , Portland, Maine,

93
Providence, Rhode Island and so on. It was a good cir-

culation for 80 new a paper, but not as widespread as that

of some of the older and more firmly established dailies

94
like the Advert ieer or Couri er .

The Mail grew steadily in the first year of its

existence and like the Times made the most of each step for-

95
ward. The chase was enlarged twice by the addition of a

column in width and some length until it measured at the end

of the year 14 l/s by 19 l/2 inches. The type also was re-

newed and showed a really marked improvement. By Rovember

it claimed a circulation of ei^teen thousand, which was

practically what the Times reported as its patronage at

96
this same time. The Mai

1

was then using a press, run by

steam, which produced 7,000 impressions an hour, 3,000 more

than that employed by this same contemporary.

In 1842 besides one or more regular daily editions
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the publishers of the bally Mall were conducting a weekly

by the name of Universal Yankee Nation , at $2 a year, and

were just starting a weekly Mail at ^1 a year for those

who could not afford either of the others. These two week-

97
lies became a regular part of the publication. Six years

later, in 1848, there were three daily editions, one at

four in the morning for the early trains, a second at nine,

and an evening edition at two in the afternoon. The times

was also publishing three but at slightly different hours?®

In April of 1844, three and a half years after

the commencement of the Daily Mail , there were printed in

its pages some figures which, while they are somewhat

Isolated, are interesting as showing the size business

business conducted by a new penny paper. It had paid out

in that time for paper alone $139,766, to workmen in its

different departments $22,831, for apparatus, which included

99
presses, engine and type, $15,490, They show that the

smallest part of the penny papers was the price they

charged per copy. Even this, however, with the daily

circulation they had, though smaller than what they claimed,

would be a very respectable sum. To their expenses they

shortly added considerably by extensive use of the telegraph.

In 1848 the Daily Mail claimed daily connection, with a

possibility of it more frequently, with places as far west

as Cincinnati, as far north as Montreal, and as far south
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as Richmond, while it hoped soon to be in line with New

Orleans. Through these means it was the express intention

of the publishers to make the paper even more interesting

and more worthy of support than it then was^^^ Agents for

the Mail were scattered throughout the New England States

and in the largest cities of other sections of the country.

In the character and proportions of its con-

tents the Mail was very much like the Times . It was an-

nounced at the start that it woul(? contain usually;

"News by the F!teamboat Mail - short and sharp editorial
paragraphs - Reports of public meetings, festivals, and
important trials - Local Intelligence - Sellected [sic]
miscellany, poetry, and scrape - monetary articles, ship
news, and business advertising," It ideal was never to
"intrude upon the sanctity of private life, or private
character, for the materials of local newB,"!^^ not to

admit to its columns advertisements of an objectionable

103
sort. To this plan in its various departments the

conductors of the paper adhered with no vital variation

throughout the period, except that they did not entirely

neglect legislative news, and made every possible exertion

to get the foreign news out first when a ship arrived.

In April 1841 when the Acadia came in with important news

on the McLeod affair and the hostile attitude of England

toward this country, besides news from many other parts

of the world, both the Mail and Times claimed to have

published the first and fullest extra, and the latter

declared its presses were going till six at night trying
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to fill the demand, which was finally a total of 25,000*

The Mail was a wide-awake sort of paper and

endeavored to furnish its readers with all kinds of recent

news. Sometimes this meant the crowding of the pages,

even with the anlargements which took place. For example,

March 1848 was a very busy month, for in that took place a

trial for murder which the Mail felt called upon to report

in full daily; then at the same time came the news of the

French Revolution which was written up with considerable

106
detail, and news from the Mexican border. All this had

to be accommodated along with the different regular features

of the paper.

In character the contents of the Mail were always

lively, interesting and vigorous. It had a time headline

instinct but expressed it usually in modest little agate

capitals, which rather took away the push from even such

headings as: "Melancholy Suicide", "Another act of bold

Villainy! - Raring Attempt to burn a Rwelling House in

Somerset Court!" "Ristregslng Calamity”, or "Heart-Rending
106

Accident".

In matters political the Rally Mail did its

best to preserve a studied neutrality, while giving reports

of the legislatures and somewhat of party conditions. This

was true throughout the period, although on some matters,

for example the tariff, it stood definitely for the Whig
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point of view, and although there was published from this

107
same office the Hew Crisis

,
a Whig eanpaign paper of 1848.

Early in 1842 there was formed in Boston an

"Association of Practical Printers" composed of eight equal

shareholders with the firm name of Howland, Bradbury,

Harmon & Company, and its headquarters in the Haskins

Building on Tremont Row. The purpose of the concern was

the publishing of a daily newspaper on the penny cash

system. The capital for the enterprise consisted chiefly

in the industry and good practical training of the menhers

of the firm. They had all had considerable experience in

printing, and at least three of them had worked in a news-

paper office. They felt very strongly that if their labor

had been in the past profitable to others it ought to pay

equally well when employed for their own benefit, and that

the public might safely be relied upon to support honest

labor. For the name of their paper they chose, with a pur-

pose, The Bee , and their motto was, "Industry must prosper.

The first number of the new paper appeared on

the morning of April 25th, 1842, and was a model of neat

typography. Its heading carried out picturesquely the sig-

nificance of the title. Between the words "The" and "Bee",

which were in black and white letters sixteen agates high,

was the picture of a bee-hive with bees flying about it, and

on the small platform support was printed the motto. Above

108
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the picture in smaller type ^as the word '’Daily". The paper

had six columns, the first and last of which ran up on

either side of the heading and contained the names of the

publishers and the price of the paper together with ad-
V

vertising rates. The chase was larger than the first size

of most of the pennies so far, measuring as it did, 13 3/4

by 18 1/4 inches.

The prospectus announced the general character

of the paper and the kind of news it would contain. Its was

to be first and foremost an independent and fearless

paper, devoted to no political party, no sect or group, but

supporting always "the Cause of Truth, Justice and sound

Morality." Through industry it hoped to be able to supply

the fullest news both domestic and foreign, at the earliest

po'isible hour, and to the shipping news it planned to pay

particular attention, being fortunate enough to have one

partner especially skilled in its conduct. Upon advertise-

ments only one condition was imposed, that "they violate

109not the laws of decorum and decency,"

The personnel of the Bee underwent few con-

spicuous changes during its eight years of existence in

this period. The name of the firm was changed in the

middle 'forties to Bradbury, Harmon & Company, but there

are no detailed announcements of changes in members hip^^^

The event which caused the most striking reversal of
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policy in these years of the Bee was the coming of

Ben. Perley Poore to its editorial chair. He had teen

on that strongly political paper, the Atlas . and under

his guidance the Bee immediately dropped its neutrality

and became definitely and very actively ii'hig. In other

respects the policy of the paper continued as before.

Mr. Poore, like his associates, was a trained printer,

with high ideals for the public press, and decried attacks

upon each other by the various papers because he felt it

lowered the whole level of newspaper courtesy. Be was a

man of unusually wide experience ^nd Drought to his task

as well natural ability of no mean sort. For several years

Paris correspondent of the Boston Atlas ,he had contributed

to that paper uright, interesting letters on men and events

in Europe, with shrewd observations of their character and

significance. He was at the same time commissioned by the

State of Massachusetts to act as its Historical Agent in

France, an honor which involved the task of searching French

archives for material on Massachusetts history. He was

therefore well trained in observation and research and in the

choosing of the essential element in a mass of material.

Be was widely known in the United states through his letters,

and well-liked by all. The complimentary notices about

him in the papers of Boston and more distant cities when

he became editor of the Bee were quoted in that paper, and

MliM
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even allowing for exaggeration, they are such as might

give any editor a feeling of justifiable pride,^^^

under the guidance of its practical printers

the Bee flourished and became a very popular paper.

Internal evidence shows this plainly in various way.

Typographically it was usually neat, but not more so than

many of its contemporaries. It was printed at the start

112
on a double cylinder Napier press ao were a number of

the other papers. Because of the continuous wear upon it

the type had to be renewed frequently and was always very

much improved at such times. It made less of the changes

as a rule, however, and of the installation of new machinejry

than did the 'limes or the t^alll^^

The paper began with two editions, one early

in the morning and one after the arrival of the Southern

114
Kail. By the end of the period it had three daily, one

early in the morning, a second at 8;30 and another at 2

115
in the afternoon. It gained a wide circulation almost

at once and it was this that made more than one edition

possible. At the end of its first week of existence the

Bee announced that its city patronage was almost equal
•

to that of its contemporaries, -a statement to be taken,

doubtless, with more reservations than it contained, eind

that its country subscriptions were increas ing^^^ In 1847

and again in 1850 it was claiming a circulation unequalled
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by any other paper In New England, a not unusual claim

among the pennies.

On Sunday, December 21, 1848 vsas begun by

Mr, Poore Perley’s Sunday Pic Uic ,
which was a Sunday

morning edition of the regular weekly conducted by the

lift
proprietors of the See . Sunday editions were not un-

known, but so far had been few, short-lived and far be-

tween, for public sentiment was as yet strongly against

119
them. This paper was to be chiefly literary, but was

also to present the latest intelligence. Its start was

propitious, and promised a long life. Whether this came

to pass, I have found no files to prove,
{

Its picturesque heading the Bee retained in

one form or another, all very much alike, throughout the

period, with its title sometimes The Bee , at others The

120
Boston Daily Bee . The chase grew but little during

these eight years. From its original size of 13 3/4 by

18 1/4 inches it was enlarged by 1860 to 15 by 20 with

121
seven instead of six columns.

The pages of the Bee were snugly filled with

small Items of news from all about the world, and formed

in the paper little sections which made it not unlike the

honeycomb of its namesake. It was quite like that furnished

by the other pennies but of a higher tone than that found

in some of them. It was always presented in a bright,

f WJl Jl'-f
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simple and interesting manner. Extras and expresses

123
were used in competition with other pennies and one of

them is especially interesting because it produced a cut

which might well be called a predecessor of our modern

cartoons. In this picture the Bee express was represented

as a rocket travelling through the air at the rate of sixty

miles an hour, a dizzy speed in the imagination of the

•forties, while that of the Times was a steamship which

124
could make only ten miles . Because of the character of

•he news it contained, and the way in which it was presented,

as well as its kindly attitude toward others, the Bee was

well-liked by all who knew it , and was regarded by many as

preferable to the other Boston penny dailies, and deserving

of patronage in their place. A Baltimore paper characterized

it as one of the ’•raciest and most agreeable of the Boston

papers", while the Nantucket Mirror wrote that "as a paper

of correct moral tone, of honesty and enterprise, of domestic
125

and foreign news," it stood "second to none in Boston".

Of quite as much vivacity and enterprise as its

contemporaries, and of much more independent and radical

nature was the DaiJy Chronotype begun February 11, 1846,
»

by Elizur Wright with S. N. Dickinson A Company as its

126
printers. With such an editor the paper could hardly

be otherwise than "Independent in Everything, Neutral in

Nothing" as its motto advertised it to be. Like J. T. Buck-
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ingharn, Elizur Wright was a native of Connecticut. When

he was a hoy his family moved to Ohio, and there he grew up

and taught school, finally becoming in 1829 professor of

Mathematics and Physics in Western Reserve College at

Hudson, Ohio, where he stayed for four years. Early be-

coming interested in the anti-slavery movement, he moved

to New York in 1833 and there for five years edited

abolitionist journals. He was also one of the founders

of the American Anti-Slavery Society. His stand finally

led to the mobbing of his home in Brooklyn in 1838, and

he took refuge in Boston. Here he edited the Massachusetts

Abolitionist and the Free American and finally established

127
the Chronotype in 1846*

From its first number on this paper was lively,

energetic and very positive, slangy at times, and at times

more than necessarily outspoken. It was progressive, or

radical, according to the point of view one took. It sup-

ported the Free Soil Party, espoused the cold water cure,

Igo
aided the anti-slavery causet denounced capital punish-

129
ment by the state, and the liquor laws, urged a direct

tax on capital invested in the liquor businesst demanded,

definite but peaceful social and laboring reform for the

working classes, giving three columns on its first page

for some time to friends of social reform^^^ advocated

writing and printing reforma^^^ and reported phonograph-
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ically the speechea of Theodore Parker ,

whom many at this

time thought a heretic of heretics. It was above all the

people's paper giving free vent to its views on religion,

politics, trade, art, science, literature and so on, and

they were never put weakly nor evasively. But it was al-

ways above all a newspaper, reporting events and opinions

from all over the world, issuing extra's and running its

134
expresses as did the other papers.

That its outspoken and positive manner should

135
win it opponents is not to be wondered at, but it was

chiefly among those who were in one degree or another con-

servatives. It support of reforms and innovations of all

kinds won for it without doubt many of their adherents, for

it was far more pronounced in the support of the anti-

slavery cause, for example, than any other Boston daily.

The editor was not conspicuously narrow-minded

for while holding very definite views with regard to things

himself, he gave other folks a chance to express theirs in
*

the Chronotype even when they were diametrically opposed.

This was the case when some friends of social reform had

space on the first page, Mr. Wright announced that he was

in no way responsible for what they put in, and that if he

disagreed with them he should say so in another part of the

136

Aside from its value and inteiest as a general

paper
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nevispaper which was quite equal to that of any of the other

penny dailies, the Chronotype furnished through its pages

one of the clearest and most readable pictures of the

reforms of the 'forties, and in a style which the man on the

street could not fail to enjoy. Many of them had their own

particular organs# The abolitionists had several of which

the Liberator was the most conspicuous, those who wanted

spelling reform published the Angle-Sacsun , the Hangman

expressed the views of those who opposed capital punish-

ment, but the Chronotype was a sort of patch work quilt

done in vivid colors and sewed together with a thread of

jolly good humor which was sometimes stained with too deep

a dye of irony or sarcasm to be pleasant,. His ideals for

his paper, and all papers, Mr. Wright outlined in an ed-
f

itorial October 22, I860:

"It will be devoted to News, Commerce, Manufactures, Agri-
culture, Education, Arts, Tciences, Manners, Morals, Poli-
tics, Psychology, Theology, and all other human interests
and inquiries - in the past, present, and future tenses
and will yet be no more the paper of one class, section
or party, than of another. Whoever seeks in it the
editor’s own peculiar views on any subject, will, in due
time, find them, but he will also find, as distinctly,
and perhaps as earnestly and ably expressed, all sorts
of views that conflict with his, 'What the age needs is
an every day sheet, like the one St, peter saw, in which,
while there is nothing stale, flat, common, or really un-
clean, there shall be a great variety of what may seem
so to some people - a sheet in which all thinking men,
whether rich or poor, literate or illiterate, conservative
or destructive, Christian or Infidel, Whig, Lemocrat or
Free Soil, may unite and find, not only a great deal which
they w ish to read, but a little which they need to read
and don ' t wish to - a sheet to teach them, not only what
they themselves think, and how they feel, but what and
how others think and feel. What business has the newspaper

,
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the great light, lawgiver, pilot, chart, compaee, and
guide of this age, to be the mouthpiece of a sect, party,
or faction, any more than th^ eun has to shine only for
the elect? What monstrous vanity for an editor to sup-
pose that hie little insect buzz can fill the world's
great ear, so as to shut out every voice whose meaning
he likes not! His vocation, if he be wise, is to give
every voice its due place, to blend and concentrate
all the rays of light - and darkness, too perhaps, -

so that the world may have the benefit of free day-
light, as Heaven makes it. Men that are men, of all
parties, are becoming equally sick of party organa that
are always stretching the truth on one side and docking
it on the other, and of no-souled journals that eschew
all subjects which are of interest enough for men to
dispute about and dedicate themselves to dullness.
They want a journal that is sufficiently brave to speak
what its own editor really thinks, and candid enough to
speak what any and everybody else thinks. They want a
journal which shall epitomize the universe without
partiality or distortion." 137

The existence of the Chronotype was intense

but very brief. Toward the end of 1850 Mr. bright, who

edited it from beginning to end, found that a new

Free Soil paper was soon to be started. Opening negotia-

tions with its sponsors it was soon arranged that the

Chronotype be merged with it, that a large part of the

Chronotype staff should be transferred to the new paper,

which was to be called the Commonwealth
, and that Mr. Wright

should be one of these. This began the first of January
I'ao

1851 and the Chronotype was merged with it on the second*.

The Chronotype began in 1846 with a chase of

9 by 11 3/4 inches and grew before it ended to a sheet only

13 3/4 by 19 1/2 inches. In price it increased, too, in

August 1849 from one cent a number to ten cents a week, and
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for mailing customers Irom ^3 to $5 a year. This took it

really out of the class of penny papers, but is character

did not change noticeably even so.

There was with the change in price one par-

ticular change in the character of the paper. This was

in the matter of advertisements which in the future it

Intended should be set less conspicuously, in better taste,

and should be fewer in number, a step made possible by the

increase in price of subscription. If the public supported

this the editor said of the position of the Chronotype;

"We shall no longer be so entirely dependent on advertisers
as to be obliged to consult their whims and make our ad-
vertising pages resemble an old curiosity shop hung round
with pictures of chaos, night, sin, and pestilence. We
shall be no longer obliged to scream in type, or carry
around showbills on our shoulders.

"Advertisements, unless very important and well paid
for, will now have to give place to news and discussion.

Like the editor of the hee

,

Mr. Wright approved

of Sunday editions of newspapers. He had boldly declared

this in the case of the Sunday Telegraph in 1846^^^ and

again when Perley*s Sunday Pic Hie appeared, saying at this

time: "People can do worse than to read the newspapers on
Sunday in the midst of their families We have not,
as a people, yet half learned the value of the living daily
Press.” 142

He also commended the Sunday News in 1849,^'^® In September

1850, with the reorganization of the Chronotype which fol-

lowed a temporary suspension about this time, Mr. Wright
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began a Sunday edition of his own paper. This Sunday

Chronotype had one edition published in time to go out

on the late trains Saturday night, the other early

Sunday morning for circulation in the city. Its price

was two cents a copy for those who took the daily the

144
rest of the week, three cents for all others . In spite

of this and other pioneers, however, the Sunday press did

not become an e stablished fact until sometime after the

145
Civil iVar. Public opinion was too strongly opposed,

and the papers could not stand out against it*

The most sensational, the yellowest of all the

journals of the Boston of 1830 - 1850 was a paper which

today deservedly holds a high place in the ranks of Boston

newspapers, the Boston Herald * Pew papers have changed

more radically during their lives than did this. It was

an outgrowth of the American Eagle , a Tative American

paper started in 1844 by some journeymen printers from

the office of the Bos ton Times , under the firm name of

Baker, French, Harmon & Company. Heat and spirited the

paper at first flourished with the party it supported,
•

then followed it to its death. In 1846 when the Eagle

was found to be gradually but very surely declining, its

proprietors decided to establish an evening paper, neutral

in politics, under a new name, and, if this should be

successful, to let the older paper die. The new paper
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was the Evening Herald » he gun August 21, 1846, under the

editorship of V/illiam 0. Eaton, a Bostonian, and only

twenty-two years old. The first edition of the paper

numbered 2,000. Its editorial and reportorial staff for

some months boasted only two members, and its contents

146
was in large measure taken from the Lagle .

In spite of its rather difficult beginning

the Herald lived and piospered to such an extent that

with the first of the l.'ew year a morning edition was begun

and the two appeared in new dress. George W. Tyler was

put in charge ol the morning paper and Eaton kept the

evening edition. With these two in charge an interesting

political experiment was carried an for awhile. One editor

advocated in his paper Democratic views, the other 'Whig, but

the public did not enjoy the mixture and after a time Eaton,

the Democrat, was allowed to withdraw. In March of 1847

French and Stowers became the publishers of the paper, then

later Samuel K. Head Dought the latter’s interest. The

147editor was William J. Snelling, a brilliant and fearless

writer, who was already well-known in journalism, having .

written for the Hew England Galaxy and Kew England Magazine

and edited the Castigator and several other papers. He was

a native of Boston, educated at West Point, than a fur trap-

per in Maine and later engaged in the Galena lead mines.

He began writing in 1828 and continued it constantly. His
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death which came in Decemher 1848 while editor of the

Herald was due to excessive use of liquor. 148 Hie successor

was G. W, Tyler who had already edited the paper at one

149
time. In 1849 Mr. French became sole proprietor.'

In spite of, perhaps because of, its frequent

changes in management, the Herald grew rapidly. Its cir-

culation in the ^ring of 1847 was s tated to total 11,270,

150
and somewhat over a year later was put at 18,715 dailyi

In March 1949 the claim was 22,000^^^ and in December of

that year according to affidavits filed with the city crier

152
it was only 11,250,*''*' probably the most accurate of any of

the statements, because of the character of it. Its edi*

tions also increased in number during these four years, in

1847 it had three, an early morning paper, a nine o'clock,

153and one at two in the afternoon. In 1849 it began the

custom of publishing four daily: 5 A.M., 8 A.M., 12 M. and

2 l/2 P.M., besides the weekly Herald it was publishing

154
meanwhile for country subscribers.

The files of the paper, scattered though the num-

bers are now. in different libraries, show its sensational

and sometimes disgusting character too plainly for denial.

While the paper was bright and interesting, clever and newsy.

there was a dark side which no amount of skilled writing or

155wittiness could cover.**'*' The Chrono type was rabid on the

subject and made the most extreme accusations against the
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Herald and its conductors. It declared that the decalogue

156
of this paper lacked entirely the 7th and 9th commandment s,

and accused the Heralds ,
both of New fork and Boston, of

mendacity and of lying, all of which while not to be taken

literally had a large element of truth in it . A very prac-

tical demonstration of the attitude of two other pennies

toward it is given in the Herald Itself at one time.. It seems

an Important part of the press broke and rendered the whole

thing useless. Both the L'ail and the Bee , in a none too

pleasant fashion, refused aid in this emergency and the

two final editions of the Herald for that day were of neces-

sity omitted.

The Herald was responsible for the introduction

into Boston Journalism of news from the courts to a degree

never before imagined. Take for example a number chosen at

random, that for May 26th, 1849. On the first page three

and a half columns were given over to the trial of murder

of V. P. Coolldge in Augusta, Maine. This account was con-

tinued through nearly a whole column on page three. The

second page had two columns on the trial of John W. Crafts

for eonspiracy to destroy the ship Franklin of Boston, and

the fourth column told of a fraud on the city of Boston. On

page three was a four and one half column report of the ex-

ecution of Washington Goode at the Leverett street Jail the

day before, with a picture of the scene Just before the
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boards were palled away and he was suspended. Also on this

page was the account of the execution of a man in Mew Hamp-

shire. On the fourth page were given in three columns the

particulars of the sinking of a steamer, and in half a

column the proceedings on a divorce case. It is easy to

imagine that the sprinkling of other news, and the few col-

159
umns of advertisements paled into utter insignificance

in the glare of such morbid sensationalism. Furthermore

when the Webster-Parkman murder took place the Herald went

into every gheistly detail, even to minute drawings, and while

all the papers noticed the murder, none went into details

ansrwheres near as minute. of course every number of the

paper was not of so extreme a character, but each one par-

took of this nature to a considerable degree, and far

^ any
more so than * other of the other Boston dailies of the time.

To close our study of the penny papers of Boston

in the years 1830 to 1850 with such a discouraging outlook

as the Herald presented would be to leave a wrong impression

of Boston Journalism at this time, it was a long way down

from the lofty level and ideals of the "respectable" Adver -

tiser to the Boston Herald , but these two presented rather

the two extremes than the happy medium toward which the

majority of the daily papers were tending, bach had its

faults, and its extremes, no one was perfect, no two were

alike, but because of their differences, because of the
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variety of material they presented they were better able to

satisfy the diverse tastes of the people of the city* in

the early 'thirties the population almost as a whole was

of the sort to enjoy and appreciate a paper of the charac-

ter of the Advertis er or Cour ier * and none outside of this

class could aflord to take newspapers* With the rapid

change which took place in the composition of the popula-

1 62
tion in the succeeding years a new kind of paper was

necessary, one distinctly more popular in character* This

need, only partly met by the larger evening papers, was

more adequately supplied by the penny dailies which sprang

up rapidly after 1833* Some of them died as suddenly as

they appeared, others, filling a definite need, lasted for

a longer or shorter period*

uf the five principal penny dailies one only, the

is in
Boston .Heralfl ^exis tence to-day. The other four, together

with a dozen or fifteen others which were started in this

period but did not last it out, have disappeared* The last

issue of the Times appeared on April 23, 185.7 and announced

its sale to the Herald * The Mail issued its last number on

jjecember 31, 1853* The Bee was merged with the Atlas in

the middle ’fifties. The Chrono/type Just lasted out the

period, then in January 1851 was Joined to the new Common-

wea 1th . This union of the different papers with one

another was the Inevitable result of the starting of more
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dallies than the city needed or wanted At a given time,

and meant the improvement of those that were left.
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newspapers, vol . II, pp. 58-60; Hudson^ Journalism,
p. 416.
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also Hudson, Journal! an, p. 427.
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16. Ibid, p, 151.
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18. See accounts of this paper in Hudson's, and Lee's books.
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19. Times, Dec. 8 and 29, 1840.
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21. See above Chapter I.

22. Lee, op. cit, p. 190.

23. See copy for Aug. 19, 1833, B.P.L. misc. papers.

24. Life an(3 ancestry of Rev. Alvan Bond, D.D. 1793-1882,
p. 12 of register at end of volume.

25. Boston directory, 1833, and 1840.
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29. Ibid, Mar. 24, 1834, B.P.L. miso. papers.

30. N. J. archives. Col. Docs, let series, v. 12, p.p.CCIXV
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31. Transcript, Sept. 4, 1833, p. 2, col. 2.

32. Lee, op. cit. p. 187
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some at B.P.L.

34. Boston directory 1834.

36.

Ibid, 1848 - 9. p. 56.

36. Daily Centinel, Apr. 18, 1836, p.2, col. 3
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38. News, Mar. 13, 1834, p.l, col. 1.

39. Ibid, Mar. 17, 1834, p. 2, col. 2.
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VI. BOSTOU IVaSKLY WSysPAPiiRS, 1830-.1850.

Boeto
i^^luenca of the dhily newepapars inn rom 1630 , i860 .as undoubtedly niore in^portant-

P , they were namerioanv j

twn K .

^rioally in a decided minority, over
°

anc trl-,ae.l, Llisted at aoaa tl^a during thaea tao d a
‘-n .ag„„ long .a^cra tMa tl

'

bafora daily aa
”* ^tabllahad“ally papars aa^a i^to ganaral usa. othara aap aad pariahad daring tha pericd. ibay ,ara saat tl^^*aabsoribara in tba city, and ao.a oP tba« bad a .aablargar oiroalatioo in tha suburbs in nth

Sa* liaglaad and tha Dnit a

’ "
tha unitad stataa than did tha daiiiaa

probabla from tha fast that thai
Prloa was lowar than that of tha 1

-'>-^‘P‘ton

thfl
large and sometimes cfthe penny dailies varying as it .jf±us as it did from ^l to a. 1

that due to less fra ..

^
less frequent publication the cost of' .

to tha aubsoribar uor
®*

«®naral weakly nawsoa

* ‘«<>«orar. soma of thaiy nawspapars ware laballad "yor tb,and mada uo of o. oountry"up Of nawa aapaoially for thia aactlon.
So many diffarant intaraata wara re

‘•’u -a.iy papara that they oan b, dividad a
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papers, in vjhioh the literary element was very important

and sometimes predominant ,, and second, those devoted to

a certain interest, such as religion, business or agri-

culture.

In their appearance, in the character of their

contents, and in the division of space these papers

differed radically from the dailies. In size of chase

they varied from 6 7/8 by 9 3/4 to 67 by 90 inches,^

although only two reached a size approaching this latter

3
extreme, and averaged about 16 by 20 inches. With few

exceptions, they had like the dailies but four pages.

Typographically they were, generally speaking, neat.

They indulged more frequently than did the dailies in

elaborate engraved headings. Their contents was usually

made up of nows, editorials, literature and advertisements

as was that of the dally papers, but in amount it was vary

different. In all of them advertisements played a very

minor part, and in some there wore not more than a half

a dozen, flews varied in amount and kind according to

the class to which the paper belonged, but generally

speaking the literary part of the paper which included

poetry, stories and essays, took up more space than did

any other one section. Soma of them printed regular

editorials, and those in the papers which had the

largest proportion of general news ware of as much
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interest and value as those written for the daily papers.

Marine Lists and market reports were printed in some,

and marriage and death notices in practically all of

the weeklies.

There were two distinct classes of general news-

papers in Boston during the two decades 1830-1850. 5^ie

oldest was made up of some semi-weekly and tri-weekly and

a growing number of weekly papers devoted to news and

literature, a sort of paper, started long before dailies

were thought of, by the publisher of the Boston Hews -

Letter , the oldest and most famous of its class. Ciero

were many of them in this period, certainly not less than

fifty, but the most famous of them are the oldest, all

but one of which were merged with some other paper during

this time.

The first of these was the Independent Chronicle ,

a semi-weekly paper, established under this name in 1776,

but really an outgrowth of the Essex Gazette founded in

Salem in 1768. It was sold in 1819 to the Boston Patriot

then ten years old, and the united paper issued da^ily as

well as semi-weekly until 1831 when the whole thing was

4
sold to the Advertiser . The second of them was the

Columbian Gentinel , begun in 1784 as the Massachusetts

Centinel and Republican Journal by Benjamin Russell.

This in 1830-31 was being published as a semi-weekly
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and had a daily edition, then on May 3d, 1831, it was

united with the Mew England Palladium ,
a paper dating

haok to the end of the 16th oentury. After this a Joint

daily was issued, and two semi -weekly papers under the

separate titles, one on Tuesday and ?riday, the other on

Wednesday and Saturday. In 1836 the proprietors hought

the Boston Gazette whieh dated from 1795, and in 1840 the

whole Goncern was sold to the firm of the Boston Daily

5Advertiser
. of which Mathan Hale was head. With this

union five of the most famous of the old Boston papers,

four of which lasted into the ’thirties, had been

swallowed up by the oldest daily and become merely

history.

Another of the older papers was the Mew Sngland

Galaxy , a weekly begun in 1617 by Joseph Tinker Bucking-

ham, and early in 1830 published by Otis Clapp for Fred-

eric S. Hill. In the next eight years it had fully that

number of different managers and editors, and bought the

D. S. Literary Advertiser , the Commentator and the pearl,

then in 1838 was itself sold to William Warland Clapp

of the Evening Gazette ,^ "a family newspaper, devoted

to news, comnarce, agribulture, manufactures, religion,

literature, arts and soienoes".^ Two editions of this

paper were published, one Saturday afternoon, the other

at night "so as to anticipate the publication of the mail
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news of Sunday.** It was this paper, too, whieh was

responsible for the introduotion of the first Kapier

Cylinder press into Boston at the end of 1630.^ In

1639 flith the comraenoement of the twenty-seventh volume

the announoement was made that the senior publisher had

been in the firm for twenth-three years, that there were *

on the subsoription list the names of a thousand persona

residing in Boston and vicinity who had taken the paper

this whole time, and twelve hundred who had taken it

10
regularly for the last ten years. It remained in the

Clapp family for many years. Mr. Charles W. Clapp was

associated with his father from 1638 on and in 1648

C. W. and S. ». Clapp, Jr., were its editors. The next

year the latter became both editor and publisher.

There were many other valuable and interesting

general papers in this period, ineluding the Yankee

Blade , published in the late 'forties, the Union Jack ,

edited by Harry Hazel and "Richly freighted with Tales

of Sea and Land, Sketches of Uaval Battles, Whaling,

Privateering, Piracy, Ship and other news of the day",

and another paper of the 'forties, the Ifaursday Messenger ,

rather large, and extensively illustrated in the style

of the time with woodcuts. There was the Gleaner , a

penny weekly paper about the size of the 12 Q'Clook

Hews and published in the same year, 1834, and the
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Bostonian , publishad latar tiiat yaar, for the sama prise,

by the same man, Joseph S. Hart. This must not ba oon-

fusad with the Bostonian publishad in tha middle ’forties

by 7i» fl. Page for ^2 a year, and tha Dollar '.Vaakly Boston -

ian publishad by William Bartlett of the Daily Ledger

for $1 a year early in tha ’forties.

Included among the general papers are also a few

rather premature attempts at Sunday journalism. The first

in this period seems to have been the Commentator and

Sunday Timas , which was publishad early every Sunday morn-

ing by Frederic S. Hill, was united in April 1831 with

12
the Galaxy , and continued as a Sunday publication in

connection with that paper. The Pearl and Galaxy was

13
distributed in 1837 to city subscribers on Sunday morning.

•4

For a little while in 1841 there was a Sunday Morning

Chronicle , in 1846 a Sunday Telegraph , described as "a

business paper, a daily sheet once a week, to use an

Irishism”, in 1848 began Perley’s Sunday pic Nic^^ and

in 1849 tha Spirit of the Age and Sunday Hews.^^ Hone of

them lasted very long for public sentiment was as yet

too strongly against them in Boston to supply them with

17
the requisite number of subscribers,

Tha contents in kind and general character was

much alike in all these papers. With seldom more than

a page and a half of advertisements, and sometimes much
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less, they supplied to their readers nesrs of the day,

literature, eritiaism of theatres and now books, and

ran departments devoted to musio, ladies, domestio

eoonomy, money and business, quotations from other

publications, railrcad matters, health, education,

religion, and so on. Politics they loft to more

18
specialized weeklies and to the dailies. Many of

them had a department devoted to Jokes and headed with

some such title as "Editorial Ink Drops", "Punchiana",

19 20
"Jokes and Joking", "Serious Sermons by Sixtus" ^

or "Deacon Snowball’s Sermons".^^ They showed a wide

range of interest, a great variety of subject, aere

bright and entertaining, and on the whole healthful.

The second class of general newspapers of these

years included those published at the offices of the

daily papers. These were subdivided into the regular

trl-waekly, semi-weekly or weekly editions of the daily

papers, and into the literary newspapers which a few

of the offices published in addition. To the first

of these two divisions belonged the Saturday Morning

Transcript , the Boston Weekly Messenger , the yeekly
>

Courier , the Weekly Bee , the Semi-weekly and Weekly

Atlas , which were merely reprints or summaries of

the news which had appeared in the dailies for the

preceding days. The tri-weeklies and semi-weeklies
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usually contained meet of the advertisamants inserted

in the daily edition, hut the weakly had fewer. This

was due probably partly to the faot that there was much

more news to be crowded into it, and partly to the faot

that, due to its less frequent publioation and the source

of its contents, the subscription price Bore nearly

covered the cost of the paper,

The two most interesting of the literary papers

published by the conductors of the daily press were the

notion , from the office of the Times , and the Universal

Yankee nation
, printed by the Mail , In the way they

were run, and in the character of their contents, they

were entirely typical of the time. They were to the

older weekly papers what the penny dailies were to the

subscription dailies. They were cheap, they were

popular in character, and they brought the rush of

newsgathe ring into the quiet, dignified field of the

publishing of foreign and American literature. The

movement began in Hew York soon after that city was

connected by steamship lines with Europe and before

the Cunarders had been established to Boston. There

were soon two papers in that city, the New World and

P'1
Brother Jonathan , and two in Boston, the notion and

the Universal Yankee nation . An apparently envious

contemporary, quoted in the notion , tells the story up
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twenty-five oents*^^ Sueoessful as these huge sheets

were in a contest where size was all important, they

were decidedly impractical and too inconvenient both

to publisher and reader to bo continued long. The ex-

pedient adopted was' a reduction in the size and increase

in the number of the pages to each issue. The Quadruple

Motion for June 10, 1641 was printed on an enormous shoot

but was folded into sixteen pages each with a chase 21 1/2

. 30
by 26 1/4 inches. The Universal Yankee Mation by 1842,

with sixteen pages, measured only 11 7/8 by 13 3/4 inches.®^

Even mere interesting than the contest in size,

however, was the application by these publishers of penny

press methods to the publishing of the best literature,

for if these papers were cheap in price they were not as

a rule in the kind of material they contained. In the

Motion appeared Dickens* novels, J. Sheridan Knowles*

plays, Samuel Lover* s poems, Chevalier* s letters, and
•xp

such works as '’Valentine Vox, the Ventriloquist." ^

There were also writings of Longfellow, Whittier, Poe,

Bryant, Caleb Cushing, and other American authors.^®

An almost incredible amount of material could be put in

four mammouth pages, or sixteen of the smaller. Besides

news, short stories and poems in generous quantity,

large installments of "Micholas Mikleby" and of Chev-

alier’s letters were being printed in the Motion in 1639.
34
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In 1840 one large page was almost covered with "Songs

35
and Ballads" by Samuel Lover, while a month later

fifty-two of Mrs, Horton's poems^^ were published on
Days

a single page." "The Last^of a Condemned" by Victor

Hugo was published complete in the issue for July 15,

1841, and filled nearly thirteen columns on pages 44 3/4

inches long and twelve columns wide, "Letters from

Abroad" by Miss Sedgwick occupied most of two columns

in this same issue, "Joan of Arc", an original romance .

by Silliam Henry Herbert filled three pages each 26 1/2

inches long and nine columns wide in the issue for June

36e
10, 1841* When one considers that in this way volumes

of poems, and works of such value as Dicken's novels were

published sometimes in one, always in two or three

numbers of a paper which cost usually 6 to 25 cents a

37
oopy^ one realizes that had this movement continudd,

the publishing business would have been crippled. More-

over, these papers published not old standard works but

the newest, hot from the press, and rushed from England

by fast steamers , then published with all possible spaed

after they arrived. The latest literary productions

38
were treated like the latest news. These methods were

after all but another expression of the haste, the em-

phasis on largo things, the bombast, the democracy of

the period. It was an effort to democratize literature
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itself, to make it not the possession of the few but of

the many. As the notion put it "the greatest quantity

at the cheapest rate; which is but another version of

Benthan's motto - the greatest good for the greatest

38a
number." If the tremendous editions and the speed

with which they were consumed as advertised by the

papers are to be given credence this aim was accomplished

for again and again at least 15,000-20,000 copies were

sold and the public was always ready with an equal demand

for the next number.®®'*.

The mammoth sheets introduced into journalism

another innovation. This was an extensive use of illus-

trations, engravings or woodcuts, of people and places,

and of characters and scenes in the stories printed in

the different issues. Pew during this period rose above

the ordinary level of the time, but they marked an advance

even so far before this there had been practically no

39
illustrations except the cuts used in advertisements.

Afterward there were more, although illustrated papers

as such did not begin until the ’fifties with Ballou’s

Pictorial . In the first place there were picture head-

ings to each department, as well as various designs for

the heading more elaborate than had been used previously.

One of the most interesting of the headings had in the

center a small mill in action. Two men were emptying

into it the contents of bags labelled "Southern Mail"

and "ilastern Mail". Another was coming with one of

"Foreign Mail", and the "Western Mail" lay on the floor
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In a basket iwere "Blackwoods” and other magazines. This

graphic statement of the sources of the contents of the

paper was flanked on either side by the title in large

letters, near or in each of which was a little man with

a paper representing every one a different department

40
of the I<ot ion . In the paper itself each department

had an appropriate picture at its head, "The Play-

house" had a small picture of a curtained stage and

the boxes on either side, the "Commercial Record'* a

stiffly- Jointed but firey steed at full gallop, bearing

a man who held a sheet labelled"Commeroial News^ "Doings

at the Altar" had an appropriate heading of cupids.^^

More interesting, however, ware the large sketches of

prominent public men like Webster, Calhoun, Tyler, Bryant

and O'Connell, of places about Boston, the illustrations

for stories and the cartoons by D, C, Johnston, the

"Cruikshank of the Rew World", which also appeared in

the notion in these years, and were unusually well done

and clever.

Of the class newspapers, as they are ganersilly

called, or those devoted to particular interests, there

ware at least eighteen, possibly more, varieties. Soma

had £in appeal almost as wide as that of the general news-

papers, others were of interest to a very limited number.

These papers contained few advertisements, sometimes none
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at all. Their contents vrere composed of articles on their

specialty, of nows concerning it, and usually of soma

general news and literature.

The most important part of this class numerically

was made up of religious and anti-religious newspapers.

They contained chiefly religious articles, poems and stories,

with a small admixture of general news and almost no ad-

vertisements. The older and better conducted of them

were well-written and interesting, but some were rather

ordinary, and none of them were of particular interest

outside their own denominations.

The numbers and percentage of each denomination

in the population of Boston in 1845 were given in Shattuok's

43
Census of that year as follows:

Of the population Percentage of the whole population .

10,'600 Baptists 9.18

30,000 Catholics 26.23

6,000 Episcopalians 5.25

8,000 Methodists 6.99

14,500 Orthodox CCongregationalists) 12,68

18,000 Unitarians 15.74

'*6,000 Universalis

t

5.25

6,000 Unclassified 5.25

Residue• 15,366 13.43

Total [^population of Boston] 114,366
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Kaoh of the classified, and many of the nn-
Classlfled. had one or more weekly papers for Its people.
The Unitarians, numerloally the largest of the Protestant
aenomlnatlons. and socially the elite In these years, had
one Of the oldest papers, the Chrlstlan.Regl^,
David Reed In 18E1 and edited hy him for many years, it
numbered »ong Its contributors some of the ablest of the
community. Pr. Channlng. Professor Rorton. President Hrk-
lend. ir. Hoah Worcester, judge story. i,r. Bancroft and
Mr. Rdsard Kverett.^^ pp ,,, .forties another Unitarian
P^Per. the Christian .Vorl d. aas begun. l«t this lasted only
e few years, and had disappeared before 1860.^®

Por the Old Orthodox, or Congregational church
ere was founded In 1816 by hathanlel mils the Boston

Peeord^. claimed to be the first religious newspaper In
the world. It was merged in 1849 with the He^ngland
P-ltan begun nearly ten years before this
the .sixties bec^e a part of the Congrega.U^a^, .hlch
dated fr» 1849.^’ Por the Baptists there were published
among others, first the ChrlstlanJTa^. hegrn In 1819
end still in existence, and the Chmt^efleotor. begrn

e late .thirties and Joined In May 1848 with Its older
contemporary. yhe Methodists had first mn.s Herald
eetawished m 1884. then the iiew^n^Unoi;;^^^^
he forties the True wesleyan , b.g.,., jp 184313
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r — Hp.eeopaX.an3 ..a Up
Xe.n pa Sep.e.XeP 3; XS3X.-1 x’,

ffff^ e3UM.3.ea .a xa33/ip.
,,ana .nxeneeua, as an. pP .,e pt.e„ . ,,,

everal papers, pne pf them the Trumpet ana t,„4
Magazine , begun In 1888 tv,

^ Jnlverealle

r^n X8"^3 1 ?’ estab-

H.°».er vas begun 1833 v, , ,

*”* ^^iiillian

^ and a hall pn the liberator
p
r.„. 56

•Among the other eeeta tvio

In the -lorties v
Mrent_K^,

6, was but one of three or four for fv,

* .3

’ ^^iiaria^jmne^. established In 1843"as "devoted epeolallv t„ tv

Which tb e
salutation ol Mlllerlsm".

the ipunders pl the paper thought ,as all
ahcuia be thprpughl. InvestlgatedP

There also appeared l„ Puritan Boston In tbtperiod "an mildel paper devoted to the
universal mental llbert." by nam tv,

P,PP-‘lon pl

e«ted lor manv
’ ISnitlgatw, andor many years by Abner Trr.4teaij' Auner Jineeland o-f wVi/ar» , ,

keen said that tn t
“ “

one Church i tTj;:::”
-reasoned hlmsell put p r/r01 any church at all "68

The
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prospectus declared that the paper would seek the truth

of every suhlect upon which it touched, wherever that

might lead, and that it would "advocate the existence of
no being, beings, or things, whether angelic, infernal or
divine, of which the senses of man can take no cognizance;
and which are neither visible nor tangible objects, or
else which cannot oe demonstrated by their visible effects;
and it will ejpose every species of superstition, by what-
ever name it may be called." 69

60
In 1835 Kneeland was tried for blasphemy, but he continued

to edit the paper until 1839, when he was succeeded by

Horace Seaver^^ who conducted it all throu^ the 'fortiea^^

It was a fearless paper throughout, sometimes harsh and rash,

but sought to help society by working for a better system of

education, for the abolition of Imprisonment for debt, and

of slavery, espoused the cause of the laboring man, and ad-

63
vooated the rights of woman.

During these twenty years the Catholics, who,

through the immigration of the Irish, were steadily growing

in numbers in Boston, had always one or more papers. The

first was the Jesuit or Catholic Sentinel , begun September

5, 1829, and called for a year and a half in 1831 and 1832

the U. S, Catholic Intelligencer . One of its first editors

was Henry L. Devereux for a number of years prominent in

Catholic journalism in Boston. The Jesuit was succeeded

in January 1835 by the Literary and Catholic Sentinel .

published by H. L. Devereux and Patrick Donahoe, and edited

64
by George Pepper. Sometime in the later 'thirties Mr. Pepper
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edited a paper called the Emerald Isle, then after his death

Levereux and Donahoe started the Pilot which had a long and

interestingcareer . The former continued connection with it

only until 1839, when Donahoe became both editor and pub-

lisher. The paper cost $2.50 and contained, besides much

religious matter, news which would particularly interest

66
Irish citizens for whom there were during this period

almost no other papers • Being the organs of the Catholic

cause, which was decidedly unpopular in Boston at the time,

most of the other papers manifested toward the pilot and

67
the other Catholic papers, a very intolerant spirit, pro-

voked in part by the attacks it made on them because of

their attitude toward the Irish, and in part by its severe

attacks upon upright if not always extremely liberal
C Q

Bostonians. Another Catholic paper of these years was

the Catholic Observer ,
begun in January 1847 and "edited

by a clergyman". Similar in contents to the pilot it also

advocated the rl^ts of the Irish, gave to them news from

69
the old country, but cost only $1 a year.

Although the religious papers were the most

important, the Irish had others; for example, the Adopted

70
Citizen and the Pew England Reporter and Catholic Diary ,

both published in the 'forties, which brought them news

from "our parent land" and claimed for them in America the

same lights and liberty as those enjoyed by the native born.
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They were both of thea in their contents well calculated

to interest, amuse and instruct those for whose benefit they

were published. There was, too, in 1830, not alone for the

Irish but for all from the British Isles, a paper called

the Old Countryman, and Scotch. English, Colonial and Irish

Mirror , which was filled with well-written news items,

personal notes. Jokes, and appropriate advertisements and

71must have meant much to those who came from these countries.

Through the whole period 1830-1850 ran a slender

chain of papers distinctly for the laboring tnan, and in point

of time, at least, connected with some of the more prominent

movements of these years . Whether they were ephemeral or

whether the files were not kept because the class of people

who took them did not preserve such things, it is difficult

to discover. At any rate odd numbers only are available to

the student today, and of these the American Antiquarian

Society has the best collection#

When the period opened the American Manufacturer

had been ir^existence about a year and a half. It was "devoted

to the interests of Domestic Manufactures, and adapted
%

to the wants of those residing in Manufacturing towns and

villages#" To these people it carried "Political, Religious,

Moral, Literary and Practical information, with a copious
72

summary of Intelligence, Foreign and Domestic." In short,

it was practically a general newspaper except that it was

.IMU J.IJ iMui.aj
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particulerly adapted to the icanufactaring claseeB. It lasted

but two years in all, and then was sold to its more prosper-

ous contemporary, the Literary Advertiser , conducted by

73
J, L. Blake and S. H. Jenke. -

In August 1830 a meeting of workingmen was held

in Boston and a political party formed, which furbished

candidates for municipal offices in the following spring,

and for the next three or four years indulged in considerable
74

political activity. Its platform, composed of fifteen

planks, was drawn up promptly in 1830 and was considered to

have a wider appeal to the whole community than did the plat-

forms already adopted by the Hew York end Philadelphia work-

76
ingmen. Sometime toward the end of 1830 or early in 1831

a Workingmen's Reading Hoorn was opened in Boston in part to

give them a meeting place for informal discussion and social

76
life. In 1830, also, was established a weekly newspaper

called the Workingman’s Advocate and Practical Politician ,

with David Hooton as printer, and Charles Locke as editor.

Its purpose was outlined the next spring as follows:

"We propose to give nothing but facts in politics,
to advocate measures tending to elevate the condition and
promote the welfare of the working classes, combining
the artizans, farmers, traders, and merchants - all who
do as much good to society as society does to them; to
contend for a revision and simplification of our statutes -

and for the abolishment of barbarous laws, particularly
those which authorize punishment for poverty; to urge
a reform in our militia system; to avoid religious or
anti-religious mixtures in concourse of state; to oppose
monopolies under every guise; and to denounce profligacy,
both public and private, in all its shapes." 77
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In February 1832 at a meeting In Boston the Hew

England Association of Farmers, Mechanics and other Working

Men was formed and Charles Douglass chosen president. Other

conventions were held in Boston in 1833 and in Horthampton

7 8
in 1834. The object of the first one was "to mature
measures to concentrate the efforts of the laboring classes,
to regulate hours of labor, by one uniform standard, to
promote the cause of education and general information,
to reform abuses practised among them, and to maintain
their rights as American Freemen." 79

In May of this same year occurred a strike of the Journey-

men ship carpenters, who desired better regulation of the

80
day's work and the hours constituting it. The Master

Carpenters and caulkers at a meeting at this time declared

their disapproval of the method of proceedure "as alike

dangerous to the peace and good order of the community and

81
at variance with their own best interests". During the

early months of 1832 Green and Emery began the publication

of the Hew England Artisan and Farmers*, Mechanics and

Laboring Man's Repository , of which Charles Douglass,

president of the new association, was editor. It was

concerned mostly with the interests of the working people

and firmly claimed that in theory and in practise it was

not only right out the duty of the laboring man to look

82
out for himself and to associate for the purpose.

In 1834 a Trades Union was formed in Boston,

and employers allowed to Join as well as their men. In

83
1835 came the Ten Hour circular on hours of labor.
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Meanwhile the Boston Reformer , a tri -weekly paper waa working

for the rights of laboringmen and against monopolies of all

sorts, out opposed a political party of workingmen wl th the

feeling that its interest would eventually be only in itself

84
as a party, and not in the people themselves.

In 1840 during the presidential campe/gin the

Whig party sought to strengthen its ranks by winning the

workingmen. The Workman , a paper, with this in view ap-

parently, was conducted for some months and did all it could

to discredit Van buren and to elevate Harrison in the eyes

of this class.®®

During the 'forties when Boston was in the midst

of reform movements of various kinds, and the Harbinger

published at Brook Farm was advocating "The Cause of -i^ssoci-

ated industry, and the establishment of a social order on
86

the principles of cooperation, rather than of competition",

meetings were held to discuss the position of labor, and

finally in 1845 the Hew England Protective union was formed.

It was composed of different divisions related to the central

organization much as the separate states are to the national

government, and each division maintained a cash store from

87which the members might buy. Meanwhile there were published

in Boston the Laborer , a weekly paper founded by Leonard Cox,
Q Q

in 1844, the Voice of Industry , also begun in 1844, and con-

ducted by L. H, Jaques and John Orvls. It was characterized
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a year later by the Harbinger as ’’a neat, ^yall printed,

well Gondueted paper devoted to the cause of in-

89
dustrial reform." In 1849 appeared the Proteotlve

Union ,
published by the Boston Printers' Union to

advocate their own rights and those of workingmen gener-

ally. This lasted about a year and than want "to the

shades.

Meanwhile the penny papers were supplying these

same people with daily reading, and weekly papers other

than their own were discussing matters which interested

taem. As was natural the penny papers generally favored

their movements for the social betterment of the working

classes, while the larger papers if not hostile ware

91
usually indifferent.

Closely related to' the papers of the workingmen

in their interest in a particular class of the population

wore the agricultural journals. Farmers have always been

proverbially conservative, home-keeping folks, slow to

change their ideas, their habits of life or of labor. For

their benefit were published in these years several papers

which put before them in diagrams, pictures and articles

better methods of farming, new breads of cattle and horses

batter systems of drainage and of improvement of poor

92lands. To the farmers of New England, who with few

axcopticns, found their work far from easy, such a paper
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was partioalarly helpful and broadening, for it gave

them not only the best agricultural news and informa-

tion, but items of general ne^s, and entertaining

literature.

The first of them was the Bew England Parmer

whieh was in its ninth volume in 1830 and lasted

94
without interruption until 1846. Its editor for

fifteen years, and until his death in Bovember 1837,
96

was Thomas Greene iTessenden. After this Henry Colman

was editor for about two years, was sueoeeded in 1840

9 6
by Allen Putnam, who in turn resigned in 1843 and was

97
followed by Joseph Brack, the publisher of the paper

9 8
since the middle 'thirties. The Parmer absorbed in

1639 the Horticultural Register which had been established

only four years before, but had been during its short

existence an enterprising and praiseworthy newspaper.

On June 17, 1846 with the end of volume XkIV the Hew

Erigland Parmer was suspended, and Brack and Company be-

came agents for soma of the other agricultural journals

100
of the time. A second Haw England Parmer was begun

two years later under different auspices, but this was

a bi-weekly, and therefore, technically speaking, not

a newspaper..

On December 29, 1838 appeared the Boston Cultivator,

i

another agricultural newspaper. Published ''by a Society
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of Gentlemen'’, it was printed by Otis Brewer, edited

by William Buokminster of Framingham, and cost the

subscriber ^2 a year. 102 It was favorably commented

upon by some of the larger papers, especially by the

103
Courier , which, as will be recalled, had sometime before

this started the publication once a week in its regular
104

sheet of a department called Geoponics . In 1842

the Cul tivator was pursuing a novel scheme of publication,

On the top of the first page were the instructions:

" ICr ^old even, and cut open the leaves at the top,

which will form two distinct papers, One of these,

the outside, was the farm journal, the other was the

family paper.^®^ Otis Brewer bought the paper in 1640

and from then on he was publisher and sometimes one of

the editors. For the last four years of the period

an ornate scroll with illustrations in it of farm

animals, products and so on' outlined the chase of

107
the paper.

The Llassaohusetts Ploughman , established in

1641 had also a long and prosperous existence, and

108
in 1906 was sold to the Cultivator .

Aside from the daily papers which gave so much

of their space to business and commercial interests

there were published certain specialized papers, with

a more direct and definite utility. They seem to have
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00200 into axistaaoe mostly in the 'forties «ith suoh

papers as the Boston Shippin^; List, Prloes Garrent ,

Commeroial and Under.vriters* Gazette published semi-

Areekly at the hi^h price of ^6 a year, with a letter

sheet of prioes current published the same days and

costing an additional The Pathfinder and

Business Intelligencer , ‘’Devoted to Advertisements,

Hotels, Railroads, Stages, Omnibuses, Packets, Steamers,

Expresses &o, Ajc", published semi-weekly at |1.50 a

110
year in advance; the Boston Directory and Business

Advertiser , furnishing similar information at $1 a year

in advanoe;^^^ the Real Estate Advertiser of "Houses,

Parms, House-Lots, Shops, Rooms, and other Real Estate

112
for Sale or for Rent at 2^ a copy”; and the American

113
Railway Timas a weekly at i}3 a year, ware all special-

ized journals of tnis sort and very valuable each to its

clientele.

One of the most famous papers ever published in

this country, and certainly the most important and most

widely known of any of Boston's large journalistic family,

is the Liberator , the first number of which was published

on January 1, 1831 by that ardent and strangely remark-

able man, William Lloyd Garris on. Of the many ex-

cellent books concerning him and his work in the Anti-

slavery movement the bast and most interesting is that
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115
datailed four-voluino biography written by his ohildran.

It is not only a biography of Mr. Garrison, but a history

of his paper and of the Abolition M-ovement, and a vivid

picture of the times in whioh ho lived. It gives to us of

today who usually sea him and his work for the emanoi-

pation of the slave in the light of their suoaessful

achievement, the point of view of those who lived and

worked when ho did and wo can understand by means of

this picture their attitude toward him. Mr. Garrison

was a born reformer, uncompromising, sincere, absolutely

fearless, fanatical and even anarchistic, if you will,

in hie endeavor to upset established modes of living

and economic structures, entirely devoted, and vary

ablo.^^^ In appoaraiice and manner ho was gentlenoss

itself, with much of the air of a Quaker. In his

writings and his public addresses ha was harsh, ex-

travagant and cruelly severe, to the disapproval often

lift
of his firmest friends. Margaret Puller excused

this method with the words;

"The nation was deaf in regard to the evils of
slavery; and those who have to Speak to deaf people
naturally acquire the habit of saying everything on a
very high key,**

Por the first few years of its existence the

Liberator had about three times as many colored as

white subscribers in the North, and was more widely

circulated in Philadelphia and New York than in Boston
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12u
itsalf. Savon or ei^ht months after its start its

<

existenoa and purpose was better known in the South than

in its plaoa of publication. This was due to the uneasy

state of mind in these states, following "Kat Turner's

insurrection in August 1831, which caused the widespread

copying of a brief article published in a small South

Carolina paper as from a "gentlemen in Washington", tell-

ing of the Liberator, stating that its purpose was to

inflame the negroes, and tnat it was circulated in the

121
South by secret agents in the guise of peddlers.

Thereupon letters ware sent to Mayor Otis asking him

about the paper and possible methods of suppressing it.^^^

Dp to this time ha nad never heard of the Liberator
, nor,

he found upon inquiry, had his acquaintances and other

members of the city government. When its obscure place
!

of publication, its small staff and meagre equipment had

been found, he concluded "that the new fanaticism had not

made, nor was likely to make, proselytes among the re-

123
spectable classes of our people." When Wendell

Phillips went over to the Abolitionists in the middle

'thirties and iidraund Quincy and Charles Sumner somewhat

124
later it was demonstrated that he was mistaken.

Opposition to Garrison and his principles in

Boston, as in other places in the Mcrth, was based

primarily on the strong business ties which had grown
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up betv7ean the cotton growers in the South and the

merchants and manufacturers in the Uorth. As one of

them said to an Abolitionist, "It is not a matter of

principle with us. It is a matter of business necessity*.

125
li/e cannot afford to lot you succeed.'* Others felt that

slavery was no matter of concern to the Uorth and should

be maintained or abolished according to the desires of

the South. The working classes who considered the

negroes decidedly inferior had no intention of granting

them rights which would make them in any way equal to

white people, ^oth extremes of society, the groat

business interests and even the political parties were

126
solidly against the Abolitionists. V7ith them was

their indomitable belief in the '.ustice of their cause.

The bravest, most unflinching mouthpiece was the

Liberator
,
always filled with anti-slavery nows and propa-

ganda, but tnere were other papers. The Cradle of Liberty
,

made up principally of selections from the former, vwas

published for only 50 cents a year instead of $2.50, the

price of the Liberator , at the end of the 'thirties, but

127ceased after tne seventeenth number of the second 'volume.

The two ether important Abolition papers were the l^lass -

achusetts Abolitionist started in Boston in 1639, and

the iilmancipator , begun in Haw 'fork in the middle

•thirties and transferred to Boston in 1842. These
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two were both rivals of the Liberator * They were less

vigorous and harsh, and in opposition to its unoompromis-

ing hostility to politieal activity of any kind advocated

the use of the vote in their endeavors to bring emanci-

pation to pass. Started by discontented elements in the

Abolition Societies they never gained the circulation,

influence, or reputation of the Liberator . which carried

1 28
the contest for the slave to a triumphant close in 1865.

Politics, so important a feature in the daily

papers, was responsible for some vary interesting weekly

productions which from their time and purpose of publish-

ing may be called campaign papers. They appeared usually

during presidential campaigns but were sometimes published

for state contests, or during the settlement of a parti-

cular issue like the struggle over the annoKation of Texas,

As a class they were outspoken, extravagant, and often

very harsh. They were part and parcel of the high tide

of extreme verbal political warfare in these years. They

summoned all the favorable evidence on their own side and

all that was unfavorable on that of their opponents,

which was but natural inasmuch as their object was

propaganda and not the fair presentation of both sides

of a given case. They could hardly be otherwise than

partial and narrow. They were, however, resourceful in

the use of catchy headings for articles and in the use
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of print of all kinds and sizes. As a olase they are

very interesting reading, partioolarly ^hen there are

tv?o cn opposite sides in the same campaign. Run

usually for less than a year, and often for only twelve

or fourteen weeks, they sold sometimes for two cants a

copy, at others for 25 cants for the series and again

for ^1 or 44 a volume. They were published under the

auspices of a state political committee or from the

office of one of the daily papers, and there were at

least eighteen, during this period.

In 1638 there were two already discussing the

next presidential candidates as well as the acts of

those in office. "The good ATiig Cause'* was sustained

by the Kettle which well lived up to^ its name, the

Democratic cause, advocating Polk, by the Thorn , an

equally appropriate title. Per the campaign of 1840

there were the Harrison Democrat and the Workman ; in

1844 a trio, the Uaseachusetts Whig , the Kew England

Demo crat , and Young Hickory ; in 1848 a quartet, the

Clay Banner . Kew Crisis
, Rough and Ready and the Young

Guard . The Texas campaign in 1645 gave rise to the

True Democrat and to the Free State Rally and Texan

Chain-Broaker . The license question in 1639 produced

the Expostulator , Pacts for the People , and the Liberal ,

each very severe upon the others. All of them having
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served the purpose for which they were created passed

130
out of existence to be revived again in later campaigns

or succeeded by another and similar paper.

The Native American party during its brief career

in the 'forties was aided not only by the daily predecessor

of the Boston Herald , the American Eagle , but by a weekly

called the Native American Republican
, begun in the fall

of 1844 at ^2 a year, and edited by George p. Gifford.

Its principles were set forth in nine articles which

urged for foreigners a residence of twenty-one years

before naturalization, and then the giving to them of

rights and privileges exactly like those of native-born

citizens. Its managers were not hostile to foreigners

as such, they claimed, but felt that they should become

more completely a part of American life, mors used to

it and in sympathy with it, before they ware given the

131rights of citizens.

Uasonry from its vary nature as a secret society

gave rise to determined opposition from many people.

Lata in 1629 a weekly newspaper, the Masonic Mirror ,

was established for those who favored it, to carry to

them masonic as wall as general news, articles, and

literary selections of other sorts. But while this

paper was seeding to aid the Masonic cause others ware

laboring with considerable vigor and ability against
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it. In connection with the Dally Advocate Benjamin

Hallett conducted for several years a weekly paper

called the i^'ree Press . and Samuel D. Greene and

David Campbell edited the Anti-Masonic Christian Herald .

Kone of these were rabid but they wore firmly and un-

flinchingly and sometimes very severely opposed to

masonry in all its shapes and forms, and did their

best to discredit it in the ayes of others.

In the * forties the odd Fellows had two papers,

one called the Odd Fellow , the other the Weekly Symbol

and Odd Fellows* Magazine . The foimer begun late in

1646, the latter in March 1845. Both of them were pub-

lished for |2 a year and furnished to their readers not

only a generous amount of "Intelligence of the Order",

but general news of commercial, business and political

interest;, literature and useful information of various

kinds. They were interesting, newsy, and entertaining

to the general reader, as wall as to members of the

order,

The Temperance causa was served in the early

thirties by the National philanthropist and Investigator

and Genius of Temperance , and in the 'forties by the

Massaohusette Temperance Standard
,

the organ of the

Btate Temperance Union. The latter numbered among its

oontributers such workers as John B. Gough. Both of the





268

papers vrere general or family newspapers, but made a

specialty of temperance propaganda. ”

There were other causes, too, loss important in

the eyes of most people than to those who were directly

responsible for them and each had an organ. A movement

for phonetic spelling led to the publishing of the

Ahglo-Sacsun in 1846, printed wholly with the phonetic

137alphabet and looking to the uninitiated like Hebrew.

The Lyceum movement led in 1830 to the establishment of

138
the Education Reporter and iTeekly Lyceum and, two

years later, of the gamily Lyceum with Josiah Holbrook

as its sponsor. prison reform produced the Hangman
f

in 1645 edited by Charles and J. M. Spear, two active

workers in this cause. The Health Journal, and

Advocate of Physiological Reform propogated in 1840

the views of Sylvester Graham and sought physiological

reform in "eating, drinking, breathing, moving, think-

141
ing, imagining . " The Illuminator , with more explicit-

1 42ness than delicacy, sought moral reform. The Sheet

Anchor and the Light Ship , two weekly papers united in

1647, were devoted to the cause of the seamen^'^?o 'whom

144Pather Taylor was so ardently preaching. All of these

papers and movements were but manifestations of the

epidemic of reform which swept over Boston in the

'forties, which in turn was but part of the general
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unrest all over the ocuntry in these, the ’’roaring

' forties'*

.

Of papers in foreign languages Boston had very

few in the period 1830-1650, and it is difficult to

find any copies of them today. There were at least

tnree ITrench papers, the first of which, Le Litterateur

Prangais , was begun in the fall of 1836, and had for

its editor M. W. H. S. Jordan. It was a small sheet,

7 7/8 by 11 inches in the size of its chase, with

three columns to each of the four pages. Its sub-

scription price if paid in advance was ji2. It was

chiefly a literary paper, giving little news, and was

plainly meant for those members of polite society who

were interested in the study and reading of prench lit-

145
erature. Very similar in character were the other

two Le Bostonian ,
a ’’Journal des salons", begun in

146
March 1849, and La Gazette Prancaise , first published

147
in the summer of 1850 by Alfred Gaudelet, who with

his paper was highly commended by the Boston press.

There was begun in November 1846 a German paper, the

first in Boston and probably in Bew England, the

Boston Merkur. Its publisher and printer was William

Heeb. Although it was published for three or four

years at least no files of this paper seam to have

survived. Interesting as they were to a few
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these papers seem not tc have been of suffioient general

interest to seeur^ for any of them a very long existenee.

These and other weeicly papers, not only many

in nomoer nat also varied in kind, were published in

the 'thirties and 'forties to meet the widely different

tastes of the people of Boston. The reflected as defin-

itely as did the daily papers their environment, one

in which Puritan conservatism was becoming more and

more mixed with and modified by more liberal and some-

times very radical opinions among its own citizens and

those who had come to it from other places.
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Notes to Chapter VI,

1. See lists of newspapers in Boston directories of
these years.

2. e.g. Bostonian, Aug. 1, 1834 (B.P.L.), Quadruple Notion
(A.S.) and notice of it in Times, Apr. 23, 1841, p. 2,

3. e.g. Evening vlazette, New England Galaxy, Union Jack, etc. •

4. Files of the Independent Chronicle and of the Boston
Patriot from start through 1831; Advocate,
Jan. 3, 1832, p.2, col. 3; Post, Jan. 3,1832, p.2,
col. 1; Advertiser, Feb, 19, 1833, p. 1, historical
sketch uy Lelano A. Goddard, Of, account of Adver-
tiser, Chapter IV, above.

5. Files of Columbian Centinel and of New England Palladi-
um, e.g. Columbian Centinel, May 7, 1831, p.2, col. 4,
Palladium, May 3, 1831; Advertiser, Feb, 19,1883,
p, 1, historical sketch by D, A. Goddard, ©f, ac-
count of Advertiser, Chapter IV, above.

6. Files of Galaxy, 1817-1638, especielly Jan. 30, Dec, 10,
1830, Apr, 29, May 7, 1831, editorial, Aug. 3, 1833,
Aug, 24, 1833, Jan. and September 1835, 1837, 1838,
Nov, 3, 1836.

7. Gazette, 1831, e.g, Jan,

8. Ibid, Jan. 2, 1830, p. 1.

9. Ibid, Dec, 25, 1830, p,2, col, 7.. See above Chapter II,

10. Ibid, Jan. 5, 1839, p.2, col. 7.

11. Ibid, 1838, 1848 and April 1849.

12. New England Galaxy, Apr. 29, 1831.

13. Daily Herald, Apr. 28, 1837.

14. Whig, Oct. 5, 1846, p.2, col. 4,
\

15. Bee, Dec. 30, 1848, p.2, col. 1. See above Chapter V.
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16« Chronotype, Jan. 2, 1849, p.2, col. 3.

17. Ibid, Apr. 14, 1849, p.2, col. 5; Transcript, Apr. 14, 1849,
p. 2, col. 3; Museum, Apr. 21, 1849, p.5, col. 2.

18. e.g. see Evening Gazette, Weekly Athenaeum, U. S. Literary
Advertiser, Yankee Blade, pearl. Galaxy, etc.

19. Flag of Our Union, e. g. Nov. 7, 1847

20. Brainard's Literary Express, June etc. 1843.

21. Uncle Sam, 1842, Yanljee, 1844.

22. See files of these papers.

23. Hudson, Journalism, p, 587.

24. Notion, Lee. 14, 1839, p, 2.

25. Ibid, Nov. 16, 1839.

26. Mail, Lee. 8, 1840, p.3, col, 2.

27. Notion, Jan. 30, 1841.

28. Yankee Nation, Apr. 17, 1841 (A.S.)

29. Times, Apr. 23, 1841, p, 2.

30. Notion, June 10, 1841.

31. Yankee Nation, May 14, 1842.

32. Notion. See files, e.g. Jan. 11, 1840, Nov. 16, 1839, etc.

33. Ibid, see files, e.g. Sept. 4, 1841, Jan. 1, 1842, etc,

34. Ibid, Nov. 16, 1839.

35. Ibid, Jan, 11, 1840, p. 4.

36. Ibid, Feb. 15, 1840, p, 4.

36a. Ibid, July 15 and June 10, 1841,

37. Ibid, see files.

38. Times, Lee. 14, 1840, p..2; Notion, Nov. 16. 1839, p,6;
Apr, 29, 1843, p.3.
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38a. Rot ion. Nov, 16, 1839, p, 6.

38b. Time s,

July
Apr, 23, 1841, p.2, June 9, 10, 11,

3. 1841.
1841,

39. Notion

,

see files.

40. Ibid, 1839 - Feb. 1840.

41. Ibid, e .g. Nov, 16, 1839.

42. Of Webster, Bryant, B. O'Connell, Notion, June 10,1841,
p. 1, July 15, 1842, p. 1; Cartoons, ibid, Apr. 1841,
all by Johnston, picture of new custom house.
Ibid, Jan. SO, 1841, p. 1,

43. Shattuck, Census, 1845, p. 126.

44. Cummings, Press and literature Winsor, Memorial history,
vol. Ill) p. 633.

45. Boston directories of the *408.

46. See files; Beers, N. P. Willis, p. 9#

47. See files of Puritan, and Gongregat i onallst ; Yale Library
catalogue of newspapers, p.p. 32, 33.

48. Watchman, files, also Reflector; Cummings, op.cit, p. 633,.

49. See files, e.g. at A. S.

50. See files, e.g. at n. A.

51. Cummings, op.cit. p. 633,

52. Piles at B. A., H. U., etc.

53. Rowell's newspaper directory.

54. Piles at A. S.

55. Johnson, Garrison, p.p. 52, 72; Liberator Jan. 8,1831,
p. 7, col, 3,

56. Advent Herald files. See also card catalogue of
newspapers in Bates hall, B.P.L.

57. Latter Bay Witness, Mar. 15, 1843, vol.l, no.l, a.S,
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Vl-iv.

58. Lodge, Boston, p. 218,

59. Investigator, Apr. 2, 1831, p. 1, col. 1.

60. Ibid, extra, Mar. 9, 1835 (H.U.)

61. Ibid, set files, and Apr. 3. 1839.

62. Ibid, see files, Lee. 1839 - 1850.

63. Ibid, Apr. 2, 1831, p. 1, col. 1; see also files 1831-1850.

64. Jesuit, and Literary and Catholic Sentinel; see files
1829 - 1835.

65. Pilot, Jan. 27, 1838, vol. 1, no. 1., p.6.

66. Piles of these papers .

67. Atlas, IJov. 1, 1844, p.2, col. 6; Oct. 30, 1844, p.2,
col. 6; Times, July 6, 1850, p.2, col. 2,

68. Transcript, Mar. 24, 1848, p.2, col, 3; Jesuit,
Aug, 14, 1830, p.p. 400, 401, Aug. 21, 1830,
p. 408; vs. Beecher; u.S. Catholic Intelligencer,
Sept, 21, 1832, p, 413; Literary and Catholic
Centinel, on "The Illiberal Portion of the Boston
Press", Jan. 3, 10, 17, 24, 31, Feb. 7, 14, 28,
Mar. 7, 14, 21, etc,; Pilot, Feb. 3, 1838, p, 14,
May 7, 1842, p. 6,

69. Odd numbers at A. S., Pilot, Jan. 9, 1847, p,7
announces it,

70. Odd numbers at A, S,

71. Odd numbers at A. S,

72. American Manufacturer, Aug. 29, 18E8
, p.2, col, 3.

73. Ibid, Sept. 23, 1830, also for character, whole file,

74. Commons, Locumentary history, vol, Y, p.p, 185, 186.

75. Courier, Aug. 28, 1830, p.2, col. 1, (quoted in
Commons, Locumentary history, vol. V, p .pTIOS , 189

;

76. Workingman's Advocate, May 28, 1831, p.2, col. 5.
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VI-v.

77, Odd numb ere at A. S. See especially May 28, 1831,
p.E, col, 2,

78, Commons, Doc, hist, vol, V, p* 186, For constitution
see id, p,p, 192 - 195,

79, ColumbiaJi Centinel, Feb, 15, 1832, p,3, col, 1,

( Quoted in Commons, Doc , hist, vol, V, p. 192^

80, Independent Chronicle, May 23, 1832, p,l, col. 6

( ^uoted in Commons, Doc, hist, vol, V, p.p, 83-86)

81, Ibid, May 30, 1832, p,3, col, 2. ( Quoted in Commons,

Doc, hist, vol, V, p. 86.)

82, Odd number-s at A. S,

83, Commons, Doc. hist, vol. III, p. 87, vol, VI,
p.p. 90-92, 94-99.

84, Odd numbers at A. S. See especially Aug. 9, 1836,
p,2, col, 1,

85, Four numbers at A. S,

86, Harbinger, Deo. 6, 1845, p. 14, col. 2. See file for
other parts of year.

^

87, Chronotype, Aug, 16, 1849, p.l, cols. 5,6, Aug. 23, 1849,
p,l, col. 5. Quotes from South Boston Gazette.

88, Post, Mar, 26, 1844, p.2, col. 1,

89, Odd nos. at A, S, ; Harbinger, July 12, 1845, p. 16,

90, Mail, Dec. 1, 1849, p.2, col. 5; Chronotype, Nov, 12,1850,
p,3, col. 2,

91, Chronotype, e.g. Mar. 4, April 4, 21, 1848, Mar. 19,27,
June 13, 1849; Advocate, Sept. 7, 8, 1832; Herald,
Oct. 23, 1850; National Whig and Star, Nov, 3, 1847,
p. 2, col. 3; Notion, May 30, 1840,

92, Cummings, Press and literature, (In »7in£or. Memorial
history, vol. Ill,) p.p.633,T23; see files of the
papers below, e.g. New England Farmer, and Boston
Cultivator

.
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Vl-vi.

94. N. Eng. Farmer, files.

95. Ibid, llov. 15, 1837. p. 150.

96. Ibid, Jan. 3, 1838; Dec. 23, 1840.

97. Ibid, Sept. 27, 1843, p. 102; Oct. 4, 1843, p. 110.

98. Ibid, files, e.g. 1836.

99. Tucker, American agricultural periodicals, p. 79,

100. New Eng. Farmer, June 17, 1846, p. 414.

101. Tucker, op.cit. p. 75.

102. Cultivator, bee. 29, 1838.

103. Journal, Jan. 17, 1839, p.2, col. 1; Courier, Jan. 3, 1839,
p.2, col. 1.

104. See above Chapter IV.

105. Cultivator, 1842.

106. Ibid, e.g.. Mar. 21, 1840, Sept. 25, 1841, 1846.

107. Ibid, files 1847 - 1850.

108. Tucker, op.cit. p.p. 13, 14,

109. Boston Shipping List, 1844, at A.S.

110. Pathfinder, 11 copies at A.S,

111. Boston Directory and Business Advertiser, Aug. 23, 1849,
A.S.

112. Real Estate Adv. June 14, 1849, at H.U.

113. Am. Railway Times, June 13, 1850, at A.S.

114. Liberator, vol. I,

115. William Lloyd Garrison, by hie children,

116. Johnson, Garrison, p.p. 52, 53; Wendell, Literary history,
p. 343.
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Vl-vii.

117. Kartlneau, Retrospect of western travel, ( {Quoted in
Garrison, by his children, vol. II, p. SWT)

118. Ibid, vol. II, p.p. 70, 71; Garrison, by his children,
vol. Ill, p.p. 85, 86.

119. Quoted in Clarke, Anti-slavery movement in Boston (In
tfinsor. Memorial history, vol. III) p. 375.

120. Garrison, by his children, vol. I, p. 432,

121. Moriscn, Harrison Gray Otis. p.p. 258, 259,

122. Ibid, p.p. 241, 242, 259, 260, 276, 278.

123. Ibid, p.p. 263; Garrison, by his children, vol. I,

p.p, 242-246.

124. Crawford, Romantic days in old Boston, p.p, 135-139.

125. Howe, Boston, p.p. 255, 256,

126. Ibid, p.p. 255, 266, 257, Cf. also Johnson, Garrison, p.43;
Crawford, Romantic days, p.p. S4ii'Q5^87; lodge,
Boston, p. 215, Morison, H. G. Otis, p. 270>Wendell,
Literary history, p.p. 343, 346

127. Cradle of Liberty, files at A. S,
I

128. S^e files of these two papers; also Garrison, by his
children, vol. II, p.286, vol. Ill, p.p, 36, 37,
vol. II, p.p. 93, 240, 294,5, 310, 311.

129. See odd numbers at A. S., E.U., N.Y.P.L. and file of
the nettle at B. A.

130. e.g. The Nettle, see file at B, A.

131. Native Am. Rep. Nov. 16, 30, 1844, at A. S.

132. Masonic Minor, 1830 - 1832,

133. Free Press 1830 - 1835, odd numbers at A. S.

134. Anti-Masonic Christian Herald, Jan, 27, 1830, at A.S,

135. Odd Fellow 1845, 1646, Weekly Symbol, 1849, both at A.S.
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YI-vlll

136, National Philanthropist, 1830, Temperance Standard
1845 - 1847, -both at A. S.

137, Anglo Saxon 1846,

138, Education heporter, 1831, parts of vole. I and II
at A, S

,

139, Family Lyceum, odd numbers, 1832, 1833, at A. S,

140, Hangman, 1845, at A, S. and H. U.

141, Health Journal, 1840, four numbers at A. S.

142, Illuminator, 1835.

143, Advertiser, March 3, 1847, p,2, col. 2,

144, See Haven and Hus sell
,

"Father Taylor.

145, Le Litterateur Francais, 1836, 1837 ( at L. C,)

146, Le Eoetonien, May 12, June 23, 1849 ( at H.U.) See also
Catholic Observer, May 24, 1849, p, 3, col, 4.

147, La Gazette Francaise; Oct, 19, 1850 ( at H.U.)

148, Bee, Sept. 14, 1850, p.2, col. 6; Times, Lee. 7, 1850,
p. 2, col. 3,

149, Whig, Nov. 21, 1846, p.2, col, 5, Dearborn's Guide to
the city, 1851, p. 90,
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

NE>VSPAP£RS. »

The subscription daily papers.

Boston Daily Advertiser

Begun Llarch 3, 1813, William Warland Clapp, publisher.

Horatio Bigelovr first editor.

Editor and publisher 1814-53, Ilathan Hale.

^8 a year. Whig.

1832 - 1835 cal le d Boston Daily Advertiser and Patriot .

Since Lee. 1917 same firm as Boston American.

B.A. 1813-1917; B.P.L. 1613-1850, etc.; H.U. 1830f
1832 - 1835, 1840 - 1850; A.S.

Boston Daily Advocate.

Begun January 3, 1832, Benjamin P. Hallett, editor*

$8 a year. Anti-masonic.

Dec. 31, 1838 merged vrith Boston Morning Post.

B.P.L. 1832 - 1838; H.U. a few odd numbers 1832-1838;
B.A. 1832 - 1835.

Boston Daily Atlas.

Begun July 2. 1832, John Eastburn, publisher.

First editor Richard Hau^ton.

|5 a year 1832 - 1834, $8 Oct. 1, 1834 - 1850.

Whig’.

IJerged with 1858.

A. S. 1632-1850 etc.; B.P.L. 1839-1850 (Incomplete);
H.U. 1833-1850 (incomplete); B.A. 1832-1850, etc.

^Preliminary study toward a checklist of Boston Newspapers, 1830-1060
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Bay State Democrat.

Began Jan.l, 1840, Albert Morgan, publisher.

Editor, Lewis Josselyn,

$5 a year. Democratic.

Merged with Boston Dally Times , pov. 18, 1844.

B. P. L. 1840-1843; B.A. 1838, 1840, 1842-1844
( incomplete )

,

Boston Evening Bulletin and United States Republican.

Begun Uov. 26, 1827, J. P. Howe A Co., publishers.

98 a year in 1830.

Sold to New England Palladium April 29, 1830.

A. S. 1827-1830; H.U. odd nos. 1827-1830.

Laily Centinel.

Begun as daily edition of Centinel and Palladium
(semi-weekly) Sept. 30, 1851, Adams and Hudson,
publishers

.

Title soon changed to Daily Centinel and Palladium,
then 1836 to Centinel and Gazette

$8 a year.

Daily and semi-weekly merged 1840 with Boston Daily
Adverti ser.

A.S. 1836-1839; B. A. Nov. 15, 1838.

Morning Chronicle.

Began Mar. 22,1844, Leavitt and Alden, publishers.

Was daily edition of Emancipator and Weekly Chronicle

$5 a year. Liberty Party.

A.S. 1844, 1845; PaB.L. Apr. 24, 1845
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Boston Commercial Gazette.

Began 1829 as daily edition of Boston Gazette ,

publishers 1830 , Beale and Homer.

$8 a year.

Merged 1836 with Centinel and Palladiuroqv.

A.S. 1828-1836; B.P.L. Aug. 20, 1830; H.U. 1831-1832.

Boston Courier .

Begun March 1, 1824, Joseph Tinker Buckingham , edi tor

.

and publisher. Continued as editor until 1848.

$8 a year. kVhig.

Daily ended in '608.

A.S. 1824-50 etc.; B.P.L. 1824-50 etc.;
H.U. 1825-50 etc. (incomplete); B.A. 1824-50,
( incomplete .

;

Boston Daily Globe.

Begun latter part 1832. Sept, 25, 1833 is vol. 1 ,

no, 268,

Publisher, Samuel Dexter,

$4 a year.

A.S. May 12, Sept. 25, 1833.

Boston Mercantile Journal,

Begun Feb. 5, 1833, second number Mar. 4,1833,
then regularly.

Publishers, John Ford A Co.

First editor, B.B. Thatcher, succeeded 1834 by
John Sleeper,

$4 a year 1833, $8, 1834-1844, $6, 1844-1850.

)Vnig.

Title changed 1845 to Boston Daily Journal. '
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Merged with Boston Herald , 1917.

A.S. 183B-1850; H.U. 1833-1839, odd numhere 1843.
1847; B.A. 1833, 1835, 1840-1850 etc.

Patriot and Mercantile Advertiser.

Daily edition of Independent ohronicle and Poston
Patriot ( semi-weekly) Begun as Boston patriot and
Daily Chronicle . leiB. Mew title 1819.

$8 a year. 1. '
: .

y-" '

'I
' "

.

Both sold 1831 to Boston Dally Advertiser.

A. S. 1830, 1831. H.U. odd numbers 1830, 1831.

Daily Morning Post.

Begxm November 9, 1831, Beals and Greene, publishers.

First editor, Charles .Gordon Greene, Remained in
this position over forty years.

$4 a year 1831-1834, ^6, 1834-1838, $8, 1838-1850.

Democratic.

Dec. 1838 bought Boston Daily Advocate. . q.v.

Is in existence today.

B. A. 1831-1850 etc.; A.S. 1860.

Boston Daily Reformer.

Begun Nov, 3, 1834, Charles Douglas, editor and
pub lish er.

$4 a year.

Workingmen's paper,

A.S. Nov. 3, 1834.

Boston Daily Republican.

negun Oct. 1845 as Boston Daily '>Yhig. q.v.

Publisher, 1848, Alleh Shepard, 1849, Wilson
and Damrell.
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Editors, 1848, William S. Robinson, 1849 H. Wilson,
and L. Smith*

$6 a year.

B. A. 1848, 1849; H. U. 1848, 1849; B. P. L. 1848,
1849; A. S, 1848, 1849 - rather incomplete files.

Daily Evening Transcript .

Begun July 24, 1830. Suspended after July 27
until Aug. 28, 1830.

First editor Lynde M. Walter.

1842-1847 Cornelia Walter editor, the first woman
in this country to edit a daily paper.

;$4 a year.

In existence today.

A. S. 1830-1850 etc; H. D. 1830-50 etc; B. A,
1830-1850, etc.

Daily Evening Traveller .

Begun April 1, 1845, outgrowth of American Traveller ,

a weekly begun in 1825.

First Publishers, Upton, Ladd Sc Co.

Editors, Ferdinand Andrews and George punchard.

$4 a year 1845-April 1850, |5 after that.

In existence today^since 1912. as evening edition of
Boston Herald .

B. A. 1848-1850 etc; A. S. 1845-50 etc.

Bos ton Daily Tribune.

Begun Oct. 7, 1844 by Joseph H. Buckingham.

$4 a year, a copy. Whig.

B. P. L. Jan. 22, 1845.
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Boston Daily Whig .

Begun Oot. 1845, Merrill, Cobb h Co., publishers.

First editor, Riohard Atwill.

;|5 a year.

Aug. 9, 1848 title changed to Boston Daily Republican q.y,

A. S. 1845; H. D. 1846-1848; B. A. 1847, 1848.

The penny dailies .

American gagle .

Begun Dec. 3, 1844 by Baker, French, Harmon S» Co,

Ended May 19, 1847.

native American.

A. S. 1845, B. P. L. Deo. 3, 1844 - Jan. 1, 1847.

American Signal .

Begun May 29, 1847 by J. S. Far^iall & .Co.

native American.

A. S. Oct. 4, 1847, B. P. L. May 20 - Oot. 2, 1847,
July 26-29, 1848.

BC6 ton Daily Bee .

Begun Apr, 25, 1842 by Howland, Bradbury, Harmon & Co.

First editor C. J. Howland,

Whig 1849-50.

Merged with Atlas 1858.

A. S. 1842-1850 eto., H. U. Sept. 16, Oot. 29, 1850,
eto., B. P. L. 1842-1850 eto.

Evening Chronicle .

Begun Jan, 1, 1840 by French and Flinn.

First editor Rufus W. Griswold.

A. S. Jan. 8, Fab. 3, 6, 1840.
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Chronotypa,

Began ?eb, 11, 1846, ffhite, potter and Wright,
publishers.

Pirst editor iilizur Wright.

Ended Jan. 1, 1851, after which merged with
Commonwealth .

B. A. 1846-1850, H. U. 1848-1850, B. P. L. 1846-47,
1849-50.

Baeton Despatoh .

Begun Oot. 17, 1842, George H. Williams, publisher.

A. S. Got. 21, 1842.

Boston Daily Express .

Begun Dec. 11, 1837.

Editor William Hogan.

A. S. Deo. 14, 1837.

Boston Herald .

Begun as evening paper Aug. 31, 1846.

Morning edition begun Jan. 1, 1847.

First publishers. Baker, French., Harmon & Co.

First editor, William 0. Eaton.

In existence today.

A. S. odd numbers 1846-1850.

Boston Daily Herald .

.

Begun May 22, 1836, Harrington & Go. publishers.

First editor Henry F. Harrington.

• Ended Deo. 28, 1840.

A. S. odd numbers 1836-1837, B. P. L. odd numbers
1839.
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Boston Dally Ledi^er .

Begun April 4, 1842, Albert Morgan k Go.,
publishers.

Editor William Bartlett.

A. S. April 7, 9, 1842. -

Boston Daily Mall.

Begun, Deo. 8, 1841, J. K. Bradley A Go., publishers,

First editors S. G. Purdy and J. S. Houghton.

Ended Deo. 31, 1853.

B. A. 1847, '49. *50, H. U. 1850, B. P. L. 1841-
1650 eto.

Morning Star and Temperanoe Advooate .

Bogun May 24, 1841, James Burns, publisher,

A. S. vol, 1, 4 numbers.

Rational Whig and Star .

Vol. 5, number 27, Bov, 3, 1847,

Publishers at this time Jenks, Osgood k Go.

Editor S. Haynes Jenks.

A. S, Bov. 3, 1847 (only oopy found)

Daily Bative American and Spirit of '76.

Bogun Dec, (?) 1844 by J. iS, Farwell k Go.

Bo copy found.

Boston 12 O'Glook Beffs.

Bogun March 13, 1834, B. Hammatt Borton, publisher.

Second number March 17, then regularly daily.

A. S. Mar. 19, Apr. 12, 1834; B. P. L. July 1, 1834,
B. Y. P. L. Mar. 13-Sept, 10, 1834 (nearly perfect
file. )
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Boston Dally Revys.

Began May (?) 1841, William S. Darwell, publisher.

B. P. L. Oct. 22, 1841 and 10 numbers in Nov. 1841.

Daily Evening News .

Begun Oct. (?) 1837.

Earliest number found vol. 1, no. 105, Peb. 20, 1838.

Ho publisher named.

B. P. L. Feb. 20, 21, 24 and Sept. 4, 1838, Feb.
18, 1839.

Boston News-Letter .

Begun June 2, 1835, George and Farwell, publishers.
A. S. Thurs. June 11, 1835, which is vol. no. 9.

Daily Penny Post .

Begun Aug. 26, 1833.

Published at 28 Franklin Street.

No copy found.

Boston Daily Star.

Begun Oct. 29, 1845, Streeter and Corliss, publishers.

Editor S. Haynes Jenks.

B. P. L. 1845-1848; (incomplete); A. S. 1845-47.

Boston Daily Sun.

Begun 1845; vol. 1, no. 153, Fri. Nov. 28, 1845.

Published by an Association of practical printers
under the firm of Smith Byram te Co.

A. S. Hov.?8, 1845, Jan. 30, Aug. 4, 1846; B. P. L.
May 14, June 9, 1846.
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Boston Daily Times.

Begun Feb. 16, 1836, George Roberts, publisher.

Demooratio.

Sold to Boston Herald Apr. 23, 1857.

B. A. 1836-50 eto; H. D. 1836-39, 1848-50 eto; 3

B. P. L. 1836—41, 1843 (odd numbers); a. S. 1836-50.

A’orld In a Kutshell, or Spirit of the Bally press.

Begun Aug. 19, 1833 by Benjamin ?. Bond, printer.

Be.T series begun Mar. 24, 1834.

B. P. L. Aug. 19, 1833, Mar. 24, 1834; A. S. Sept. 3
3, 1833.

ffeekly, tri-weekly and semi-weekly newspapers.

Adopted Citizen s-w, w. (Irish) A S. Aug-, i-j. I'i Hi . i. no.7 >(

Advent Herald, w- ( Adventist ) HU. jvhh - j-bso etc^BA^. -i?5oetc.v 3
Jdn. S’),

Advertiser s-w edition of daily. A S. i^30 - 1 ?,50 etc.

American Ragle, w. edition of daily. BPL vol. i
^

4f-i?45 n

American Manufacturer, vr. (Manufacturing ) A.5 I?28-|J30 :

American Railway Times w. (Railroads. ) BPL I? -i^50; AS June 13 )?5(q

American Traveller s-v?, w., after 1845 connected with
Boston Traveller, w. A.S. («30-i842: BPL l?3q-J8A()- B.PL.

Anglo Saosun. w. (phonotypy.)N.Y.RL.I?*^b-1FH?rinco»np)ete)-
Q.PL. ixm (odd nos.); H.U. (odd nos.)

‘

Anti-Masonic Christian Herald", w. ( Anti-Masonry ) AS. Tain b I ?30

•

BP L - ? J
'

Atlas, s-w and w. edition of daily. A.S. U37~i«3F. BP.L jS3 F-jF 44 j?.

H U P.")

, , . ,
.

Banner of the Church, w. (Episcopal.) B A. 1 ?3i -
1 83i; H-U. iS3i-l83i-

B.P. L 1831 - I «3i.
Bee’ w. edition of daily. A. S. etc.

. (French.) HU. fa few nos.)Le Bostonian, vr
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Carbine w, (Campaign paper) AS voir, no.j. Sept. q, 1843
Ca.1 hoi ic Obser V er AS (ocid nos)
Christian jj'reeman and Family Visitor w. (Universalist )

H.U ig

igso^lc.", A S 1839-1841, 184 h (Incomplete); B.PL »83q -
1 850 (odd nos)

Boston Christian Herald, w. BPL i8ac^-|g33; HU n^y iq.i 833 .

Christian Reflector w, see Christian Watchman. (Baptist.)

Christian Register w. ( Unitarian. ) H.r. l 530 -
I 850,etc.; BA.

‘

I83q - i85^0etc.i BPL. I?30 - IS50 etc.
Christian Soldier w. (va. Universalism. ) no copy found.

Christian Watchman w. A. S. 1

8

30

-

1 850 etc.; BA. 1 832, 34, i83b -
J 8 42;^ H.U. 1830 - 1850 etc.; B.RL. J838- 1850

Christian Watchman and Reflector, union of Christian
Watchman and Christian Reflector, w. (Baptist.)

Christian Witness and Church Advocate, w, (Episcopal) B A. 1 835- 183

1842,1^43.
Christian World w, (Unitarlem) A S. 1843 - 18 4

3

nos. only);
H.U. >?H3'lg4?. L

Chronotype. w. edition of, daily. 81^. I84i) - I84c^.

Clay Banner. (Political campaigii. ) H.U. 5epT. 4-. 1 848 (^cop^ not founo
i

Columbian Cantinel, s-vr. (General) A.S. l 831 I832.-H.U. 1831; BA. 1830
1839.

'
"

J

Commentator w. (General) H.U. Jon. ,
May 1 830 .

Boston Commercial Gazette s-vr. (Business.) B.RL. 1830 - I 83 C|6 ncom
plefe)

Congregationalist vr. (Orthodox, Congregational) A.S I 8 4(^ -1 850. eic.

H.U. ;8 4 q
- 1850 etc.; B.RL. i 8 4q - i850 etc.

Courier s-w, w, edition of daily^^H U. 18 42-J8q8. 1850; B.A. l83o-»?4o
1844 -I84q. v7 . B A. l 84 l-»8 MCj.

Cradle of Liberty vr. (Anti-Slavery) A. 5. vol I, I83c|-i^40

Boston Cultivator vr, (Agricultural) A3 1838- 185o.etc.; H.U. i83q-
1850; BA I84h-I84 8 ;

B.P. L I 8 4 3 -
1 850. etc

.

Boston Directory and Business Advertiser vr. ( Business ) A.3. Aoct 2 3
184-q.

^

Dollar Times - vr. edition of daily, Boston Times, B.RL. Ja.n 18
,

Dec b. 13. I83q.

Boston Domestic Advertiser - w, (Business) A. 5 odd nos . 18 4C[, I850
HU Feb. -Aug". 1850; B.RL. Apr. q, i 84 q .

Boston Reporter and Weekly Lyceum - vr. (Education. ) AS. l83l.
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Emancipator - w, (Anti-Slavery) AS J83S-i?50etc

Emancipator and Eree American w. H.U. odd nos iiH3
,

Emancipator and 'Weekly Chronicle w. dS odd. nos.

Emancipator and Republican w, HU jQn. -/^ug IS50.

Emerald Isle w. (?) ( Irish, Catholic ) no copy found

Expostulator w, (Political campaign) AS.
,

8 nos.
1

Facts for the People w, (Political campaign)dS. I?i

H

nos.^

aRL. Nov.cj, 1839-
Family Lyceum w, (Education) A 5. <83^. H nos., H, U l?33. .2 nos.

Flag of Our Union w* (General) B.RL. Ja.n 5. J?3'0.

Free American w, see Emancipator (Anti-Slavery)

Free Soiler tri-w, (Political campaign) AS. Oct. 2 b. / 850;
1350

;
BP. L n 0 I. Oct 14-. I8J0 .

Free State Rally and Tezan Dhain-Breeker "weekly or
oftener" - (Political campaign). A S. b nos ISH5- BPL 5" nos

Boston Gazette w. (General) AS IS.30- /350 odd nos
.

Sat.urday Evening (jozette.
.
wCQener ol) H U 1830-1850 eXc., B P.L 1830- i%H5

Gazette Francaise w. (French) T/gifo ii50- BA iE30-<83q.^
HU i^'^iOncompletc); .-IS. b noS.l?50;^P.L Dec 'i 4 i850

Gleaner w. (General)-;iPL 3 , , 33 ^

Hangman w. (Capital punishment*) H.U 1S45; AS. 1845; LC. 18 45

Harbinger w. (Labor.) L.C. 1345- 1847 .

Harrison Democrat w (?) (Political campaign.) no copy found.

Health Journal and Advocate of Physiological Reform w,
(Health) p,s 4 nos. 1340

Herald w. edition of Boston Daily Herald. (1839). no copy found.

Herald and Star s-w edition of Boston Daily Herald. B>.RL Oct. jb.l 8 c

Horticultural Register w* (Agricultural) r.o copy found.

Illuminator w. (Moral reform) H U 1835 - I83b; B RL. na.r. ib. • S 3b
.

i
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Independent Chronicle and Boston Patriot s-w, Por
most of the period s-w edition of Boston Daily
Advertiser. B/i tS30, i?36- HV. 1^32 - iS'iO.

Investigator w. ( Infidel) 5 » 831 - IS50; B.P. L. Mar i5, .

Jesuit or Catholic Sentinel w. (Catholic) Lent by Librarian
o( rardinals Library Igaq - »S3'» B.Rl. Jan-aa JZ3i.

Laborer w, (labor .) B.P. L Ju ne JJi. 4 »

.

Latter Day Witness (vs. Millerism) AS vol ndi Mar.

Liberal s-w. (Political) B.PL. .Oct lA. I 8 39

Liberator vr. (Anti-Slavery) AS. I?3 1 - o'o,erc; B.PL.H'U, and BA.
the 5ame.

Light Ship, see Sheet Anchor. (Seamen) r.e copy found
Li t cra.rjy and Corhclic Sentinel Lei^ t Je s u i t

Le Litterateur Prancais w. (French) L.C
. Dec.3i. I - July 1.1^31.

Masonic Mirror w. (Masonic .) A S. 1830- /83i; H Xf ilsSO 0r.camplcte3j
BP. L nay IS. i«3o

Massachusetts Abolitionist w. Later called Free American'
q. V. ( Anti -Slave ry. ) A 5 i?39-)8MC; H U raaq.- i^^oCodd i.cs)

Massachusetts Ploughman w. (Agricultural. ) A 5 I3 m 4-I%5'0 etc.

Massachusetts Temperance Standard w. (Temperance) A S 1845 -J?47 ;

H U. 1^47 (Lncom plete); B P.L
.
feb /a

.
Tu ne /3^i?47.

Massachusetts Whig w. (Political campaign.) AS. Snos i849.

Boston Me rkur w. (German) no copy found.

Boston Museum w. (General ) A3. 4 - 1850 etc.; L. C iB f 9
- 18 50 etc.

national Philanthropist and Investigator and Genius of
Temperance w. (Temperance) AS »8 3o

Native American Republiceui w. (Native American) A S. Nov. 30, J844.

Nettle w. (Political campaign.) BA. 1838 ,
1 ^ 39 ,

18 H 4 ;
A.3.1830-

1840 . (odd nos)
, B.P-L I 839 . 1840 (3 nos..)

New Crisis w. (Political campaign.) A3. Sept. 8. 1839 .

New England Artisan and Farmers*, Mechanics' and
Laboring Man's Repository, w. (Labor).
A3 Sept la. 1833; B PL. ria.r a?. 18 33 -

New England Democrat w. (Political campaign.) AS i84 4 - 18 45 3. nos

BPL. 18 4 4.
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New England Parmer w. (Agricultural) BRL. H.U i^^o-
I

;
8 A I % 30 - I5s 4fci

,

New England Galaxy, w, (General) A S. i 8 so -<8 32; H.U. iS3i-i238
BA /8 30 - <8 31 . ,

New England Herald w. (Methodist.) A 5 / 83 o-j 833

New England Palladium s-'W, (General) A S < - <8 38 Coc^d nos);
HU<^30-<S3<; BA J830-<83l.

Boston Notion w. (General) odd nos. < 8 S<^-<8 45’ at A S 6 . P. L; t

Boston Double Notion.

Boston Quadruple . Notion.

Odd Fellow w. (Odd Fellows.) A S /%45-;BA. i24q-/2-50, IB.P.L 185-0,

5 nos

.

Did Countryman and Scotch, English, Colonial and Irish
Mirror w. (Irish, etc.) AS July I, <2 30.

Pathfinder and Business Intelligencer s«w (Business) AS < 2 H 7
~

124-S (odd nos); B P.L I 8 M 7 - <850 (odd nos)
Patriot and Seml-Beekly Advertiser s«w. For part of the

period s-w. edition of Boston Daily Advertiser.
BA <2 30- I83<; <84< - <%4A •

Pearl w. BA. <234-i83b.

Boston Pearl and Galaxy w. Was union of the Peqrl
and the New England Galaxy. AS. Dec. <b.

<

837 ;
H.U < 837-1838

Perley'a Sunday Pie Nio w. (Sunday) no copy found.

Petit Courrier des Families et des Pensions w. (French) no copy
found —A-

I z' j- !•

Pilot w. (Catholic) 1838-1850. Lent by Librarian o[Ca,rd<na.ls
L i brary.

Boston Press, s-w. H.U i 8 3o -<238;

Boston Press and Semi-Weekly Advocate - Union of
Press and Advocate, s-w edition of daily.

Free Press, w. tlU i830;(odd nos}; ^ *2 3o. 1 no. 1835-.

Free Press and Boston Weekly Advocate - Union of
Free Press and Advocate, w. edition of d.aily.

Boston Press and Post s-w. edition of Boston Post after
it absorbed the Boston Daily Advocate. A S <*«; 4 < - i85oeTc.;

B.PL. May 3,

1

837 .
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275 .

Priaoner'a Friend w. (Prison reform.) H.U.

Protective Union w. (Labor) B P. L Dec i. ^ .

Real Estate Advertiser w. (Business. ) /).S ]u ne IM^. I3 4Q ;

H D. June »4 lS4-q. ''

;

Boston Recorder w. (Orthodox, Congregational) ish8j

/>.s. IS30- I83h J Hxr. I?30- IV 4C, ! 3 - I 8 47 .

Boston Reformer tri-w. , w. (Labor) A3. i?3(5,fg'3 8 ocid nos.
I

Roberts' World of Romance w. Office of Boston Times. '

ho copv Jocund
Rough and Reeidy w. (Poltical campaign.) BRL. Dec.a,i%4 8; Har

I

Sheet Anchor w. (Seamen.) no copy |'ound. •
i

Sheet Anchor and Lightship w. , union of the Sheet
Anchor and the Lightship q. v.

Boston Shipping List, Prices Current, Commercial and
Underwriters' Gazette s-tr. (Business) B.A. 4^;
A.S I244-.

Boston Statesman tri-w, and w. edition of Boston Post. HU.
I330-IX33 (odd ncs.); B.P.L. Sept.7,iB33; BA i830-iS!34; A.5 J83o-lS;.5ro.|

Boston Sunday Chronicle w, ( Sunday) A .5. fVo v. /4. / 8 */•

. ^

Sunday News w, (Sunday) nocopyj^ound.
j

Sunday Telegraph w. (Sunday) no copy j^ound '

Sunday Visitor and Snelling's Censor w, (Sunday) BPL.Dec. 13 1835.
I t

Symbol and Oddfellows Magazine w. (Odd Fellows) AS i f 4 Q ^ 5. nos^
BP, L i'i<4S, nos.

'

'I

Thorn w. (Political Campaign.) A.3. i8 44(odd noc); B.RL. /23S^odd no-

Thursday Messenger, w. (General) A.S. I3 4 fo, i 8 4? (cdd nca)* B.RL. i?43i
)%‘fb (odd nos,); owned P. H.Fow/le, Juno H/.S-t,

Boston Weekly Messenger w. Office of Boston Daily Advertiser,
RA. 1334 - 18 ‘fi

;
H-U. 18 30- 1^40

j
AS. ) 8 30 - i cCc

.

Weekly Tocsin w. Office American Eagle, no copy found.

Saturday Morning Transcript w, edition of Daily Evening
Transcript, AS. isss’-isscj; fi.U.

True Democrat w, (?) (Political Campgaln. ) BR L. Oct i8j 8 4o.

True Weslj^an w, (Methodist.) AS. 1244,
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Trumpet and Unlrersalist Magazine vr, (Unlversalist ) /^ S i 8 30-

1247; HU. 12 30-1250 eic

United States Literary Advertiser eind Journal of
Politics, Heligion, Health, Kconomy and the
Arts. w. AS IS30 (odd nos^

Voice of Industry, w. (Labor.) AS » 2 W 7
-» 84 S (odd nos^

Boston Weekly Whig. w. (General) no copy 1*00 nd

Workingman's Advocate and Practical Politician, w, (Labor)
A3 na.y 22 . IZ3I, H.U. J e»n. 1. 1 2 31

Workman! "at convenient intervals" (Political campaign)
AS / 2 A0 A no5>.

Young Guard w. (Political campaign) A.S 3 nos.

Young Hickory w. (Political campaign) A.S. 5ept.-a.i,

Zion's Herald, w. (Methodist) A S. 33 -
1 232 ,

12 A5 - h 2
,

1 8-53

(n^com plete); H-U. <2 33. 13
]

B.P. L.
| g 3o - l 2«50 eTc.

Yankee Nation 6P L. 12m. 12^7 .
^ nos.

Explanation of abbreviations used in bibliography.

Libraries .

A. 3. - American Antiquarian Society Library.

B. A. •* Boston Athenaeun.

r. P. L. - Boston Public Library.

H. U. - Harvard University, Widener Library.
L C - LibrarY oj- Cong^ress
5. Y. P. L. - New York Public Library.

Publication of the papers .

w. - weekly.

8~w. - semi-weekly,

trl-w. - tri-weekly.
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Ayer, Pranoia Wayland, Advertising in America. ( In Pepew,
uliaanoy llitohell, One hundred years of American
commerce, vol. I.) 2 vola. New York 1895.

iBaoon, Edv/in LI.] Bacon's dictionary of Boston; with an
historical introduction by George E. Ellis.
Boston 1886.

Bacon, Edwin Monroe, Rambles around old Boston. Boston 1914.

Beers, Henry Augustin, Nathaniel Parker Willis. Boston 1885.

Bolton, Ethel Stanwood, ed. Topliff's travels; letters from
abroad in the years 1829 ed . , with memoir
and notes by E. S. Bolton. Boston, 1906.

Boston directory 1830-1851. Boston 1830-1851.

Boston Herald. (J[n Bay State Monthly, vol. 2. October 1884)

Bowen, Abel. Picture of Boston, 1829, 1838. Boston 1829 and
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Briggs, Charles Frederick and Maverick, Augustus. Story of
the telegraph and the history of the great Atlantic
cable. New York 1858.

Brown, Abram English . Paneuil Hall and Paneuil hall market;
or Peter Paneiul and ois gift. Boston 1900.

Brwm, John Howard, ed . Lamb's biographical dictionary of
the United States. 7 vols. Boston 1900.

Buckingham, Joseph Tinker. Personal memoirs and recollect-
ions of editorial life. 2 vols. Boston 1852.

Buckingham, J. T. and E. eds. New England magazine, vol. 2.
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Bugbee, James M. Boston under the mayors. V/lnsor,
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Catalogue of Boston type and stereotype foundry 1838,
Boston 1830.

Clapp, Silliam «Varland
,
Record of the Boston stage,

' Boston 1853.

Clark, Victor Eelden, History of laanufaoturea In the
United States, 1607-1860, V^ashington 1916,
Carnegie Inst. Pubs. no. 2156.

Clarke, James Freeman, The Anti slavery Movement in Boston,
( In V/insor, Justin; Memorial History of Boston 'volIII)
4 vols. Boston 1881.

Clarke, Louisa Brownell, The Greenes of Rhode Island,
1534-1902. Hew York 1903,

Commons John Rogers, and others, editors. Documentary
History of American Industrial society, 10 vols.
Cleveland, Ohio 1910-1911.

Congdon, Charles T., Recollections of a Journalist, Boston
1880.

Crawford, Mary Caroline, Romantic days in old Boston, the story
of the city and of its people during the nineteenth
century. Boston 1910#

Cummings, Charles A., Press and literature of the last hundred
years. (JCn, Winaor, Justin, Memorial history of
Boston, vol. JII) 4 vols. Boston 1881.

[Dearhorn, Nathaniel], Dearborn's reminiscences of Boston, and
guide through the city and environs. Boston, 1651,

Derby, Elias Basket, Boston: A commercial metropolis in
1850. (Reprinted from Hunt's Merchants Magazine,
November 1870) Boston 1850,

DeVinne, Theodore Low, American printing (J[n Depew, Chaunoy
Mitchell, One hundred years of American commerce)
2 vols. New York 1895.

Deyo, Simeon L., History of Barnstable County, Mass. New
York, 1890,

Drake, Francis Samuel, Dictionary of American biography,
including the men of the time, Boston 1872,

Drake, Smauel Adams - History of Middlesex County, 2 vols,
Boston 1880.
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Everett, Edv/ard
,
Remarks on Mr. Hale. Maaa. Hlat.

Soo. Proceedings lti62-6i), vol. o.) Boston 1663.

Porbea, Prank H., The old Boston water front (In Hosalter,
William Sidney, Days and ways in old ^aton.)
Boston 1915.

Garrison, William Lloyd, Boston anti-slavery days. (In
Bostonian Society Proceedings. Ist aeries
vol. 2, 1905.) Boston 1905.

[Garrison, W. P. and P. J.], William Lloyd Garrison, 1805-
1679; the Story of his Ufa. 4 vola. Hew York
1885-89.

Goddard, Delano A., Historical sketch of the Boston Daily
Advertiser (J[n Advertiser Pehraary 19, 1683.)

Guild, Curtis, Bits of Old Boston & viord-^iaturea of the
Past. (In Bostonian Soo. Puhl. 2nd aeries, vol. 6)
Boston l”^6.

Hale, Edward Everett, Editorial duty ( In: his . A Hew England
boyhood.) Boston 1900.

Hale, Mward Everett, A Hew England boyhood ( In his Works,
Library edition.) Boston 1900.

Hauailton, Prederick W., Type and presses in America, a
brief historical sketch of the development of type
casting and press building in the United States.
Chicago 1918.

Hill, Hamilton Andrews, Boston's trade and 6ommeroe for
forty years, 1844-1884 (An address before the
American Statistical Association, 1884) Boston
18t>4.

Hill, Hamilton Andrews, Trade, commerce and il'avigation
of Boston 1780-1660 (^ Winsor, Justin, Memorial
history of Boston, voi. 4.) 4 vols. Boston 1881.

Hoe, Robert, A short history of the printing press. Hew
York 1902.

Hoe, H. & Company, Catalogue, Hew York 1854 (B. P. L.)
Another cony. Hew York 1860 (H. U.)

Haven, Gilbert and Russell, Thomas
,
Pather Taylor, the

sailor preacher, Boston 1904.
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Holmes, 0. W., The aatoorat at the breakfast table. ( In
hla Writings, Riverside ed. vol. I.) Boston
TdF0-169E.

Howe, Mark Antony DeWolfe, Boston Common; Scenes from
four centaries. Cambridge, 1910.

Howe, Mark Antony DeWolfe, Boston, the place and the people.
New York, 1903.

Hudson, Frederic, Journalism in the United States from
1690 to 1872., New York 1873.

Hurd, B. Hamilton, History of Bristol County, Maas.,
Philadelphia, 1883.

Hurd, D. Hamilton, History of Essex County, Philadelphia 1888.

Johnson, Oliver, Garrison and his times, Boston 1880.

Johnson, Hosslter and Brown, John Howard, editors.. Twen-
tieth century biographical dictionary of notable
Americana, 10 vols. Boston 1904.

. Jones, Alexander, Historical sketch of the electric telegraph.
New York, 1862.

Kidder, Henry P. and Peabody, Prancia H., Finance in Boston.
(In Winaor, Justin, Memorial history of Boston,
v'oT. rv) 4 vols. Boston 1881.

Lee, James Melvin, History of American journalism, Boston,
1915.

Life and ancestry of Rev. Alvan Bond, D. D* 1593-1882.
New York 1896.

Lodge, Henry Cabot, Boston, London 1892.

Lothrop, Samuel Kirkland, Memoir of Hon. Nathan Hale (In
Mass. Hist. Soc. Pros. vol. 18, 1880-1881)
Boston 1881.

Lovering, Joseph, Boston and science (In Winsor, Justin,
Memorial history of Boston voTT IV) 4 vols.
Boston 1881.

Lowell, James Russell, Bigelow Papers.
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UoMaater, John Baoh, Daniel Wehater, New York 190E,

Miles, Pliny, Advantages of ooean steam navigation,
foreign and coastwise, to the oommeroe of Boston,
and manufactures of New England. Boston 1857.

Morison, Eamuel Eliot, The life and letters of Harrison
Gray Otis, federalist, 1766-1848, E vols, Boston
1S>1&.

Munsell, Joel, A chronology of paper and paper making.
5d . ed. Albany 1864.

Nelson, William, editor. New Jersey Archives, colonial
documents. 1st series, vol. 12. Paterson, N. J.,
18^5.

New England historical and genealogical register, vol.
;i4, io80. Boston 1847-^.

Our first men. A calendar of wealth, fashion and gentility.
Boston 1846.

Quinquennial catalogue of the officers and graduates of
Harvard University, 1636-1916. Cambridge, 1916.

Reid, James D. , The telegraph in America, New York, 1879.

Ringwalt , J. Luther, American encyclopedia of printing,
Philadelphia, 1871.

Rossiter, William Sidney, The year 1847 (In his Days and
ways in' Old Boston.) Boston 191*^

Rowell’s American newspaper directory, 1869.

Savage, Edward H., Boston events, a brief mention and the
date of more than 5,000 events that transpired in
Boston from 1630-1880, covering a period of E60 years
Boston 1884.

Sohottler, William, Sohouler papers — manuscript letters, 6to.
At Mass. Hist. Soo. Library.

Shattuok, L., Report to the committee of the city council
ConJ the census of Boston, 1846, Boston 1846.

Smalley, Eugene Virgil, History of the Northern Pacific
railroad. New Yoric 1883.
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